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Abstract
The Internet of Things (IoT) concept has been realisedwith the advent ofMachine-

to-Machine (M2M) communication throughwhich the visionof future Internet has been
revolutionised. IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN)
provides feasible IPv6 connectivity to previously isolated environments, e.g. wireless
M2M sensors and actuator networks. This thesis’s contributions include a novel math-
ematical model, energy-ef icient algorithms, and a centralised software controller for
dynamic consolidation of programmability features in cloud-based M2M networks.

A new generalised joint mathematical model has been proposed for performance
analysis of the 6LoWPAN MAC and PHY layers. The proposed model differs from ex-
isting analytical models as it precisely adopts the 6LoWPAN speci ications introduced
by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) working group. The proposed approach
is based on Markov chain modelling and validated through Monte-Carlo simulation. In
addition, an intelligentmechanismhas been proposed for optimal 6LoWPANMAC layer
parameters set selection. The proposed mechanism depends on Arti icial Neural Net-
work (ANN), Genetic Algorithm (GA), and Particles Swarm Optimisation (PSO). Simu-
lation results show that utilising the optimal MAC parameters improve the 6LoWPAN
network throughput by 52-63% and reduce end-to-end delay by 54-65%.

This thesis focuses on energy-ef icient data extraction anddissemination in awire-
less M2M sensor network based on 6LoWPAN. A new scalable and self-organised clus-
tering technique with a smart sleep scheduler has been proposed for prolonging M2M
network’s lifetime and enhancing network connectivity. These solutions succeed in
overcoming performance degradation and unbalanced energy consumption problems
in homogeneous and heterogeneous sensor networks. Simulation results show that by
adopting the proposed schemes in multiple mobile sink sensory ield will improve the
total aggregated packets by 38-167% and extend network lifetime by 30-78%.

Proof-of-concept real-time hardware testbed experiments are used to verify the
effectiveness of Software-De ined Networking (SDN), Network Function Virtualisation
(NFV) and cloud computing on a6LoWPANnetwork. The implemented testbed is based
on open standards development boards (i.e. Arduino), with one sink, which is theM2M
6LoWPAN gateway, where the network coordinator and the customised SDN controller
operated. Experimental results indicate that the proposed approach reduces network
discovery time by 60% and extends the node lifetime by 65% in comparison with the
traditional 6LoWPAN network. Finally, the thesis is concluded with an overall picture
of the research conducted and some suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Machine-to-Machine Communications

Only a few years from now, by 2020, the number of devices connected to the
Internet will increase exponentially [1]. The connected devices will be quite diverse
in functionality and processing capability, having the ability to sense, actuate, process,
and store data. These devices can communicate with each other and exchange infor-
mation in a Machine-to-Machine (M2M) paradigm [2]. M2M communication refers to
the communication between two connected devices in homogeneous or heterogeneous
networks without or with limited human intervention. M2M communication pertains
the algorithms, mechanisms and technologies that can handle the large diversity of lim-
ited energy embedded devices that forward the data to collection base stations. InM2M
sensor networks, there are a large number of sensor nodes ranging from hundreds to
thousands, which run data sensing tasks and send the information to theM2Mgateway.
Due to the variety of sensor network heterogeneity, M2M networks provide different
levels of reliability and critical data have higher reliability demands [3]. Nowadays,
wireless sensors are the main building blocks of M2M communication and are being
deployed in various systems, including surveillance systems, smart grids, and health-
care monitoring systems [4]. Traditionally, such connected devices have worked lo-
cally and provided services for human users in an independent way. Advances in radio
communication technologies have enabledmore connectivity, such as Radio Frequency
Identi ication (RFID) and Low power Wireless Personal Area Networks (LoWPAN) to
connect these devices to the Internet. In particular, M2M communications act as an
enabling technology for the Internet of Things (IoT) [5].
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The IoT can be de ined as a global network infrastructure that includes the exist-
ing and future Internet networks. IoT networks have self-con iguring capabilities that
make network extension possible with different networks technologies [5]. M2M com-
munication constitutes the principle communication paradigm in realising the IoT rev-
olution. IoT enables physical objects to have virtual identity and will be integrated into
a wide range of applications to enhance daily life activities, such as home and indus-
trial automation, energy management, etc. Moreover, cloud computing architectures
are themost promising technology in leveraging some of the applications, services, and
networks of IoT [6]. The merging of M2M networks in IoT produces new applications
for remote measurement and control of the connected devices. Remote measurements
refer to the sensing process of physical phenomena then storing and sending the data
to extract the useful information. In addition, the remote control of devices includes
processing the received data and sending or receiving control commands among the
connected devices.

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers standard (IEEE 802.15.4) is
aimed at providing cheap, low-power, short-range communications for embedded de-
vices. The low-power and low-data rate devices provide ubiquitous connectivity at low
cost and they can access the Internet via a border gateway. The emerging of Internet
Protocol (IP)-connected devices, like sensors, actuators, and smart objects are having a
great impact in terms of providing a new interconnected service. M2Msensor networks
comprise mainly a large number of small devices that run on batteries. The limited
battery power of an M2M node is consumed during its lifetime performing the sensing
and transmitting of data. Given the limited energy source, there is a need for energy-
ef icient algorithms to balance the energy consumption and the quality of information,
because the node’s lifetime depends on the availability of the residual energy [7].

The fundamental differences betweenM2M and IoT regarding the networking and
computing perspective were investigated in [8]. An innovative IoT architecture was
proposed in [9] for real-time interaction between the mobile clients and smart/legacy
things (sensors and actuators) via a wireless gateway. Also, an IoT overview and en-
abling technologies, protocols, and application issues were summarised in [5]. IoT is
enabled by merging the development of different technologies like intelligent sensors
and ubiquitous connectivity. The availability of smart sensors that can interact with
the human to deliver new services will open a new plethora of potential applications.
In [10], a comprehensive state-of-the-art for M2M networks was provided, which also
covered the standardisation efforts for the development of new protocols.
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1.1.1 M2M Architecture

In recent years, the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), an
independent, not-for-pro it, standardisation organisation, has become involved in de-
veloping a generic standard for M2M systems. It aims to provide interoperability be-
tween different M2M components and the available existing technologies, in addition
to providing a framework for developing services independently of the underlying net-
work [11]. The ETSI has proposed a detailed functional architecture with a generic
set of service capabilities for M2M communication, by dividing the system into three
domains: (i) the device and gateway domain; (ii) the network domain; and (iii) the
application domain.

Figure 1.1: M2M communication architecture [11]

Figure 1.1 shows the architecture of a wireless M2M system and the ETSI architec-
ture consists of ive distinct components, as described below:
1. The M2M devices: characterised by low-power and low-data rate small embedded

devices, which are capable of transmitting data autonomously. Each device typically
consists of four principle parts: sensing unit, processing unit, power unit and com-
munication unit. The communication unit enables the M2M device to interact with
the other devices through short-range wireless communication.
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2. The M2M area network: also known as capillary network, is a short-range network
that connects M2M devices and provides a link to the M2M gateway. The M2M area
network carries the sensed data by M2M devices to a M2M gateway for further pro-
cessing and extracts useful information. The IEEE 802.15.4 is an emerging commu-
nication standard developed speci ically for LoWPAN and the other compliant tech-
nologies for the capillary network include: IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal
Area Networks (6LoWPAN), ZigBee, and Bluetooth.

3. The M2M gateway: acts as a proxy between M2M devices and the M2M network
domain. The gateway must be an in inite power device with advanced processing
capabilities and multiple radio interfaces. These multiple radios enable the M2M
gateway to operate in technologies employed by both the M2M area network and
the communication network used in the M2M network domain.

4. The M2M access communication network: connects the M2M gateway to the Inter-
net, and also provides access to the M2M application server. The communication
network provides long-range communication technologies to gain access the core
network, which include Long-Term Evolution (LTE), Worldwide Interoperability for
Microwave Access (WiMAX), and Wireless Local Area network (WLAN), while the
core network technologies provide IP connectivity.

5. M2Mapplications: are located on remote servers containing the servicemiddleware
layer, where the sensed data travel through various application services to extract
useful information for speci ic business applications.

1.1.2 M2M Communication Features

M2M communication has unique features that distinguished it from conventional
Human-to-Human (H2H) communication and creates new service management [12].
M2M communication captures a number of unique features that are highlighted below:
• Massive Number: the number of connected devices is expected to be more than that

of the population. The embedded devices will exceed the amount of human interac-
tive devices (e.g. tablets, mobile phones, etc.). These massive devices will generate
large volumes of data, whichmay cause a scalability problem for the existing network
infrastructures.

• Energy Constrained: M2M devices must ef iciently use their energy storage in or-
der to prolong the network lifetime, because some devices are battery powered and
need to run for a long time without charging or changing the batteries. Accordingly,
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this goal can be achieved by putting their communication antennae in sleep mode to
conserve energy, when their operation is not necessary.

• Lossy Transmission: the M2M devices are deployed in an environment where the
wireless links are subject to frequent failures and the reliability of transmitted data
is as important as energy ef iciency in M2M communication.

• Device Heterogeneity: a large variety of connected M2M devices with diverse func-
tionality and services needs many M2M applications to handle the system require-
ments. The device heterogeneity creates interoperability issues, which affect the
generalisation of M2M systems.

• Limited Mobility: most M2M devices are stationary and deployed in the monitoring
area without any mobility. Some M2M devices have a constrained mobility function,
having to move in a prede ined path in the monitoring area.

• Small Packet Size: most M2M devices generate periodic traf ic, with few applications
generating event-driven traf ic using the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. Hence, M2M de-
vices must use small data transmissions for ef icient energy resource utilisation.

• Quality-of-Service (QoS) Requirements: most M2M area network consists of many
M2M devices transmitting data using low-power and low-data rate communication.
However, applications using high-data rate also exist and hence, the end-to-end delay
requirementsmay range frommilliseconds tominutes depending on the application.

1.2 Research Motivations

IoT networks are built-up of a large number of M2M nodes, with the main objec-
tives being to have energy-ef icient and scalable routing protocols to prolong the life-
time of the connected hardware by converting the consumed energy into useful data
transmissions. 6LoWPAN, introduced by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
workinggroup, is de ined the implementationof Internet protocols over low-powerand
low-data rate devices using the IEEE 802.15.4 as theMediumAccess Control (MAC) and
Physical (PHY) layers standard. 6LoWPAN enables constrained low-power and exist-
ing IP devices to communicate with each other over the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. How-
ever, 6LoWPAN networks still have constrained properties, including limited residual
energy, ixed packet size, high packet loss, limited mobility, and limited throughput. In
addition, 6LoWPAN has an extra layer in its protocol stack, which is called the adap-
tation layer. This layer is responsible for header compression, fragmentation and re-
assembly of an IPv6 packet when it is sent or received over the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.
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M2Msensornetworksmayadoptunexpected topology changes,whereM2Mnodes
are being deployed randomly in the target area. In order to improve the availability of
shared resources, M2M sensor nodes should have the ability of node recon iguration
even after deployment. Software-De ined Networking (SDN) was proposed to sepa-
rate the control plane from the data plane. This feature provides strong capability to
work within the resource constraints of low-power, low-memory, and low-bandwidth
devices. SDN can enable sensor node re-tasking in M2M networks and it also pro-
vides seamless resource management for implementing different algorithms through
the centralised controller. SDN and Network Function Virtualisation (NFV) represent
the most promising advances in terms of a programmable network and dynamic re-
source allocation for M2M networks in IoT architecture. NFV can be applied to any
packet processing plane (data plane) and route decision plane (control plane) of M2M
network infrastructure, while cloud computing provides ubiquitous connectivity to en-
hance network functionality.

1.3 Research Aim and Objectives

This research was driven by the motivation to model, optimise, develop, design,
and implement a framework of integratedM2M sensor nodes to the Internet. Themain
aim of this research is to implement self-organised, scalable, and energy-ef icient rout-
ing protocol for M2M sensor networks that can overcome the resource constrained
challenges. Hence,minimising packet losses and energy consumptionwill enhance net-
work throughput, and reduce end-to-enddelay in sensor networks. 6LoWPANswitches
the IEEE802.15.4 standard into the next IP-enabled link by enabling low-power devices
and existing IP devices to communicate directly. The IEEE 802.15.4 MAC can be run in
two modes: beacon and non-beacon enabled modes. This work is focused on evalu-
ation and development of new MAC layer solutions entirely based on IEEE 802.15.4
non-beacon enabled operation. To this end, this research focuses on implementing a
customised SDN controller for cloud-based 6LoWPAN network with integrated NFV
technology. The expected outcome of this effort is to enhance network programmabil-
ity and re-tasking via the proposed customised Software De ined-Network Functioning
Virtualisation (SD-NFV) approach for cloud-based 6LoWPAN network. The proposed
approach can provide dynamic and scalable deployment for both M2M sensor nodes
and application in heterogeneous IoT networks. The SD-NFV approach targets to bal-
ance the trade-off between quality of information and energy ef iciency while ensuring
its applicability for a wide variety of applications in IoT environment.
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To reach the aforementioned primary research aim, a set of scienti ic and technical
objectives have been identi ied. The objectives of the conducted research are:
1. Investigate the relevant state-of-the-art and related works to obtain a solid back-

ground about the research topic. The research gaps are identi ied regarding the
modelling of IEEE 802.15.4 protocol stack layers, developing a low-costM2M sensor
node, proposing an energy-ef icient routing protocol and deployingmultiple mobile
sinks, instead of static ones in 6LoWPAN based sensor network;

2. Explore the existing research efforts for integrating SDN and NFV in 6LoWPAN net-
works. Summarise the expected achievements in terms of sensor nodes’ energy con-
sumption, packet delivery ratio and end-to-end delay;

3. Integrate the cloud computing platform with the M2M sensor network through the
M2M gateway in 6LoWPAN networks. This integration provides global connectivity
and increases network monitoring and management via an SDN-based gateway;

4. Design a new self-organised clustering technique and smart sleep schedulingmech-
anism for an energy-ef icient routing protocol. The proposed approach involves
adopting multiple mobile sinks deployment to balance the traf ic load and to con-
serve nodes’ energy in IoT homogeneous and heterogeneous M2M sensor network;

5. Develop a new framework capable of providing optimised, self-organised, scalable,
and energy-ef icient features for IoT networks. The proposed approach must be:
(a) Independent of the network topology, heterogeneity and routing algorithms;
(b) Independent of traf ic patterns (unidirectional, bidirectional or both);
(c) Independent of the underlying node software and hardware platform;

6. Develop a proof-of-concept testbed (demonstration system) to validate and test the
desired research objectives.

1.4 Thesis Contributions

The contributions of this thesis cover different aspects of M2M communications
and the possible solution for integrating SDN, NFV and cloud computing. The contribu-
tions to knowledge comprise ive parts, while the outcomes in the form novel solutions,
algorithms and protocol enhancements are summarised below:
1. Developing a New Joint Mathematical Model for 6LoWPANMAC and PHY Layers

The IEEE802.15.4 standardhasbeen recognisedas themost commonly appliedMAC
and PHY layers standard for Low Rate-Wireless Personal Area Network (LR-WPAN).
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6LoWPAN has attracted lots of interest from the research community, because it
seems to be one of the ef icient ways to build new applications for IoT. This con-
tribution introduces a new analytical model for performance analysis of 6LoWPAN
MAC and PHY layers based on Markov chain modelling and queue theory. This ap-
proachmodels the stochastic behaviour of the network throughput and packet delay
in terms ofMAC parameters. Themathematical model is validated throughMATLAB
simulation and is proven to be accurate with low computational complexity.

2. Developing an Intelligent Approach for Optimising 6LoWPANMAC Layer
Fairness, low latency and high throughput with low energy consumption, are the
desirable attributes of MAC protocols. When inappropriate parameter settings are
used, the default MAC parameters generate excessive collisions, packet losses and
high latency under high traf ic with a larger number of nodes. Attention is paid
for optimising these parameters to achieve high throughput with minimum latency.
This contribution involves proposing an optimisation mechanism to select the op-
timal 6LoWPAN MAC layer parameters set. This mechanism depends on Arti icial
Neural Networks (ANN), Genetic Algorithm (GA), and Particles Swarm Optimisa-
tion (PSO) to select and validate the optimised MAC parameters. The obtained re-
sults show that utilising the optimal MAC parameters improve 6LoWPAN network
throughput by 52-63% and reduces end-to-end delay by 54-65%, with this percent-
age depending upon the number of M2M nodes.

3. Developing a Scalable M2M Routing Protocol for Energy-Ef icient IoT Applications
The aim of this contribution is to design a self-organised and scalable routing pro-
tocol for M2M sensor network. The proposed approach involves adopting multi-
ple mobile sinks for IoT applications based on 6LoWPAN. A self-organised energy-
ef icient clustering mechanism is proposed implicitly to solve network scalability,
performance degradation, and unbalance energy consumption problems for both
homogeneous and heterogeneous sensor networks. The proposed clustering tech-
nique will use a heuristic approach for cluster head selection and cluster head rota-
tion, whilst also decreasing the control messages and saving energy. The sink nodes
dynamically collect the data from cluster heads and eliminate the problems of en-
ergy holes, network coverage and multi-hop packets sending. In addition, deploy-
ing multiple mobile sinks collaborate in solving network scalability problem and
creating a dynamic topology to adapt variable extensions of the system in IoT ar-
chitecture. The simulation results showed that using multiple mobile sink nodes
and the proposed clustering technique improves the energy distribution and pro-
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longs network lifetime. More speci ically, the percentage difference between the
proposed energy-ef icient routing protocol and existing routing protocols showed
remarkable enhancement of about 74% and 167% in terms of network lifetime and
packets delivered to the sink nodes, respectively, in homogeneous sensor networks.
On the other hand, the network lifetime expansion for heterogeneous sensor net-
works ranged from 41% to 78%, while the packets delivered to the sinks ranged
from 38% to 165%, the enhancement range depending on network heterogeneity.

4. Developing an Energy-Ef icient MAC Protocol with Smart Sleep Scheduling
This contribution is based on the clustering mechanism proposed in (3) with smart
sleep mode to extend M2M network lifetime and enhance network connectivity. In
order to improve the energy utilisation in each M2M node effectively, sink mobility
has been adopted as well as implicitly providing load balancing and reducing end-
to-end delay. The smart sleep scheduling is based on Time Division Multiple Ac-
cess (TDMA) and has been simulated using MATLAB. The simulation results show
that the smart sleep scheduling mechanism succeeds in extending the network life-
time by 67.8% in homogeneous networks. While in heterogeneous networks, the
network lifetime is extended by 68.9% and 66.5% for two and three heterogeneity
levels, respectively.

5. Implementing a Proof-of-Concept Testbed based on SD-NFV Approach
To the best ofmyknowledge, there has been limited research implementing SDNand
NFV using existing 6LoWPAN hardware in the literature. To this end, this contribu-
tion focuses on implementing a customised SDN controller for a 6LoWPAN network
with integrated NFV and cloud technologies. The implemented testbed is based on
open source software and hardware platforms. It shows a remarkable reduction in
the consumed energy ofM2Msensor nodes compared to a traditional 6LoWPANnet-
work. The proposed SD-NFV infrastructure provides a dynamic and scalable deploy-
ment for bothM2M sensor nodes and applications in heterogeneousM2Mnetworks.
The aim of the SD-NFV approach is to simplify network management through a pro-
grammability feature and to provide global connectivity for IoT architecture.

1.5 Research Methodology

The connotation development stage was the irst stage in this research and it con-
sisted of an inclusive literature review. Research gap identi ication was carried out by
compartmentalisation of the existing energy-ef icient routing protocols. In addition, a
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detailed analysiswas performed to determine how the clustering techniques and smart
sleep scheduling can be combined together to enhance the performance of the routing
protocol without affecting the latency and network performance. Moreover, the exist-
ing enhancement schemes are presented in the form of a timeline to ease the analysis
and to determine the research gaps during the last years. During the second stage, the
evaluation of existing clustering techniques, sleep mechanisms and routing protocols,
as well as the design of the proposed clustering and sleep scheduling were performed.
As part of the second stage, different simulation software was studied to validate the
availability of libraries and to check the compatibilitywith the designed approach. Sub-
sequently, the simulation environment was selected carefully for future evaluation of
the proposed approach. This research is mainly focused on the IPv6 M2M sensor net-
work (6LoWPAN), which plays an important role in many applications. The applica-
tions diversity will have different parameters, such as various traf ic pattern, different
addressing space and variable packet size. These parameters needed to be taken in
account in the design considerations as well as when considering the advantages and
reasons behind choosing this protocol stack and compliant technologies.

Most researchers in the literature tried to model the MAC and PHY layers of the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard in both its operation modes: beacon and non-beacon. How-
ever, none has attempted to model these layers according to the 6LoWPAN standard
provided by the IETF working group [13]. Accordingly, the third stage was started,
with the proposed analytical modelling being carried out using Markov chain analysis,
taking into account the operation frequency, data rate and modulation type in the PHY
layer aswell as the buffer in theM2Mnode. After analysing and validating the proposed
mathematical model, the optimisation phase started as part of the third stage. ANN, GA
and PSO were used to optimise the MAC layer parameter to enhance the network per-
formance in terms of network throughput and end-to-end delay. The fourth stage of
this research was focused on the integration of SDN, NFV and cloud computing with a
6LoWPAN based network, where the SDN was used to decouple the control and data
planes from network devices to increase network programmability. Whilst the NFV
was used to virtualise some network functions and to integrate it with the centralised
SDN controller, NFV enhances the network functions and eases the development of new
service with enhanced management. The main advantage of using cloud computing is
that it adds ubiquitous connectivity to engage LoWPANs with the IoT environment.

The proof-of-concept testbed implementation, based on open source hardware
platform (e.g. Arduino board). The availability of open source software libraries led
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to a signi icant delay in the implementation phase of the 6LoWPAN protocol stack and
customised SDN controller. As a inal stage, various scenarios were evaluated and val-
idated through both simulation and testbed experiments under various traf ic param-
eters. This provided valuable information about the M2M network behaviour in the
IoT environment. As part of this stage a comparison of the traditional and proposed
approaches was conducted.

1.6 Thesis Outline
This thesis has begun with an introduction to M2M communication and the en-

abling technologies required as active parts of IoT. The rest of the thesis is organised as
follows:

Chapter 2 gives an overview of the backgrounds and related works regarding the
research topics to identify the research gaps in the existing research. Furthermore, ex-
isting energy-ef icient routing protocols are characterised in terms of clustering mech-
anism and network heterogeneity. The literature regarding 6LoWPAN networks, sink
mobility and most demanding network technologies (e.g. SDN and NFV) with cloud
computing is discussed. The technologies critically assessed in this chapter guide the
direction of this research.

Chapter 3presents a detailed overviewof the proposed jointmathematicalmodel.
At the beginning, an introduction to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard is given to illustrate
the operational mode of the 6LoWPAN standard. Furthermore, this chapter provides a
detailed analysis of the MAC and PHY layer parameters, in addition to the optimisation
techniques that are used to get the best MAC layer parameters set among the default
ones.

Chapter 4 presents a detailed analysis and results of how the various clustering
techniques are affected by the unique characteristics of 6LoWPAN networks, and how
the proposed self-organised clustering techniquewith smart sleep scheduling succeeds
in prolonging the network lifetimewithout affecting network performance. In addition,
network heterogeneity is also considered in the simulation to generalise the proposed
clustering technique.

Chapter 5 presents a new SD-NFV approach for 6LoWPAN networks with cloud
computing connectivity. SD-NFV is designed as an energy-ef icient approach for IoT
networks. All of the speci ic characteristics of 6LoWPAN, SDN, NFV and cloud comput-
ing are described in order to study the effects of these characteristics in the proposed
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scheme. In addition, this chapter presents the hardware and software tools used in
implementing the experimental testbed. Moreover, the customised SDN controller im-
plementation is also explained in detail. Finally, the testbed results and discussions are
presented at the end of the chapter.

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis, providing the overall picture of the research con-
ducted pertaining to different aspects of M2M communications. It provides a summary
of how the objectives have been achieved and what conclusions can be drawn. More-
over, it gives some suggestions of directions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries and RelatedWorks

2.1 IPv6 over IEEE 802.15.4 Standard (6LoWPAN)

In 2003, the irst version was released of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [14] and was
then revised in 2006 [15]. This standard de ines the radio communication at 868 MHz,
915 MHz and 2.4 GHz for low-power and low-data rate wireless embedded devices.
Practically, IEEE 802.15.4 at 2.4 GHz is used in almost all low-power devices, as it pro-
vides a feasible data rate and can be used globally. Depending on operational frequency
of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, different data rates are provided ranging from 20-250
kbps,while the channel accessmechanismoperates usingCarrier SenseMultipleAccess
with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA). In CSMA/CA, the node with a packet to transmit
tries to listen to the communication channel to check whether there is another node
transmitting a packet within its communication range. If this is true, the node waits
until the current transmission is complete. If the medium becomes free and no traf-
ic is generated, the node will start transmitting a packet, otherwise, the node has to
wait until the medium becomes clear, as it is being used by another node. In addi-
tion, CSMA/CAwith acknowledgement is provided to increase the reliability at theMAC
layer and the128-bit Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is provided at the link layer.
Unicast and broadcast addressing capability are provided with two addressing modes:
short (16-bit) and long (64-bit). The MAC layer runs in one of two modes: beacon-
enabled and beaconlessmodes. The beacon-enabledmode uses TimeDivisionMultiple
Access (TDMA) for allocating time slots to each node, while the beaconless mode uses
the pure CSMAmechanism. Finally, the PHY layer payload is up to 127 bytes, and it uses
different types of modulation depending on the operational radio frequency.
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The Internet can be divided into three categories [16]: the core Internet, the edge
Internet and thewireless embedded Internet. The core internet pertains to the servers,
router and the connected network devices, while the edge Internet is related to the
user’s units such as PCs, cell phones, etc. The last category is not very large-scaled
and is the wireless embedded Internet. It refers to the smart objects and small embed-
ded devices with limited computation capability and that are power constrained. The
wireless embedded Internet is built-up bymany small stub networks. 6LoWPAN is one
of these networks, where the border router or gateway shares the same IPv6 address
pre ixwith all the connected nodes. The border router can be connected to the Internet
and be responsible of routing the traf ic from and to the 6LoWPAN nodes. 6LoWPAN
networks can also exist without a border router connected to the Internet, as so-called
Ad-hoc LoWPAN, which is outside the scope of this thesis.

As stated earlier, 6LoWPANwas developed by the IETFworking group in 2007 and
IPv6 is the newest version of the Internet protocol, with 6LoWPAN providing direct in-
tegration of IPv6 over the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. Accordingly, each node in the 6LoW-
PAN network becomes accessible from the Internet. 6LoWPAN has been designed with
the IEEE 802.15.4 in mind and consequently, some 6LoWPAN speci ications are closely
tied to features of the IEEE 802.15.4 link layer, such as using the Personal Area Network
Identi ication (PAN ID) for address management. 6LoWPAN networks run in the bea-
conless mode of the CSMA/CA via IEEE 802.15.4 channel, which is called un-slotted by
the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. According to the 6LoWPAN speci ications provided in [13],
the acknowledgements are recommended in order to enhance the network reliability
and recover the lost frames during transmissions at the link layer. The IEEE 802.15.4
standard determines themaximumnumber of retries allowed to resend an unacknowl-
edged frame, which ranges between 0 and 7 that defaults to 3.

Due to M2M nodes constraints, supporting IPv6 to these heavily constrained de-
vices poses several challenges: IPv6 datagrams do not directly it to LoWPAN, limited
buffer size in M2M devices, and energy ef iciency requirements. The minimum Max-
imum Transmission Unit (MTU) required for IPv6 is 1,280 bytes, whereas the IEEE
802.15.4 link layer frame is only 127 bytes long which is one-tenth of IPv6 frame. Ac-
cordingly, data fragmentation and compression are needed. 6LoWPAN de ines an in-
termediary adaptation layer between the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer and the IPv6 layer
for compressing the IPv6 header, performing fragmentation and assembly of an IPv6
packet when it is sent or received over IEEE 802.15.4, respectively as well as providing
seamless integration with the existing Internet network [17].
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2.2 6LoWPAN Architecture

The6LoWPANnetwork consists ofmany embeddedwireless devices that are char-
acterised by power constrained, low-cost, low-data rate with limited memory. The
6LoWPAN architecture is depicted in Figure 2.1 in which the end-to-end communica-
tion for interconnecting LoWPANs to the Internet is illustrated. Each LoWPAN is an
IPv6 stub network on the Internet, because the IP packets can be received from or sent
to it, but they cannot be a packet transit to other Internet networks.

Figure 2.1: The 6LoWPAN architecture [16]

As shown in Figure 2.1, the architecture de ines three types of LoWPANs, where
each consists of multiple 6LoWPAN nodes with role and function: Ad-Hoc LoWPAN,
simple LoWPANand extended LoWPAN. TheAd-Hoc LoWPAN is recognised as being in-
frastructureless and functions autonomously without being connected to the Internet.
The simple and the extendedLoWPANs are also infrastructureless. However, the simple
LoWPAN is connected to another IP network through one LoWPAN edge router, while
the extended LoWPAN has multiple edge routers to connect LoWPAN to the external IP
networks. These multiple edge routers of extended LoWPAN are connected together
through a backbone link. Typical 6LoWPAN consists of many nodes with one or more
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edge router, with the nodes using the same active link to communicate with each other
and send data to the IP network via the edge router. In the scenario of one or multiple
edge routers, the LoWPAN may be connected to the external IP networks through one
or more dedicated links, such as Ethernet, Wireless-Fidelity (Wi-Fi) or General Packet
Radio Service (GPRS) communications [16] [18].

2.2.1 Characteristics of 6LoWPAN Devices

According to 6LoWPAN Request For Comments (RFC) 4944 [13], there are two
types of devices participating in these networks based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard:
Full-Function Device (FFD) and Reduced-Function Device (RFD). The FFD is capable of
implementing full 6LoWPANprotocol stack functions, which represent the ability to be-
come a Personal Area Network (PAN) coordinator. The PAN coordinator is responsible
for initialising and establishing the 6LoWPAN network, and responding to the associ-
ated devices requests to join the network. Alternatively, it is possible to be a coordina-
tor only, which has the same PAN functions except for the network initiation function.
The FFD can communicate with other FFDs and RFDs in the 6LoWPAN network, and
makes the implementation of multi-hop routing protocol possible by the upper layer
of the protocol stack. The FFDs are able to run complicated applications to perform
network maintenance and management. On the other hand, the RFD is only capable
of implementing the basic functions of the 6LoWPAN protocol, being unable to initi-
ate and establish the 6LoWPAN network. Moreover, the RFD can only communicate
with the FFDs due to the limited functionality of network management. Accordingly,
the RFDs are inappropriate for collaborating in complex network services, such as net-
work synchronisation. RFDs are only capable of running simple applications compared
to FFDs, which can be used to perform straightforward tasks.

According to these two types of 6LoWPAN devices, the 6LoWPAN network needs
to take into account the most important design features, which are unique to the low-
power and low-data rate embedded devices, these features being [19] [20]:

i. Power Consumption: some FFDs in a 6LoWPANnetwork aremains-powered, such
as the PAN coordinator, while the majority are either battery-powered FFDs or
RFDs and need to run for a long time without battery replacement;

ii. PerformanceRegression: the limitedmemory size andmoderateprocessorof these
embedded devices need to be utilised ef iciently in order to enhance the packet
losses and low-bandwidth. As a result, the node lifetime will be extended;
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Any FFD or RFD running the 6LoWPAN protocol stack can be setup to one of the
following two roles during its operation in a 6LoWPAN network [21]:

1. A 6LoWPAN Border Router (6LBR) is an FFD, which represents the PAN coordina-
tor of the 6LoWPAN network and implements the full protocol stack. The 6LBR is
responsible for authenticating the joined nodes and keeps track of the whole net-
work topology. The 6LBR is located between the 6LoWPAN network and the IPv6
network performing data routing to and from the 6LoWPAN network;

2. A 6LoWPAN Node (6LN) is any router or host participating in 6LoWPAN network.
The term is generally used to refer to any node that plays the assigned role:

a. A 6LoWPAN Router (6LR) is an FFD used to route the data inside the 6LoWPAN
network by participating in multi-hop packet routing. This role is necessary in
6LoWPAN topology construction;

b. A6LoWPANHost (6LH) is anRFDwithoutdata routing capability,whichdepends
on 6LR for packet routing. It is used for the sensing and actuating roles and it
utilises sleep periods to conserve energy.

2.2.2 6LoWPAN Topologies

According to the different types of 6LoWPAN devices and the role played by each
of them, different topologies will exist, ranging from simple to complex. The LoWPAN
may be built-up of just RFDs with the presence of at least one FFD to work as a PAN
coordinator. Two types of topologies are supported by 6LoWPAN speci ications: star
and peer-to-peer topologies [22]:

1. Star Topology
In star topology, a unique centralised FFD is operated as a PAN coordinator, where
the whole star topology is being controlled and managed as depicted in Figure 2.2.
Other 6LoWPAN network nodes should associate themselves with the PAN coordi-
nator in order to join the network. Each 6LoWPAN node (FFD or RFD) joining the
centralised PAN coordinator and prepared to communicate with other 6LoWPAN
nodes should transmit its packets to the 6LoWPAN coordinator prior to forwarding
them to the appropriate destination.

2. Peer-to-Peer Topology
The peer-to-peer topology is also initiated and controlled by the PAN coordinator.
Communication between any 6LoWPAN node is possible as long as they are within
the effective communication range of each other.
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Figure 2.2: 6LoWPAN network topologies

The communication in peer-to-peer topology is not restricted through the coordi-
nator and therefore, any FFD can communicate with other FFDs and RDFs. Also, RFDs
can communicate with other FFDs, but they cannot directly communicate with other
RFDs. The peer-to-peer topology enhances network scalability, but at the cost of in-
creased node energy consumption. It can be further sub-divided into two types: cluster
and mesh topologies:

A. Hierarchical Cluster Topology
Cluster topology can be formed by single or multiple clusters, with a single clus-
ter topology consisting of one Cluster Head (CH) and all the cluster members are
connected to the CH with one hop, whilst the network topology becomes similar to
star topology. This is unlike multiple cluster topology, where the network consists
of more than one cluster head. Each node within the cluster can only communicate
with its CH. That is, other 6LoWPANnodes fromdifferent clusters cannot communi-
catewith each other directly, but they can communicate via their CHs, as depicted in
Figure 2.2. All the CHs in a 6LoWPAN network form an upper level hierarchy struc-
ture in which the CHs can communicate with each other or to the sink node (border
router), which provides a connection to the external IP networks.
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B. Mesh Topology
This topology also includes a 6LoWPAN coordinator that initiates and starts up the
entire network. However, the communication inmesh topology is decentralised, i.e.
each6LoWPANnode candirectly communicatewith anyothernodeswithin its com-
munication range, as depicted in Figure 2.2. The mesh topology runs in an Ad-hoc
manner and allows multi-hops data transmission across the network. It enhances
network scalability, but it also increases network complexity for end-to-end data
routing. In comparison with star topology, the mesh topology is power ef icient, as
the communication does not depend on one speci ic node.

In summary, each network topology is customised for particular application, with
the major differences between 6LoWPAN topologies being summarised in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: The major features of 6LoWPAN topologies
Features Star Mesh Cluster Hierarchy

Scalability No Yes Yes
Synchronisation Yes No Yes
Inactive Period 6LN 6LH 6LN
Guaranteed Bandwidth Yes No Yes
Redundant Path N/A Yes No
Routing Protocol Overhead N/A Yes No

2.2.3 6LoWPAN Protocol Stack

The International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) proposed the Open Sys-
tem Interconnection (OSI) model, which is composed of seven layers and the develop-
ment of the 6LoWPAN protocol stack is based on this seven-layer model. However, the
6LoWPAN protocol stack does not consider all the OSI layers and instead, consists of
only ive layers [23] [24]. Figure 2.3 shows the 6LoWPAN protocol stack alongside the
OSI and the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) models.

The 6LoWPAN protocol stack is similar to the TCP/IP stack. However, there are
a few differences between them, such as the 6LoWPAN stack adopting only IPv6 with
an adaptation layer to optimise IPv6 packet transmission over the IEEE 802.15.4 stan-
dard. Also, the 6LoWPAN protocol stack is implemented to target the wireless embed-
ded devices that are characterised by limited memory size, being power constrained,
and having relaxed throughput.
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Figure 2.3: Protocol stack of TCP/IP, OSI model and 6LoWPAN [16]

The 6LoWPAN application layer builds adjacent to the end user of the system. This
layer uses an Application Programming Interface (API) socket to send or retrieve pack-
ets between the external network and the 6LoWPAN network via the 6LBR or gateway.
The API socket is correlatedwith a protocol (i.e. TCP or User DatagramProtocol (UDP))
in addition to the source and/or destination ports.

The transport layer in a 6LoWPAN protocol stack is responsible for process-to-
processdelivery, as in theOSI andTCP/IPmodels. Themostwell-known transport layer
protocols are: TCP, a connection oriented protocol and UDP, a connectionless one. UDP
is lightweight protocol, but it provides unreliable servicewithminimumerror handling
whereas, TCP provides reliable service and extensive error handling. However, UDP
preferred to TCP regarding the aspects of performance, ef iciency and implementation
complexity.

The 6LoWPAN network layer is responsible for providing interconnecting capabil-
ity between 6LN in the network and routing the packets along these connections. The
network layer consists of an IPv6 layer and adaptation layer (i.e. 6LoWPAN layer). The
adaptation layer is proposed to make IPv6 packets manageable and ready to transmit
over the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, performing the following functions:
A. Header Compression: theMTUof the IEEE802.15.4 standard is 127 bytes, while the

IPv6 header is 40 bytes, this relinquishes 30% of the packet for the header only and
less than 70% for the payload. For this reason, the header compression is necessary
to leave more space for the payload;
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B. Fragmentation and Reassembly: the IPv6 packet size is 1,280 bytes, while that for
an IEEE 802.15.4 one is 127 bytes. It is impossible to encapsulated IPv6 directly in
one IEEE 802.15.4 frame. Consequently, one IPv6 packet needs to be divided into
more than 16 fragments. Hence, the adaptation layer performs fragmentation at the
sender and reassembly at the destination;

C. Routing: the adaptation layer supports layer-two routing and the requirements of
the routingprotocolmayvarydependingon the selected communicationpath. Some
routing protocols prefer energy saving paths, while other algorithms prefer path
selection that provides best Quality-of-Service (QoS) and the remainder use both
energy saving and QoS to achieve the best route.
The data link layer of the 6LoWPAN protocol stack represents the MAC sub-layer

that delivers two services: the MAC management service and MAC data service. These
services allow formultiple 6LNs to access and share the common communicationmed-
ium as well as providing error detection and error correction services.

The physical layer is responsible for transmitting and receiving 6LoWPAN packets
using a certain radio frequency and spreading technique. According to the 6LoWPAN
speci ication, IEEE 802.15.4 uses 2.4 GHz as operational frequency with 16 channels
at 250 kbps and a Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) as a spreading technique.
The physical layer is in-charge of radio transceiver activation and deactivation, Link
Quality Indication (LQI), Energy Detection (ED) (i.e. received signal power estimation)
and inally, Clear Channel Assessment (CCA).

2.3 Modelling IEEE 802.15.4 MAC/PHY Layers
Developing a mathematical model of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard for slotted and

un-slottedCSMA/CAreceived increasing attention in recent years. Great effort has been
made in modelling the IEEE 802.15.4-based networks. In [25- 37], the authors have
taken different approaches to model the MAC/PHY layers, trying to evaluate the per-
formance of the analytical approach either by simulation or experiments. The available
literature on analytical models can be classi ied into two groups. According to the pa-
rameters being investigated, traf ic patterns (saturated and unsaturated traf ic) and the
CSMA/CAmechanism (slotted and un-slotted). Moreover, they have aimed to construct
the system transitionmatrix fromwhich the performance of the system can be analysed
using probability methods. It is of interest to propose a mathematical model for pre-
dicting network performance accurately without resorting to complex experiments or
lengthy simulations.
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2.3.1 Modelling Beacon Enabled Networks

Twoscenarioswere introduced in [25] tomodel thebehaviourof the IEEE802.15.4
standard. The irst involved proposing direct communication between the sensor node
and the PAN coordinator. While in the second scenario, the sensor nodes communi-
cated with the PAN coordinator through relay nodes. The sensor node adopted packet
transmissionwithout acknowledgement. The authors focused on the network through-
put and the effects of the inite buffer size on data aggregation.

The authors in [26] presented a generalised analysis of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC
protocol. The system was modelled through a Markov chain, taking into account retry
limits, acknowledgements, unsaturated traf ic, and also the impact of theMAC parame-
ters. The authors reported that Monte-Carlo simulations con irmed that the proposed
approximations offered a satisfactory accuracy.

The authors in [27] developed a lexiblemathematicalmodel for a beacon-enabled
mode of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer standard for different network topologies. Both
the Contention Access Period (CAP) and the Contention-Free Period (CFP), as de ined
by the standard, were considered. The proposed model dealt with star and tree based
topologies to describe the probability of successful transmission for tuning the MAC
parameters of the selected topology and the results were validated through simulation.

The effects of deferment packets on the performance of CSMA/CA of IEEE 802.15.4
were analysed in [28]. A Markov chain model was used to develop the analytical model
for the deferred transmission of IEEE 802.15.4. The simulation results showed that the
throughput was affected by the deferment of packets for short super-frame duration.

The authors in [29] proposed an Adaptive Priority Based Service differentiation
CSMA/CA algorithm (APBCSMA/CA) for different services of the IEEE 802.15.4 stan-
dard. For the proposed algorithm, two mechanisms were adopted: adaptive backoff
mechanismandpriority-based service-differentiationmechanism. Markov chainmodel
was developed and compared to the simulation results. Based on the observed results,
the proposed algorithmperformed better in terms of reliability and channel utilisation.

Both ZigBee and Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN), based on IEEE 802.15.4
and IEEE 802.11 standards, respectively, operate in overlapping unlicensed frequency
bands. The authors in [30] developed a mathematical model based on a Markov chain
to evaluate the throughput performance of a coexisting IEEE 802.15.4 ZigBee network
and 802.11 WLAN operating on the same channel. The numerical results showed high
accuracy for the proposed model and its bene its in designing coexisting network.
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A station-level stochastic time-domain method was proposed in [31], which pro-
vided non-stationarymodel for the IEEE 802.15.4 with slotted CSMA/CAMAC protocol
and without the optional acknowledgements. The authors stated that the proposed
model proved to be of lower memory and computational complexity order compared
to existing ones.

Markov chainmodelling of randomly deployed IEEE 802.15.4 nodeswas proposed
in [32], with the proposed model considering the nodes with inite buffer, beacon en-
abled data transfer with no acknowledgements and no retransmissions. In addition,
the wireless sensor nodes communicated to the coordinator in a single hop. The net-
work was simulated using NS-2 and the obtained results illustrated the in luence of
ixed buffer and transmitted packet size on the network throughput. The authors con-
cluded that the obtained simulated results were close enough to the theoretical values.

2.3.2 Modelling Non-Beacon Enabled Networks

An analytical model for a non-beacon enabled mode of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC
protocol was provided in [33]. The authors presented a mathematical model that en-
abled the evaluation of the statistical distribution of the traf ic generated by the sen-
sor nodes. The obtained simulation results showed that when different loads were
generated across the network, the traf ic distribution changed accordingly. Also, the
optimum size of the packet was evaluated in order to obtain the maximum successful
transmission probability.

In [34], a Hidden-node Aware Grouping (HAG) algorithmwas proposed in order to
enhance the performance of IEEE 802.15.4 networks. For accurate evaluation of HAG
algorithm, throughput under both saturated and unsaturated environments was inves-
tigated. A conventional Markov chain model of IEEE 802.15.4 was developed taking
into account the deferment technique and a traf ic source to enhance the simulation
results.

Cross-layermodels arebecomingpopular in variouswireless networkingdomains.
A combined PHY/MAC layer energy consumption model was developed in [35] to con-
sider short range IEEE 802.15.4 networks for the non-beacon-enable mode. The pro-
posedmodelwas focused on the differences between single layermodels (PHY orMAC)
and a cross layer model from an energy consumption point of view.

The authors in [36] presented an analyticalmodel for IEEE802.15.4 networkswith
joint MAC and PHY layers. The log-normal shadowing, interference, hidden terminal
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andmodulation typewere evaluated in the proposedmodel. MATLABwas used to sim-
ulate the proposedmodel and its performance compared to the OPNET simulation tool.
The simulation results showed that consideration of the realistic channel conditions
had a signi icant impact on the network performance compared to the ideal one.

Markov chain analysis for low-data rate unsaturated traf ic was proposed in [37].
The proposedmodelwas focused on the channel access probability, packet collision, ac-
knowledged transmissions, and exponential backoff with retry limits. The nodes gen-
erated periodic traf ic and were equipped with a D/M/1 queue. This analysis could
be used as a system design tool, where various network system parameters could be
con igured to meet a desired end-to-end delay, energy ef iciency, and throughput.

Chapter 3 is motivated frommany research that tried to analytically described the
behaviour of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer standard. Most of the previous analytical
models are related to beacon enabled networks [25-32], while a few of the works have
devoted towards non-beacon enabled one [33-37]. However, none has focused on the
modelling 6LoWPANMAC and PHY layers standard speci ication, including operational
frequency and modulation type. In summary, the main contribution of Chapter 3 is
the development of comprehensive mathematical model for a 6LoWPANMAC and PHY
layer, taking into account the different operation frequency, modulation type and un-
slotted CSMA/CA mechanism of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. In addition, the proposed
model is fully analysed regarding the system throughput, systemprobabilities (idle, col-
lision, transmission), and the delay of transmitted packets in both the node queue and
channel. In contrast with the previous cited works, the proposed mathematical model
also includes the effect of an M/M/1/K queuemodel, where different parameters, such
as packet arrival rate, buffer size, and packet size are considered.

2.3.3 Optimising MAC Layer Parameters

Nowadays, the IEEE 802.15.4 standard is a key technology for the development of
M2M and IoT. Consequently, much research has been veri ied by simulation tools, such
as MATLAB, NS-2, NS-3, OPNET, or OMNET. Many works have involved studying the
performance of the CSMA/CA mechanism of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard and different
algorithms, either to enhance the end-to-end delay or improve the energy consumption
in IEEE802.15.4-basednetworks. Someof the researchby these authors is summarised
in the following paragraphs.

The authors in [38] presented a novel approach for minimising the energy con-
sumption of un-slotted IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocols using optimisation techniques.
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The objective function was related to the total energy consumption in the transmit, re-
ceive, listen, and sleep states, in addition to the delay and reliability of the packet deliv-
ery. While the decision variables were the sleep andwake time of the receivers. Storing
light look-up tables in the receiver nodes represented the optimal solution andmade it
easy to implement on existing IEEE 802.15.4 hardware platforms.

A fuzzy CSMA/CAMAC protocol was proposed in [39], with the proposed protocol
utilising two separate fuzzy logic controllers. The irst, was used to optimise the MAC
parameters and a sleeping schedule duty-cycle, whilst the second was aimed at opti-
mising the size of the contention window using three performance metrics as inputs.
These two fuzzy logic controllers were deployed with purpose of ensuring maximum
power ef iciency of the network.

The authors in [40] proposed a Collision-Aware Backoff algorithm (CABEB) to im-
prove theperformanceof a slottedCSMA/CA for the IEEE802.15.4 standard. TheCABEB
algorithm provided dynamic selection of a backoff period depending on the current
collision probability of the network. The proposed approach was able to con igure the
MAC layer parameters autonomously based on the available channel state information.
The analytical results were based on Markov chain modelling, while the simulation re-
sults were based on OMNET++ simulation software. The obtained results showed that
the CABEB algorithm performed better that the default IEEE 802.15.4 standard and the
knowledge-based exponential backoff algorithm.

The analysis of un-slotted IEEE 802.15.4MACwas given in [41], the expressions of
which were represented as a function of sleep time, listening time, traf ic rate andMAC
parameters. The analytical results were then used to optimise the duty cycle of the
nodes and MAC protocol parameters. The authors reported that signi icant reduction
of energy consumption compared to existing solutions was achieved.

The authors in [42] applied models that led to the idle sensing access method of
IEEE 802.11 to the slotted CSMA/CA of IEEE 802.15.4 standard. They were taking into
account the central role of the coordinator as well as the burst nature of the traf ic. The
contentionwindowwas adjusted depending on optimal values to achieve high through-
put along with low duty cycles, which led to low energy consumption.

The authors in [43] provided an analysis of the fundamental MAC and routing
protocols for Low-power and Lossy Networks (LLNs): IEEE 802.15.4 MAC and IETF
IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-power and lossy networks (RPL). The characterisation
of their cross layer interactions was presented in the form of a mathematical descrip-
tion, with a protocol selectionmechanism being implemented to select the appropriate
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routing metric and MAC parameters for given speci ic performance constraints. Both
the analytical and experimental results showed that the behaviour of the MAC protocol
affected the performance of the routing protocol and vice versa, unless these two were
carefully optimised together.

The ZigBee limitation could become a real problem, if the user wishes to transmit
a large amount of data in a very short time. The authors in [44] proposed a solution by
applying particle swarm optimisation to scalable rate control in order to increase the
available bandwidth. This approach led to improvement in the quality of picture and
reduction in data loss when transmittingMotion Picture Experts Group layer-4 (MPEG-
4) videos over the ZigBee network.

A Genetic Machine Learning Algorithm (GMLA) was proposed in [45] for Wireless
Sensor Network (WSN) data fusion applications, with the aim of improving communi-
cation ef iciency. Random topologies were used in the simulation and GMLA presented
almost 13% of gain over IEEE 802.15.4 in 1,000 simulation rounds.

Off-line computation, model-based adaptation, and measurement-based adapta-
tion were compared by simulation in [46] to select the optimal MAC parameter setting
to provide reliability with minimum energy consumption with the IEEE 802.15.4 stan-
dard. The adaptive algorithms performed well compared to other models, which were
unsuitable in practical scenarios, where the transmission errors could not be neglected.

In order to address the problem of selecting parameters thatminimise the average
packet delay, the authors in [47] developed a queueing model to evaluate the delay of
a class of discrete-time, throughput-optimal MAC protocols. Then, the queuing model
was used to derive the optimal parameter settings for the MAC protocol. The parame-
ters selection and the delay model were validated using simulation tools.

The energy consumption in WSN is affected by a variety of MAC parameters and
the challenge of optimising WSN networks in terms of a low-energy consumption has
been a dif icult problem facing researchers. The authors in [48] focused on optimising
WSN protocols using the Ichi Taguchi (Taguchi) optimisation method. That is, the en-
ergy consumed by sensor nodes were optimised using the Taguchi method to predict
network topology design parameters. The simulation results were obtained using an
OMNET++ simulator, with the results showing the impact of the network protocols on
energy consumption.

The authors in [49] proposed the Adaptive Access Parameters Tuning (ADAPT)
algorithm for dynamically adjusting the MAC parameters, based on the desired level
of reliability and actual operating conditions experienced by the sensor nodes. The
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simulation results showed that the ADAPT algorithm was able to provide the desired
reliability with a very low energy expenditure, even under operating conditions that
dynamically change with time during network operation.

In the previous literature given in Section 2.3.3, many studies have shown that the
IEEE 802.15.4 standardmay suffer from severe limitations in terms of network reliabil-
ity and energy ef iciency, if non-appropriate parameter settings are used. Much effort
has made regarding MAC parameters selection in terms of achieving better power con-
sumption and overcoming delay constraints. However, less attention has been paid to
optimising these parameters and selecting an optimal set that provide high reliabil-
ity with minimum energy consumption. This issue is solved in Chapter 3, where the
evaluation of an optimal MAC parameters set is proposed. The evaluation technique is
based on Arti icial Neural Network (ANN) and optimisation techniques to achieve high
throughputwithminimumdelay. Also, a comparison between aGenetic Algorithm (GA)
and Particles Swarm Optimisation (PSO) was conducted to choose the best intelligent
optimiser that provides the optimal set for 6LoWPANMAC layer parameters.

2.4 Routing Protocols in PAN Networks
The M2M sensor network does not have a ixed infrastructure, and its topology

may vary from star to multi-hop mesh network. It differs from other networks in the
aspects of densely deployment, small node size, frequent node failure, and bidirectional
communication being available. Moreover, the topology is dynamic due to node-to-
node link failure, node battery exhaustion or node mobility. Topology control tech-
niques are important in such networks for managing the complexity of randomly de-
ployed nodes and provide full connected topology via self-organised capability [50].

Topology control techniques can be de ined as promising ways for controlling net-
workparameters to generate an energy-ef icient topology for the entire network. These
techniques can be assigned to four different categories, depending on the implemented
approach for reducing M2M sensor node energy consumption [51].

Figure 2.4 depicts the interaction between the topology control technique cate-
gories, these categories are: (i) the power adjustment approach, which enables M2M
sensor nodes to collaborate with each other to ind the adequate transmission power
for full topology constructionby changing their transmission range to reduce communi-
cation energy. (ii) The powermode approach enables the M2M sensor nodes to change
their operational states (idle, sleep, transmit and receive), whichoptimises node energy
and prolongs the network lifetime by placing most of the sensor nodes in sleep mode
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without sacri icing the whole topology connectivity. (iii) The clustering approach con-
structs M2M sensor network topology in hierarchical fashion, with the idea being to
select a set of nodes called cluster heads to collect, process and forward packets from
cluster members. The advantages of the clustering approach, include scalability, data
aggregation and load balancing to prolong the network lifetime. (iv) The hybrid ap-
proach is the integration of the clustering approach with other approaches, such as
powermode or power adjustment, to enhance the network connectivity and to prolong
the network lifetime by conserving M2M nodes’ energy.

Figure 2.4: The four categories of topology control techniques in sensor networks

Routing can be de ined as the mechanism that determines the path between two
nodes in the network, with the irst being the sender (source) and the second, the re-
ceiver (destination). In M2M sensor networks, most routing mechanisms are imple-
mented in the network layer. In large scale M2M sensor networks, where the sensor
nodes are deployed randomly, the source node cannot reach the destination directly.
Consequently, relay nodes are used to forward the data to the destination if the incom-
ing messages are not designated to itself.

Energy ef iciency has been received a considerable attention by the research com-
munity in research related to M2M sensor networks, because most M2M sensor nodes
are battery powered and battery replacement is unpractical. In addition, hardware
complexity is another issue that needs to be considered when designing new routing
algorithms. Designing a routing protocol for M2M sensor network is a real challenge
due to limited bandwidth, unreliable wireless channel and dynamic topology changes.
These limitations and challenges can be addressed via intelligent management of net-
work resources. Since a massive number of M2M sensor nodes are deployed randomly
in the sensing ield, each node can cover a limited area, multi-hop communication is
frequently deployed in order to reach the sink node. However, because M2M sensor
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nodes are deployeddensely in the samegeographical area, node overlappingmayoccur,
which causes redundant data and leads to an energy waste problem. Accordingly, rout-
ing protocols must have the ability to adopt topology changing frequency and resource
utilisation in order to enhance the energy consumption, load balancing and scalability.

The routing protocols inM2Msensor networks can be divided into threemain sub-
divisions depending on the topology structure and the role played by the sensor nodes
in data routing. These three sub-divisions are as follows [52] [53]:
1. Location-Based Protocols

Location-based routing protocols are also known as geographic routing protocols;
the routingdecisions arebasedon the location informationexchangedbetweenM2M
sensor nodes instead of the connected topology information. The sender node is
aware of its location as well as the location of the destination node in order to trans-
mit a unicast packet to a single destination. On the other hand, for multicast or
broadcast transmission, the sender packets are propagated tomultiple destinations.
The redundant links are reduced in these protocols by knowing the location of the
destination nodes and hence, this results in reduced energy consumption.

2. Data Centric Protocols
Data centric routing protocols are also known as lat-based routing protocols and
all the M2M sensor nodes are identical in functionality and role. It is not possible to
provide a global unique identi ier of each node in large scale M2M sensor networks.
Consequently, a data centric routing technique is deployed that focuses on selecting
certain nodes with special attributes for information retrieval and dissemination.
The selected nodes aggregate multiple node data prior to be forwarded to the sink.

3. Hierarchical Protocols
With hierarchical routing protocols, also known as clustering protocols, the M2M
sensor nodes are grouped into clusters in order to provide a solution for the scala-
bility and energy ef iciency issues addressed in the other types of routing protocols.
In this routing technique, the M2M sensor nodes within a particular cluster com-
municate directly with the leader node called the cluster head. The cluster heads
are selected irm among the cluster members to reduce the energy consumption in
cluster nodes (members) by performing data aggregation and forwarding them on
behalf of the cluster members. The cluster heads will deplete their energies more
quickly than the cluster members as they experience more traf ic than the sensor
nodes. Their selection and rotation are importantmatters that need to be taken into
account when designing a hierarchical routing protocol due to dynamic topology
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changes and cluster head failure. Compared to other routing techniques, cluster-
based routing protocols may eliminate the collisions in data transmission in PAN
networks and increase the M2M sensor nodes’ duty cycle for energy ef iciency data
routing. In sum, a hierarchical structure improves network scalability and lifetime.
After the M2M sensor nodes are identi ied, the routing protocol is responsible for

building up the routes for data delivery between different nodes andmaintaining these
routes. The ways in which different routing protocols behave make them suitable for
particular applications. There are plenty of routing protocols available in the related
literature regarding clustering, energy ef iciency, and scalability in sensor networks.
This section aims at providing the most relevant protocols to expedite the perception
of various routing techniques that can be adopted in M2M sensor networks.

The energy consumed in transmission is signi icantly more than the energy dis-
sipated in sensing and processing. Therefore, evolving energy ef icient algorithms is
necessary for energy reduction inM2M sensor networks. The clustering routing proto-
cols provide longer network lifetime and enhance the network scalability as compared
to the other routing protocols (i.e. location-based and data centric routing protocols).
Accordingly, this thesis will focus only on the energy-ef icient clustering routing proto-
cols forM2M sensor networks that extend the network lifetime, enhance the scalability,
and providemoremanagement features. Figure 2.5 illustrates the taxonomy of energy-
ef icient routing protocols and the green rectangles represent what this thesis will deal
with. In the literature, plenty of routing protocols have been proposed to improve the
performance of sensor networks in terms of network lifetime and scalability. The next
subsections will provide a survey of hybrid hierarchical routing protocols that adopt
clustering and power mode topology control techniques in sensor networks.

Figure 2.5: Classi ication of energy ef icient routing protocols
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2.4.1 Cluster-Based Routing Protocols

Clusteringmechanismshavebeendeveloped to copewith the energetic constraints
of M2M nodes that are deployed in remote monitoring areas. M2M nodes are usually
battery powered devices that cannot change or charge their batteries and hence, en-
ergy constraints are the most critical problem that need to be addressed and solved
ef iciently. M2M networks consist of a large number of nodes and in order to overcome
M2Mnodes’ energy depletion, these nodes are grouped to form clusters. In the clusters,
as aforementioned, some nodes are nominated as Cluster Heads (CHs) for each created
cluster. The cluster-based M2M networks are composed of M2M nodes, clusters and
CHs. Cluster member nodes transmit their data to the CH, which is the organiser of the
cluster that performs data-aggregation, data fusion and forwarding the aggregated data
to the sink node. Accordingly, the CHs deplete more energy than cluster members, be-
cause of the frequent packet relaying between cluster members and the sink node [54].

The clustering approach can be used to balance the power consumption across the
M2M network by periodic reselection of the CH within each cluster based on the resid-
ual energy, or periodic rotation of the CH within the cluster [55]. Also, the clustering
approach can be used to conserve energy by switching the nodes to low-power sleep
mode most of the time and reducing the energy consumption in M2M node [56].

There are several aspects regarding CH reselection or CH rotation, which concern
the residual energy inM2Mnode to be selected as a CH, the number of neighbour nodes,
the distance between node, and the execution delay of the algorithm to select a CH to
form a cluster.

LowEnergyAdaptiveClusterHierarchy (LEACH) is apioneering cluster-based rout-
ing protocol proposed by Heinzelman et al. in [57] to maximise the network lifetime in
microsensor networks. The network is divided into clusters, with the cluster heads
being randomly rotated in order to distribute the energy load among sensor nodes
equally. Simulation results showed that the proposed LEACH outperformed static clus-
tering algorithms. The authors in [58] proposed LEACH-Centralised (LEACH-C) with
a centralised clustering scheme, the algorithm for which required knowledge of node
location by the sink node. Each sensor node was equipped with a Global Positioning
System (GPS) for node position determination, then the sink node transmitted a mes-
sage of optimum cluster head locations to all sensor nodes in the network. The simu-
lation results showed that LEACH-C is better than LEACH in terms of network lifetime
and energy conservation. Two Level-LEACH (TL-LEACH) was proposed in [59], where
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two level hierarchy was presented to achieve better energy dissemination among clus-
ter member nodes. Energy-LEACH and Multihop-LEACH were proposed in [60] with
different improvements over the LEACH protocol. Energy-LEACH was the irst pro-
tocol that considered the node’s residual energy in cluster head selection, while the
Multihop-LEACH considered multihop communication in sensor networks.

There have been different versions of the LEACH routing protocol proposed in the
literature [61] [62]. Energy Ef icient Extended LEACH (EEE-LEACH) is another version
of LEACH proposed in [63], where multilevel clustering was formed and a nominated
master cluster head along with cluster heads to shorten the communication distance
between the sensor nodes. The authors in [64] proposed another enhanced LEACH al-
gorithm called Modi ied-LEACH (MOD-LEACH), where dual transmission power levels
were introduced between intra clusters as well as between the cluster head and sink
node, which aimed to minimise network energy consumption by ef icient cluster head
replacement. In MOD-LEACH, a cluster head was replaced when its energy fell below
a certain threshold to minimise routing load of the protocol. The authors in [65] pro-
posed a Hierarchical Cost Effective LEACH (HCEL) protocol for three levels heteroge-
neous networks, which aimed to enhance the energy ef iciency of the nodes and max-
imise network performance. The simulation results showed that HCEL achieved a grad-
ual decrease in the network deployment cost ratio in terms of powerful nodes and en-
ergy factor. Advanced-Multi-hop LEACH, proposed in [66] for heterogeneous sensor
networks, involved using the optimal path for data transmission between cluster heads
and the sink node. The network lifetime was prolonged by evaluating the optimum
number of clusters and also, considering the optimum number of hops in the network
with heterogeneous nodes. The simulation results showed that the advanced multi-
hop LEACH protocol outperformed the advanced single-hop LEACH protocol in terms
of energy ef iciency, stability and network lifetime.

Threshold sensitive Energy Ef icient Sensor Network (TEEN) is a cluster-based
routing protocol proposed by Manjeshwar et al. in [67] for event-aware sensor net-
work applications. TEEN de ined two types of thresholds: soft and hard. The hard
threshold was used as sensed attributes and the node compared the sensed value with
this threshold. If the hard threshold was exceeded, the sensor node would turn on its
communication transmitter and transmit the observed data to the cluster head. On the
other hand, the soft threshold was used to prevent data transmission redundancy. The
sensor node did not transmit the datawhen the difference between two consecutive ob-
servations did not exceed the soft threshold. TEEN protocol was extended in [68], with
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the new version being called the Adaptive Threshold sensitive Energy Ef icient Sensor
Network (APTEEN) protocol. The enhanced version of TEENusedTDMAscheduling for
observed data transmission to the cluster head. A Multipath Adaptive Periodic Thresh-
old sensitive Energy Ef icient Network Protocol (MAPTEEN) was proposed in [69] to
allow the sensor node to ind multiple routes for the observed data to reach a certain
destination. The MAPTEEN approach succeeded in increasing network reliability and
decreasing the consumed power in the sensor nodes, thus increasing the network life-
time. Another extension based on TEEN and APTEEN was proposed in [70] in order to
eliminate the redundancy of the observed data and hence, to improve the energy ef i-
ciency of the sensor node, which was called the Distance Adaptive Threshold sensitive
Energy Ef icient Sensor Network (DAPTEEN).

Stable Election Protocol (SEP) is a cluster-based protocol proposed by Smarag-
dakis et al. in [71] as the irst protocol that considered the concept of network hetero-
geneity in routing the sensed data. There are two types of nodes, advanced and normal,
with the difference between them being the initial energy level of each node. The en-
ergy level of the advanced nodewas higher than the normal node and their numberwas
less. The cluster head selectionwas based onweighted probability, which used a node’s
residual energy as a function for uniform energy consumption among the sensor nodes
in the network. The authors in [72] proposed two extensions to the SEP routing pro-
tocol, namely, Zonal-Stable Election Protocol (Z-SEP) and Threshold-sensitive Stable
Election Protocol (TSEP). Z-SEP was designed for two levels of network heterogeneity,
where some nodes transmitted their data directly to the sink node. While TSEPwas de-
signed for three levels network heterogeneity and similar to TEEN in the way that the
cluster members sent their data to the cluster head. A modi ied routing protocol based
on SEP was proposed in [73], which was called the Ef icient Modi ied-Stable Election
Protocol (EM-SEP). EM-SEP was aimed at prolonging the stable period of the sensor
network by maintaining balanced energy consumption. Advanced nodes were chosen
more frequently than the normal nodes to become cluster heads, as was the case with
the SEP protocol. Furthermore, EM-SEP took into account the number of nodes that
were associated with each cluster head and the sensor with the highest energy was
nominated to be the cluster head at a certain round among other sensors. A Modi ied-
Stable Election Protocol (M-SEP)with two levels of heterogeneitywas proposed in [74],
with simulation results showing that it prolonged network lifetime by 55% and 40%
compared to LEACH and SEP, respectively. Accordingly, M-SEP increases the stability
period and packet transmission rate as compared with LEACH and SEP.
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Distributed Energy Ef icient Clustering (DEEC) is a cluster based heterogeneous
routing protocol proposed by Qing in [75] for three level heterogeneous sensor net-
works. Three types of sensor nodes are present, normal, advanced and super, which
are different to each other according to the initial energy level. Cluster head selec-
tion is based on the ratio between the remaining node energy to their initial energy
and that with highest ratio becomes the cluster head. A Balanced and Centralised Dis-
tributed Energy Ef icient Clustering (BCDEEC) was proposed in [76] as an extension to
DEEC, where the sink node (base station) selected the nodes with higher energy to be
a gateway and cluster heads in order to enhance the network lifetime. A clustering al-
gorithm based on DEEC was proposed in [77] to solve the isolated nodes problem. The
nodes calculated the distance to all cluster heads and to the sink node, with those nodes
closer to the sink node than any cluster head being able to communicate directly with
the sink with minimum transmission power and hence, they became isolated nodes.
The isolated nodes enhanced the network lifetime by reducing the energy consump-
tionduring communication. Another improvement toDEECproposed in [78]was called
the Improve Threshold Distributed Energy Ef icient Clustering (ITDEEC) protocol, for
which the nodes nearer to the sink node were excluded from the clustering process.
The ITDEEC protocol prolonged the network lifetime by 46% compared to traditional
TDEEC. The authors in [79] proposed a Bio inspired Distributed Energy Ef icient Clus-
tering (B-DEEC) protocol based on the Arti icial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm in order
to increase both network throughput and lifetime. The authors in [80] proposed a new
cluster head selection mechanism based on DEEC depending on nodes’ residual en-
ergy, called the Modi ied-Distributed Energy Ef icient Clustering Algorithm (M-DEEC).
The proposed clustering technique successfully prolonged network lifetime by 12.5%
in comparison to the DEEC protocol. Regarding the Enhanced Developed-Distributed
Energy Ef icient Clustering (ED-DEEC) routing protocol proposed in [81] which is an
energy aware three level heterogeneous clustering protocol, the comparative analysis
showed that ED-DEEC outperformed the exciting DEEC protocols.

M2M sensor networks are deployed randomly in the monitoring area and make
decisions independently. It is clear from the previously surveyed protocols that each
node in the sensing ield makes autonomous decisions without any centralised control.
Energy-ef icient routing protocols have receivedmuch attention by researchers aiming
to enhance network lifetime and improve energy consumption. However, limited re-
search has been targeted at network centralised control and management to enhance
its programmability by enabling IoT technologies (SDN, NFV and cloud computing).
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2.4.2 Sleep Scheduling Routing Protocols

Energy ef iciency in M2M networks has always been a hot research topic and has
received a lot of interest from the research community. A sleep scheduling mechanism
is an ef icient method for managing the residual energy of each node and being capa-
ble of prolonging the lifetime of the entire network. Sleep mode can be interpreted
as turning off “sleep” subsets of nodes, while other nodes remain “active” without af-
fecting network connectivity. Figure 2.6 shows different sleep scheduling mechanisms
that will be studied in this subsection, including energy-ef icient TDMA sleep schedul-
ing, balanced-energy sleep scheduling, optimal sleep scheduling and dynamic sleep
scheduling. These techniques have beenused to improveM2Mnode’s energy consump-
tion and prolong network lifetime.

Figure 2.6: Classi ication of sleep scheduling mechanisms

A. Energy-Ef icient TDMA Sleep Scheduling
In energy-ef icient TDMA-based protocols, the time is divided into multiple time
slots, which are allocated among many M2M nodes. These time slots are assigned
for switching on a node’s radio during the assigned time slot and switching the ra-
dio off at the end of the slot, when no-transmission or receiving of packets takes
place. The sleep mode scheduling mechanism can be performed by the sink node
or the CH among the cluster members within the node’s transmission range [82].
The advantages of TDMA sleep scheduling is the maximising of network lifetime
and reduction of packet losses during the sleep period.

B. Balanced-Energy Sleep Scheduling
The sleep mode is used to conserve the energy of the node’s battery by rotating its
states between active and sleep within the clusters in M2M networks. The main
objective of balanced energy sleep scheduling is to balance the energy dissipation
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of the nodes during active/sleep periods with respect to the node’s residual en-
ergy [83]. In this scheduler, the sleep probability is calculated according to the
node’s distance from the cluster head to ensure the average energy consumption
of all the nodes is the same. Themain advantages of this scheduling are an increase
in the sleep period by using redundant nodes and enhancing network performance
by balancing its load.

C. Optimal Sleep Scheduling
M2M nodes perform active/sleep period periodically within ixed time intervals,
rather than evaluating the system with ixed intervals. Many researchers have pro-
posed a cost structure for an optimal value for active and sleep periods, respectively,
such as in [84]. The optimal sleep scheduler focuses on the tradeoffs between en-
ergy consumption and packet delay. It attempts to identify the manner in which
the optimal sleep schedule varies with the length of the sleep period, the statistics
of arriving packets, packet delay and energy consumption. The advantage of this
technique is to minimise the delay during the sleep period.

D. Dynamic Sleep Scheduling
The dynamic sleep scheduler allows each sensor node to adjust its duty-cycle (the
time interval for active/sleep period) according to the node’s residual energy, as
in [85]. The residual energy of the M2M nodes can be decreased over time due to
sensing, processing, and communication processes. In dynamic sleep scheduling,
eachM2Mnode can reduce its duty-cycle depending on its residual energy or traf ic
pattern. The advantages of this scheduler can be summarised as avoiding packet
losses while the communication antenna is off and providing high throughput.

In order to conserve the battery power in very dense M2M network, some nodes
may be put into the sleep mode while other nodes remain active for the sensing and
communication tasks. This subsection explores and presents the latest techniques of
consumed energy reduction in M2M networks. The related works [84-87] have re-
viewed the energy-ef icient techniques from different points of view.

Three different sleep scheduling schemes for cluster-based sensor networks were
proposed in [86] for prolonging the network lifetime: Randomised Scheduling (RS),
Distance-based Scheduling (DS) andBalanced energy Scheduling (BS). In RS, the sensor
nodes were selected randomly among cluster members to be put in sleep mode. While
in DS, the sleeping probability of the sensor node related to the distance between the
node and the cluster head; the farther node had higher probability in order to conserve
its energy. On the other hand, the BS was a special case of a DS scheme in which the
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sleeping probability was chosen in a way that all the sensor nodes depleted the same
amount of energy. Sleep control laws were proposed in [87] to minimise the cost func-
tion value for both energy consumption costs and backlogged packet holding cost. The
sleep control lawswere optimisedunder two conditions: inite and in inite average cost
function. Themain difference from in inite cost functionwas the appearance of a “shut-
down” period at the end of the time slotwhen the queuewas illed and stopping serving
the arrived packets. The authors in [88] proposed another sleep schedulingmechanism
called Dynamic Sleep Scheduling (DSS) to minimise the delay in sensor networks. The
sleep/awake periods were identi ied according to the traf ic load and events that oc-
curred at the sensor node. This approach performed different active/awake intervals
and as a result, end-to-end delay and energy consumptionwereminimised by reducing
the congestion occurrence under the heavy traf ic condition. An Energy Saving Sleep
Scheduling (EPSS) algorithm was proposed in [89] to adopt unequal clusters and de-
velop a new clustering mechanism, which considered the node’s residual energy and
the distance between sensor nodes. Once the clusters were formed, the cluster head
performed sleep scheduling among itsmembers depending on the node’s distance. The
authors in [90] proposed two energy ef icient sleep algorithms called the Energy Sav-
ing viaOpportunistic Routing (ENS-OR) algorithmandGeographicRandomForwarding
(GeRaF) algorithm, to minimise energy consumption and extend network lifetime.

2.5 Sink Mobility in M2M Sensor Networks

Information acquisition is the essential task of sensor networks. Using a single
sink in a sensor network can cause an uneven energy depletion problem, whereby the
sensor nodes closer to the sink exhaust their energy quicker than those far away due to
heavymessage relay on behalf on the other nodes, known as the hot-spot problem [91].
Non-uniform energy depletion shortens network lifetime and causes degradation in
network performance. The sink becomes isolated from the sensor network when the
sensor nodes about the sink run out of energy, thus causing network failure. There are
considerable bene its of applying multiple sinks in a sensor network with respect to
energy consumption and latency of the gathered data. Deployingmultiple mobile sinks
in a sensor networkmitigates the hot-spots by sharing the data transmission overhead
between all the sinks in the sensor network. In addition, the average distance is re-
duced between the sensor nodes and sink nodes, ultimately resulting in conserving
node energy and minimising the latency. The single bottleneck problem is eliminated
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by deployingmultiple sinks, for in the case that a particular sink becomes disconnected
from the sensor network, the sensor nodes can still have a redundant path to transmit
the data to other sinks in the sensor ield and hence, the network continues to func-
tion. Finally, load balancing can be achieved by multiple sinks through sensor ield
partitioning. [92]. The careful selection of the number and accurate locations of sink
nodes directly in luence the network performance in an M2M sensor network. There
are many approaches available in the literature for inding the exact number [93] and
best location for sink nodes [94]. Recent research has shown that adopting mobility
in sensor or sink nodes can improve network connectivity [95], reduce delay [96] and
extend network lifetime [97]. Mobility in sensor networks can be classi ied into three
main categories [98] as follows:

1. NodeMobility: thewireless sensor nodes themselves can bemobile, with themobil-
ity depending on the sensor network application. Inmany applications, like environ-
mental monitoring, sensor node mobility is not possible, while in livestock surveil-
lance (i.e. sensornodes attached to cattle), it frequentlyhappens. This self-organised
feature needs to adopt frequentmovement of the sensor nodes, which involve trade-
offs between the quality of information and the consumed energy, whilst the net-
work functionality depends on the speed and frequency of the node movement.

2. SinkMobility: data requesters or information sinks canbemobile, which canbe seen
as a special type of node mobility. The main differences are that the mobile sink is
used to gather the sensed information and it is not part of the sensing task. A simple
application is a human requesting information while walking inside an intelligent
building via a personal digital assistance device. The data requester can communi-
catewith the sensor nodes using unrelated and separated data requests. Themobile
data requester (mobile sink) can request data from sensor nodes in its proximity,
whilst the network routing protocol must take into account the movement of the
mobile sink and the requested data must reach the sink regardless of its movement.

3. Event Mobility: the stimulation of the events or the trackable objects are mobile,
such as tracking and event detection scenarios. In such scenarios, a suf icient num-
ber of sensor nodes is required in order to spot the event and to be involved in the
consequent activities in relation to observing the trackable object. After these ac-
tivities, the sensor node goes back to low-power mode (sleep mode). As the event
location changes over time, the sensor nodes that sensed the event will change over
time as well (i.e. source node). The routing protocol for such scenarios must have
the ability to support appropriate functions for unexpected event mobility.
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Event mobility is quite uncommon compared to node mobility and sink mobility.
Moreover, sensor node mobility and event mobility are not under consideration of this
thesis, with the focus thus being on sink mobility. Without losing the generality, sink
node mobility can be categorised into three categories depending on the mobile sink
node path determination technique:

A. Random sink mobility: a sink node moves in random trajectories that are built up
of linear segments or different lengths and directions. The mobility of the sink
is considered as uncontrolled. In some scenarios, the mobile sink speed and the
pause time along different segments is also assumed to be arbitrary. The research
works for this mobility type are included in [99]. In all these works, the authors
concluded that using randommobility for themobile sink results in better load bal-
ancing and thus, longer lifetime for the sensor network. The authors focused on
how source sensors can locate the constantly moving mobile sinks and send data
packets through a smaller number of forwarding hop counts. The authors in [100]
used uncontrolled sinkmobility to optimise network lifetime andmeet certain QoS.

B. Controlled sink mobility: the mobile sink path can be predicted depending on the
network’s interest variables (i.e. energy or distance) and the path gets adjusted to
guarantee best network performance in terms of network lifetime and latency. The
controlled sink mobility is adopted to avoid hot-spots around the sink node and to
distribute the energy depletion across the whole sensing ield. In addition, the con-
trolled sink mobility is used to avoid long distance data transmission by enabling
single-hop communication between the sensor node and the sink. An example clar-
ifying the concept of controlled trajectory in multi-hop sensor networks is given
in [101] in which the mobile sink receives periodic updated information about a
node’s energy level. Based on these updates, themobile sink regulates its trajectory
tominimise to the routing load on the nodeswith lowenergy level. Otherworks that
have dealt with optimising mobile sink trajectory are [102] [103].

C. Constrained sink mobility: in contrast to controlled and random sink mobility, the
constrained mobility is fully deterministic. In this type of sink mobility, the mobile
sink moves in limited and prede ined paths inside the sensing ield. The authors
in [104] provided a mechanism for sending the sensed data to the closest future
position of the mobile sink in order to guarantee the shortest data path is achieved.
Indeed, the presence of sink mobility in the sensor network will enhance the net-

work lifetime and avoid hot-spot regions around the sink. This thesis is motivated by
the features of constrained ( ixed) mobility for improving M2M network performance.
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2.6 Software-De ined Networking

Traditional network devices, such as switches and routers, have control and data
planes. Network intelligence is centred at the control plane in which the decision what
to do with incoming traf ic made. On the other hand, the data plane performs action on
the arrived packets based on the decision taken by the control plane. The standardised
protocols provided by the IETF and IEEE are usually implemented by different vendors.
As a result, the same protocol may be implemented in several ways by various vendors.
In addition, these vendors may add proprietary features to the standardised protocols,
which results in complex con iguration and their being prone to error due to vendors’
diversity in manufacturing network devices. These issues make the control plane of
legacy networks to be distributed. Accordingly, every node in the network is indepen-
dent anddoes not have the complete information about the network connectivity [105].

The Open Networking Foundation (ONF) [106] is a user-driven non-pro it organi-
sation,which focuseson standardsdevelopmentof SoftwareDe inedNetworking (SDN).
SDN is an umbrella term covering different types of network architectures, where the
aimhas been tomake the network as agile andmanageable through programming. SDN
can be characterised by twomain features, decoupling of the data and control planes as
well as adding centralised programmability in the network control plane. The decou-
pling feature of SDN provides greater control and management to network resources
by programming the control plane. The centralised programmability brings a new in-
novation to optimise network con igurations and improve its performance by instanta-
neously monitoring its resources and apply user de ined policies [107]. A comparison
between SDN and traditional network architecture is summarised in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Comparison between SDN and traditional networking
Features Software De ined Networking Traditional Networking
Methodology Centralised protocol by separa-

tion of data and control plane
Dedicated protocol for each
problem

Con iguration Automated and centralised con-
iguration

Manual con iguration

Control Cross layers and dynamic global
control

Single layer and static control

Implementation Software based environment
and new ideas implemented in
software

Hardware based environment
and limited implementation of
new ideas due to hardware
dif iculty
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2.6.1 SDN Architecture

The idea of programmable networks has been developed as new way to facilitate
network management and control. SDN was developed to enable simple management
and control of the network data-path. It is a new networking paradigm in which, as
aforementioned, the control plane is decoupled from data plane. Since network control
is no longer included in each network element, SDN introduces a new component: the
centralised SDNcontroller. The separation of the forwarding hardware from the control
logic allows the network administrator to deploy more new protocols and applications
straightforwardly in the network controller [108]. Figure 2.7 shows SDN architecture,
where the network management is logically centralised in software-based controllers
(the control plane), and network devices become a hardware forwarding device (the
data plane) that can be programmed via an open interface (e.g., OpenFlow) [109].

Figure 2.7: High-level SDN architecture

When the control plane is decoupled from the data plane of networking devices,
the whole network architecture is changed. Accordingly, the SDN architecture consists
of three main components [107].
1. The data plane pertains to the physical network forwarding devices (network el-

ements), such as switches and routers, which provide network connectivity. Net-
work elements are used to route the data in the network based on the low tables
supported by the SDN controller through the southbound Application Programming
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Interface (API). These southbound APIs are used by the controller to optimise and
con igure the network.

2. The control plane or the centralised controller is the brain of the SDN networking
infrastructure. It is responsible for managing the low control (forwarding rules)
in SDN networking devices, based on the desired performance requested from the
SDN applications. The SDN controller con igures the network elements via the gen-
eral southbound API, and provides an abstract view about the network to the SDN
applications via the northbound API. The SDN controller brings intelligence to the
network architecture by enabling network programmability and management.

3. The application plane are programs that exchange information with the SDN con-
troller via northbound APIs. These applications construct an abstracted network
infrastructure based on the information collected by the SDN controller. The ad-
vantages over the current state networks, is that this enables new protocols to be
deployed, tested and the network being customised by only replacing the applica-
tions. In sum, network behaviour can be altered via software with SDN, because it is
fast, inexpensive, and easy to replace or update.

OpenFlow de ines the southbound communication protocol that enables the SDN
controller to communicate directly with the SDN networking devices. In an OpenFlow
environment, the routers and switches should support OpenFlow protocol to exchange
information with the SDN controller and it is considered as one of the irst SDN com-
munication protocol standards. The proprietary southbound APIs can be also de ined
by the users to customise the SDN controllers for a particular application [110] [111].

2.6.2 SDN inWireless Networks

The topics M2M, SDN, NFV and cloud computing are the hot research areas of re-
cent years and much research has been focused on how to integrate them together to
achieve seamless connectivity and to balance the traf ic load across the network. Ex-
tended SDN to M2M sensor networks were considered to be unpractical due to the re-
source constrained features of the embedded IoT devices in terms of small memory
size, limited computation and low energy consumption. Most M2M devices in the IoT
environment format the transmittedpackets close to127bytes,while the currentOpen-
Flow packets are close to 1,500 bytes. In addition, the addressing scheme of an M2M
sensor network is unlike that used by IP-based networks. Consequently, the current
OpenFlow protocol is not suitable for M2M sensor networks, because of the address-
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ing scheme and the limited resources. In order to make the SDN concept valuable and
applicable to M2M sensor nodes in the IoT environment, there is a need to propose an
unprecedented customised SDN controller with an OpenFlow approach to overcome
the limitations of M2M sensor networks outlined earlier.

The approach proposed in [112] represented the irst effort that synergised SDN
andWSN, being aimed at tackling the inherent problems ofWSN, such as networkman-
agement andpolicy changes. The authors developed a newarchitecture called Software
De ined-WSN (SD-WSN)with SensorOpenFlow (SOF) to address the key technical chal-
lenges inWSN. The authors in [113] presented the deployment of OpenFlow technology
in WSN, the proposed approach being called the Flow-Sensor, which led to a consider-
able achievement in IoT and cloud computing through network virtualisation. In an
ideal scenario, the Flow-Sensor had reachability points more than the typical sensor.
The authors concluded that better results might be achieved in a large scale network.
The authors in [114] introduced a Software De ined Wireless Network (SDWN) that
bene ited from a wireless infrastructureless networking environment with special em-
phasis on WPAN. They analysed SDN in IEEE 802.15.4-based WPAN and discussed the
SDWN requirements to adopt lexibility in low table rules and a node’s duty cycle.

The authors in [115] proposed an improved load balancing mechanism for M2M
networks using SDN. The proposed mechanism was capable of adopting different QoS
requirements by dynamic traf ic rerouting and instant traf ic identi ication. The au-
thors in [116] proposed a smart management technique based on SDN for WSN. The
proposed architecture illustrated the implementation of the SDN controller in the base
station (sinknode). Also, the authors argued that thedevelopedapproachoffered anew
solution for some inherited problems, such as energy saving andnetworkmanagement.

It was one of the thesis objectives to investigate different challenges related to SDN
andM2M sensor networks in order to develop a real-time testbed. Accordingly, there is
a focus on the most recent research that covers SDN testbed implementation. The au-
thors in [117] suggested a cost effective implementation of an SDN testbed using Rasp-
berry Pi and Open vSwitch (OVS). This testbed was validated using OpenFlow speci i-
cation 1.0 and proved to maximise the network throughput compared to NetFPGA-1G.
The authors in [118] introduced Software De ined Networking - WIreless SEnsor net-
works (SDN-WISE) to reduce packets exchange between the nodes and SDN controller,
as well as to make the nodes programmable for running different applications. The
APIs of the SDN-WISE allowed the developers to build SDN controllers using the pre-
ferred programming language. The SDN-WISE prototypewas implemented using a real
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SDN controller and OMNet++ simulator. An OpenFlow testbed was proposed in [119]
using a low-priced computer board and open source base virtual switch, the testbed
being called the Pi Stack Switch. The programmable network was implemented using
an ONOS SDN controller and OpenVirteX as the network hypervisor. The implemented
network infrastructure consisted of the SDN control layer and the virtualisation layer.
A structured and hierarchical management mechanism was proposed in [120], based
on SDN for WSN. The proposed approach was called Software-De ined Clustered Sen-
sor Networks (SDCSN), which the authors argued solved the inherent problems inWSN
and they highlighted some suggestions for future research on ad-hoc networks. A real
time Software De ined Wireless Network (SDWN) testbed was implemented in [121]
using Raspberry Pi as OpenFlow Switches. An OpenDayLight controller was used to
analyse the network events. In addition, a traf ic aware routing algorithm was imple-
mented tomanage andmonitor the network low andQuality-of-Service (QoS) require-
ments. The hybrid approach proposed in [122] enabled the traditional IP network to
work together with SDN based network within the same service provider. This sys-
tem was called OSHI, being implemented using pseudo wire and virtual switches with
a Mininet emulator. Finally, the authors in [123] provided a comprehensive survey of
the research challenges in large-scale SDN testbeds.

2.7 Network Function Virtualisation

In the near future, the vast number of embedded devices connected to the Inter-
net will need a new architecture in order to adopt the massive quantities of generated
traf ic. Network FunctionVirtualisation (NFV) technology endeavours to virtualise net-
work applications or services in order to be executed on a single programmable compo-
nent. NFV has drawn considerable interest from both industry and academia as impor-
tant technology towards virtualisation of network applications. It reduces operating
and capital expenses, whilst also enabling the deployment of different services across
the network by decoupling network functions from the physical network devices on
which the functions run and new services can be deployed faster over the same phys-
ical platform. NFV enables the behaviour of networking devices to be modi ied during
operation, and hence, replacing and upgrading software is much easier than doing so
for all network devices [105] [124].

The NFV increases network infrastructure lexibility and reduces hardware cost,
because NFV it sets out to accomplish network functions in software installed on a
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shared server instead of running on dedicated hardware devices. Accordingly, NFVwill
simplify, organise and expandnetwork servicesmore quicklywith less installation cost.

Figure 2.8 shows the basic concept of NFV, where Network Function (NF) has been
implemented apart from the network devices hardware. The Virtual Network Function
(VNF) in theNFV technique is similar to Physical Network Function (PNF) in traditional
networks. Multiple PNFs can be assembled into a single VNF or a single PNF can be di-
vided into multiple VNF. The relationship between VNF and PNF could be one to one
mapping, or one to many. These mapping relationships can be optimised to enhance
network resourcemanagement [125] and consequently, NFVmay be an adequate tech-
nology for future network infrastructure in terms of the following [126]:

• Network Performance: NFV architecture might be able to obtain the same network
performance compared to that achieved from network functions running on dedi-
cated hardware by evaluating network deadlocks and mitigating them;

• Heterogeneity Support: the big challenge toNFV is to support network heterogeneity
from proprietary hardware based service perspectives and fragmentise the barriers
to synchronising different standards;

• Dynamic Resource Allocation: NFV should perform different network functions at
various times on the same physical hardware by reallocating the shared infrastruc-
ture resources among the hardware and software components of the network.

Figure 2.8: Basic NFV architecture

NFV and its relationship with the complementary ields of SDN and cloud comput-
ing discussed in [125] and [127], with a comprehension of the state-of-the-art being
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provided in both works. A case study on NFV based gateways for Virtualised Wireless
Sensor Networks (VWSN) was proposed in [128]. The authors in [129] reviewed some
general SDN/NFV-enabled IoT architectures and identify promising researchdirections
for future research.

The NFV has changed the network vision. It moved away from customised hard-
warewith pre-packaged software to any generic hardware that offer the basic data pro-
cessing resources for network functions implementation. The abstraction layer that
provided by the NFV enabled the commercial off the shelf hardware to be integrated to-
gether in the NFV infrastructure while emulation or simulating the hardware platform
in software. The key bene its of utilising NFV can be summarised as follows [124]:

1. Faster deployment of network services: the VNF can be added, modi ied and re-
moved on the ly. NFV provides dynamic lifecycle to the VNF in contrast to the tradi-
tional physical devices, since these virtualised functions may be added when neces-
sary, analysed easily and then removed without any on-site activities which can be
time consuming and costly;

2. Extensibility and lexibility: the virtualised infrastructure manager is able to extend
the VNF resources such as bandwidth, storage and CPU depending on the virtualised
function demands. In contrast to traditional network, it may require to be upgraded
the existing hardware or fully replaced in order to change any of the aforementioned
parameters. On the other hand, the NFV enhances network lexibility by dividing the
load among the available VNFs which is unpractical in traditional network devices;

3. Vendor independent and agile deployment: the NFV provides seamless integration
of different vendors hardware without relying on costly solutions associated with
changing the current deployed hardware. Such agile deployment of various services
should base on open source software tools to facilitate its support and popularity;

4. Amorphous service delivery: the NFV services are not limited to a one-time design
and deployment. It can alter during network operation to track the demand changes
in order to allocate theproperVNF. InNFV-baseddeployment, it is possible to change
the capacity and location of the VNFs and accordingly, loadmobility will be attained;

5. Effectivenessof unprecedented solution: traditionally, serviceproviders should repli-
cate their production in order to build a test environment for the new solutions.
While in NFV-based deployment, the service providers can test their new solutions
and validating them in test environment before introducing them as a inal produc-
tion. The NFV test environment provides dynamic tool to verify different scenarios.
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2.8 Cloud Computing Platform

The term cloud computing refers to the delivery of computing resources over the
Internet. The data are stored in a remote location instead of locally and can be accessed
via the Internet. The cloud has no borders and has global communication paths. Ac-
cordingly, the data can be accessed from everywhere to deliver a service to other peo-
ple from anywhere else [130]. In recent years, cloud computing and IoT are emerging
technologies that have led the evolution of programmable networks. Cloud comput-
ing means accessing stored data and programs over the Internet, while IoT simpli ies
the way in which large amounts of data are being collected over interconnected M2M
nodes. Cloud computing is characterised by having on-demand service, global network
and shared pool of resources. On-demand service refers to the user requesting to man-
agehis owncomputing resources. The global networkprovidesubiquitous connectivity
over the Internet to deliver different services. The shared pool of resources allows the
user to fetch data from the shared resources located in remote data centres [105].

Figure 2.9: Cloud computing architecture

The cloud computing architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.9 in which the shared
pool of resources can provide different services for the connected users. The cloud
computing architecture consists of three main parts [131]:

1. The front end platform represents the visible part of the network for the client, in-
cluding the infrastructure of the network that is used for accessing the cloud system;
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2. The connected network pertains to the Internet connection that provides global ac-
cess between the front end and back end platforms;

3. The back end platform refers to the service provider side, where various servers and
data storage systems are installed with different dedicated applications to manage
each server.

The main advantages of cloud computing are providing scalability to the network
shared resources in terms of processing and storage, delivering reliability by allowing
access to the cloud resources via the Internet, and it is considered to be ef icient, be-
cause it enables the deployment of new algorithms and applications for delivering new
services for remote M2M sensor networks [105]. There are three service models for
cloud computing, commonly known as: Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Ser-
vice (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), which differ in terms of the control
privilege that the users have over the stored information [132]:

1. Software as a Service (SaaS) is a software distribution model, where the software is
owned by the cloud provider and it enables remote users to access and use applica-
tions that are hosted in the cloud;

2. Platform as a Service (PaaS) is a shared hardware and software platform on which
the users are enabled to deploy their own applications with certain constraints;

3. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is virtualised computing resources over the Inter-
net, where the users can manage and control the cloud applications, storage and
network connectivity without the ability to control the cloud infrastructure.

Different deploymentmodels of cloud computing are existed depending on the op-
eration of cloud infrastructure. These models are classi ied into [133] [134]:

1. Public Cloud is based on the standard model of cloud computing platform in which
the computing and storage resources are available to the public user over the Inter-
net. The service provider offers the cloud services for free or pay-as-you-go charg-
ing model. The main advantages of using a public cloud deployment are: ultimate
scalability, cost effective, reliability and location independence. Themost salient ex-
amples of public cloud are: cloud storage services and online software applications;

2. Private cloud is a particular model of cloud computing in which an organisation is
responsible for managing the entirely cloud infrastructure. The main advantages
of using a private cloud deployment are: ultimate security, high privacy and more
control as a private cloud is only accessible by a speci ied client. While the downside
on the private cloud be expensive due to platform scaling;
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3. Hybrid cloud is a combination of one or more public cloud provider with a private
cloud platform. There is a need for orchestration between the two platforms while
being worked individually. The main advantages of a hybrid cloud deployment are:
dynamic workload, lexibility, cost effectiveness and security.

This thesis addresses a triple transition related to the evolution of SDN, NFV and
cloud computing for 6LoWPAN based M2M sensor networks. This work focuses on
IaaS in a cloud computing environment, i.e. where multiple independent nodes access
the cloud via border gateway and various types of application are being deployed to
achieve certain level of QoS by the remote user. The cloud computing provides real-
time data processing of the sensors’ data and taking suitable actions on regular basis.
Hence, the cloud computing offers reliable and extendible environment for the WSN
via the Internet. The authors in [135] developed a cloud based system to simulateWSN
routing protocols, this cloud platform allowing for different simulation platforms to be
available among multiple users for testing different WSN hardware platforms. A mo-
bile cloud computing platformwas proposed in [136] for Collaborative Location based
Sleep Scheduling (CLSS) of the sensor nodes. The CLSS reduced node energy consump-
tion through the determination of the awake and asleep status of each node based on
the location of the mobile user.

2.9 Summary

This chapter commenced with 6LoWPAN architecture and issues related to its in-
tegration with the Internet. In addition, the chapter has comprised the detail of tech-
nologies, which enable the IoT. Then a comprehensive literature review has been in-
cluded to pave the way to the research area. The related works have been studied with
respect to energy consumption and scalability, as they were the most signi icant chal-
lenges that affected the performance of the M2M sensor networks. The discussion has
been extended to include the modelling and optimisation of MAC and PHY layers’ pa-
rameters of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. A brief description of the concepts of M2M
sensor networks and some routing protocols have been analysed in order to design a
new self-organised, scalable and energy-ef icient routing protocol for autonomous IoT
applications. Programmable network concepts have been revised and explained in de-
tail alongside with the cloud computing. The SDN and NFV were utilised to tackle the
issues of energy consumption fromdifferent perspectives and enhance network control
and management. The integration of cloud computing with sensor networks provided
an easy way to access the sensors’ data and enhanced networks’ reliability.
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Chapter 3
Optimised 6LoWPANMAC Layer

3.1 Relationof6LoWPANtoother IEEE802.15.4Trends

There are many different trends that need to be considered when considering the
development of the IoT, which include the IEEE 802.15.4 compliant protocols, future
Internet and M2M communication. Nowadays, the IEEE 802.15.4 is a standard used by
the LoWPAN devices for lower protocol layers. However, problems emerge when pre-
senting the upper layers of the protocol stack. To address this, ZigBee Alliance [137], an
industrial group, developed the ZigBee protocol in 2003 as an IEEE 802.15.4 compliant
protocol and speci ied the vertical upper layers of the protocol stack. The ZigBee pro-
tocol has suffered frommany limitations including the dependency on a single wireless
link and application pro ile, along with scalability and Internet integration. The term
future Internet was introduced in [138] [139] to depict the Internet architecture and
protocols research in the next 20 coming years. There are several European projects
targeting future Internet research (i.e., EU 4WARD [140]), but are not focusing on em-
bedded Internet devices and LoWPANs. Internet integration was not considered in tra-
ditional LoWPAN, because it was thought to be completely isolated. However, the EU
SENSEI project [141] has focused on the integration of embedded devices with 6LoW-
PAN functionality in the current and future global Internet. Traditional M2M devices
include cellularmodems alongwith an Internet based back end system for IP communi-
cations. Recently, theM2Mgatewayhas beenused to bridge local embeddednetworked
deviceswith IP based networks and 6LoWPAN can be connected to the Internet via this
gateway. 6LoWPAN standardisation is encouraging both the research community and
industry to become involved with the IoT revolution.
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Wireless M2M sensor networks are usually composed of hundreds of energy con-
strained and short range communication devices. These limitations affect the selection
of one protocol stack over the others. In fact, the increasing interest inM2M sensor net-
works has led to the development of a range of different communication protocols, but
their diversity has limited the integration of different networks. Regarding the MAC
and PHY layers, a widely used solution has been offered by the IEEE 802.15.4 stan-
dard and the IPv6 because the IP layer will cope the isolated network integration prob-
lems. In this chapter, the focus is just on the MAC and PHY layer of the 6LoWPAN pro-
tocol stack based on the speci ications released by the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) working group [13].

3.1.1 IEEE 802.15.4 MAC Layer

Themain function of theMAC layer is to assure reliable data transmission over the
shared channel speci ied by the PHY layer. Two services are provided by the MAC layer
of the IEEE802.15.4 standard: management service anddata service. Themanagement
services include: associate and disassociate sensor nodes with the PAN coordinator,
channel access mechanism, beacon management, Guaranteed Time Slot (GTS) frame
veri ication, acknowledgement frames generation (if used), and security. Moreover, the
data service allows theMAC layer data unit to be transmitted and received through PHY
layer data services interaction. The IEEE 802.15.4 standard de ines two different chan-
nel accessmechanisms, namely: beaconenabled (slotted) andnon-beaconenabled (un-
slotted). The nodes in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard access the wireless channel using a
Carrier Sense Multiple Access / Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) mechanism [142].

The IETF working group has introduced the IEEE 802.15.4 standard as the MAC
and PHY layers standard with a fully asynchronous enabled mode for 6LoWPAN [13].
Whilst the beacon enabled mode of the CSMA/CA is used by IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee,
which is beyond the scope of this thesis.

The unslotted CSMA/CA mechanism of 6LoWPAN is illustrated in Figure 3.1; mul-
tiple devices are allowed in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard to access the communication
mediumusing the sameoperation frequency. According to the CSMA/CAmechanism, at
any particular time when a node has data to send, it initiates a set of variables, namely,
the backoff counter (it is initialised to 0 before each new transmission attempt) and
backoff exponent (BE), with the BE pertaining to the number of backoff periods a node
will wait before checking the channel state. Two parameters are related to BE: mini-
mumbackoff exponent (macMinBE) andmaximumbackoff exponent (macMaxBE). The
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MAC layer activities are delayed by a random backoff timer in each backoff stage and
has a value in the range [0, 2BE − 1]. Once the backoff timer expires, the sensor node
will check the transmission channel to see if it is busy by performing a Clear Channel
Assessment (CCA). When the node is assured that the channel state is idle, it initiates
the transmission. Alternatively, the node increments the backoff counter and updates
the BE (BE=min (BE+1,macMaxBE)). Then, the node backoffs for a random duration to
check the channel state again. The channel checking process and backoff will be con-
tinued until the sensed channel becomes clear and transmission is started, or the max-
imum allowed value for the backoff stages (macMaxCSMABackoffs) is reached [143].

Figure 3.1: Block diagram of an unslotted CSMA/CA for 6LoWPAN [143]

The optional retransmission scheme, based on acknowledgement and timeout, is
adopted by the CSMA/CA algorithm. In the case of the enabled retransmissions, the
destination node must send an acknowledgement whenever it receives an error free
packet. While on the sender side, the node will retransmit the previously sent packet,
if the acknowledgement is not received within a prede ined timeout. Accordingly, the
retransmissions will be performed until the maximum number of allowed retransmis-
sions (macMaxFrameRetries) has been reached and the packet will be dropped [144].
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3.1.2 IEEE 802.15.4 PHY Layer

Thephysical layer is the closest layer to the node’s hardware andprovides the com-
munication interface with the physical media. The PHY layer of the IEEE 802.15.4 stan-
dard provides two services: data service and management service. The data service
allows the physical layer to transmit packets received from the MAC data service unit,
while forwarding the received packet across the wireless channel to the MAC data ser-
vices unit. On the other hand, the management services include [142] [143]:
1. Activate or deactivate of the radio transceiver: three states exist depending on the

request of the MAC management service unit, namely: transmit, receive and sleep;
2. Energy Detection (ED): the physical layer estimates the energy level depending on

the Received Signal Strength (RSS). The ED service can be used by the upper layers
(MAC and network layers) to determine whether the communication channel is idle
or busy;

3. Link Quality Indication (LQI): determines the strength/quality of the of the received
packets over the physical layer. LQI may be implemented using transceiver ED, a
signal to noise estimation or the integration of both techniques;

4. Clear Channel Assessment (CCA): used to evaluate the currentmedium activities, i.e.
busy or idle. Channel assessment can be performed in three operational modes: (i)
energy detection mode, in which the CCA identi ies a busy medium if the detected
energy is above the threshold ED value; (ii) carrier sensing mode, where the CCA
identi ies a busy medium if it detects a signal with the same spreading character-
istics and modulation, which may be lower or higher than the threshold ED value;
(iii) carrier sensing with energy detection mode, which is a hybrid mode formed by
integrating the aforementioned techniques used in (i) and (ii);

5. Channel frequency selection: the physical layer provides dynamic channel selection
in which the node transceiver may be tuned to a speci ic channel depending on the
requests received from the upper layers.
Based on the Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS), the IEEE 802.15.4 stan-

dard speci ies three operational frequency bands: 868 MHz and 915 MHz, with data
transfer rates of 20 and 40 kbps, respectively, whilst the 2.4 GHz operates with a data
transfer rate of 250 kbps. Referring back to the 6LoWPAN speci ications, the IETF de-
ined the PHY layer frequency to be 2.4 GHz with a data transfer rate of 250 kbps, and
a modulation method of Offset Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (OQPSK). The maximum
PHY layer data unit is 127 bytes, including MAC and PHY overheads [145].
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3.2 A JointModel of IEEE 802.15.4MACandPHYLayers

In this section, a generalised mathematical model is proposed for 6LoWPAN MAC
andPHY layers,which is basedon the combinationof the theoryofDiscreteTimeMarkov
Chains (DTMCs) [146], and the theory of M/M/1/K queues [147]. The new model
takes into account the inite buffer size of the node (sources and relays) in addition
to the 6LoWPAN speci ications. However, it is of interest to develop stochastic ana-
lytical tools, which can be used to predict the network performance accurately and at
lower computation complexity. The performance indicators of the developed model
are aggregated throughput and packet delivery delay.

The proposed Markov chain model notations closely follow those introduced ear-
lier in the literature review (Section 2.3), with modi ication to improve the accuracy
of the proposed model. According to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, the proposed model
provides signi icant lexibility in tuning the MAC layer parameters, which includes the
number of backoffs, with or without optional retransmission, based on the received ac-
knowledgement. This lexibility enables the developedmodel to adopt the implementa-
tion of theTransfer Control Protocol (TCP) andUserDatagramProtocol (UDP) using the
6LoWPAN standard. The sensor node activity per single transmission attempt is mod-
elled using a two dimensional Markov chain. The introduced Markov chain model is
shown in Figure 3.2, with states given by {s(t), c(t)}, where s(t) and c(t) are the stochas-
tic process and process state, respectively, at a given communication time slot t.

Consider a sensor node trying to transmit a packet using unslotted CSMA/CA of
the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. The MAC layer initialises four parameters: backoff expo-
nent, backoff window (Wi= 2macMinBE), backoff counter (M=macMaxCSMABackoffs) and
amaximumnumber of allowed retransmission limits (N=macMaxFrameRetries). When
the backoff counter decrements to zero, two CCAs will be performed, followed by the
packet transmission. Accordingly, any node in the network has four states and it will
be in one of them at a particular instant:
1. Backoff state: the node waits in this state for random duration called backoff time

or duration. When the backoff counter reaches zero, the node transfers to channel
sensing state where a transmission may takes place;

2. Channel sensing state: the node is trying to access the channel and competing with
its neighbour nodes;

3. Transmission states: the node is transmitting the generated packet and it includes
the waiting time to receive the acknowledgement;
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4. Acknowledgement state: the node performs retransmission based on the received
acknowledgementor it generatesnewpacketwhen the retransmission limit reached.

Figure 3.2: Markov chain model for CSMA/CA of IEEE 802.15.4 standard per single
transmission attempt [148]

The values of s(t) and c(t) are summarised in Table 3.1 for different states of the
proposedMarkov chainmodel and LP is the transmitted packet length. As stated earlier,
this joint model is per-node transmission attempt and the other nodes in luence on
the activities of a given node can be recognised through the values of the busy channel
probabilities.

Table 3.1: States combination of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [148]
c(t)States

-2 -1 0 1 – WM-1 1 – LP

0 – M – CCA2 CCA1 Backoff –
-1 – – – – Transmissions(t)

-2 ACK Received ACK Lost Wait for ACK – –
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Let bi,j be the steady-stateprobability of theproposeddiscreteMarkov chainmodel
being in certain state {i, j}, while the bi,j = limt→∞ {s(t) = i, c(t) = j}. The steady-state
probabilities given in Figure 3.2 are related to each other through the following set of
equations which are based on the work presented by Faridi et al. in [148]:

bi,j =
Wi − j

Wi

× bi,0 0 ≤ i ≤M ; 0 < j < Wi−1 (3.1)

bi,0 = (α− αβ + β)i b0,0 1 ≤ i ≤M (3.2)

bi,−1 = (1− α) bi,0 (3.3)

b−1,j = (1− α)(1− β)
M∑
i=1

bi,0 1 ≤ j ≤ LP (3.4)

b−2,0 = (1− α)(1− β)
M∑
i=1

bi,0 (3.5)

b−2,−1 = Pc × (1− α)(1− β)
M∑
i=1

bi,0 (3.6)

b−2,−2 = (1− Pc)(1− α)(1− β)
M∑
i=1

bi,0 (3.7)

where, α is the probability of sensing the busy channel during the irst CCA (CCA1), and
β is the probability of sensing the busy channel during the second (CCA2), given that
it was idle in CCA1. Accordingly, the probability of sensing the channel free (ϵ) in two
successive time slots is given by:

ϵ = (1− α)(1− β) (3.8)

The Pc is the collision probability per-node transmission attempt, for which a given
node is transmitting a packet and one or more nodes within its transmission range are
also transmitting their packets at the same time. The Pc can be evaluated based on the
free channel probability, as depicted in the equation below:

Pc =
1− (1− ϵ)M+1

1− ϵ
× b0,0 (3.9)

Thepacket discardprobability (Pdiscard) canbede ined as the fraction of generatedpack-
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ets that arenot transmitted successfully. Regarding theper-node transmissionattempts,
eachmay terminate with one of the following: failure due to channel access, failure due
to collision or there is successful transmission. The Pfailure, Pcollision and Psuccess are the
channel access failure probability, collision probability and successful probability, re-
spectively, which are related to each other by the following relationships:

Pfailure = (α + (1− α)× β))
M∑
i=1

bi,0 (3.10)

Pcollision = Pc × (1− Pfailure) (3.11)

Psuccess = (1− Pc)(1− Pfailure) (3.12)

The node may adopt i retransmission attempt with 1 ≤ i ≤ N , to achieve successful
transmission. Consequently, a packet may discard if all the Nth retransmission limits
end in collision or if one attempt ends in channel access failure. The packet discard
probability (Pdiscard) is given by:

Pdiscard = Pdis−limit + Pdis−failure (3.13)

where, the Pdis-limit is the discard probability due to reaching the maximum retransmis-
sion limits, while the Pdis-failure is the discard probability due to channel access failure.

Pdis−limit = PN+1
collision (3.14)

Pdis−failure =
N∑
i=0

PfailureP
N+1
collision

=Pfailure ×
1− PN+1

collision

1− Pcollision

(3.15)

Finally, the packet discard probability can be evaluated using the formula:

Pdiscard = PN+1
collision + Pfailure ×

1− PN+1
collision

1− Pcollision

(3.16)

On the other hand, the reliability probability R is the probability of the packets being
delivered successfully, which can be viewed as a function of the traf ic conditions (gen-
erated packets). R can be derived from Eq. 3.16.

R = 1− Pdiscard (3.17)
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In order to investigate theperformanceof theMACandPHY layers in IEEE802.15.4
standard, a comprehensive and accurate model is needed, with minimal complexity.
The proposed model enables us to consider real packet losses due to inite buffer size
and generated traf ic.

The proposed PHY model was inspired by the approach adopted by Zuniga [149]
and Zamalloa [150]. The developed PHY model involves introducing the distance as a
function of neighbour discovery and node coverage. Node heterogeneity is a common
feature of IoT applications. Consequently, the radio frequency and the channel param-
eters are introduced in order to take into account the network heterogeneity and to
adopt the differences in node types with different transmission range.

A contribution of this paper is to include the real conditions of packet loss/discard
in both MAC and PHY layers. Whilst collision is the main cause of packet loss, However,
packets discarded due to a full buffer at the node also affect overall network perfor-
mance depending on the generated traf ic. Each node in the network is modelled to
have a inite size of M/M/1/K queue as a buffer. This buffer has a Poisson arrival pro-
cess (λ frame/s), and steady state probability when there are i frames in the queue is:

Pi =
ρi∑K
j=0 ρ

j
(3.18)

where, the ρ is the queue utilisation and the value of P0 is given by:

P0 =

[
K∑
j=0

ρj

]−1

(3.19)

The process continues until the value of P0 converges to a stable value. The average
queue waiting time is a function of the average frame delay and the full buffer proba-
bility Pk.

Twait =
LP

λ× (1− Pk)
(3.20)

On the other hand, the average service time (Tservice) can be interpreted as the time in-
terval spent by the packet to reach the head of the MAC layer queue until the packet is
transmitted and as acknowledgement for that packet received.

Tservice = Tbackoff + Tcollision + Ttransmission (3.21)
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The Tbackoff is the time interval when the packet is in the backoff state, while the Tstage is
the time delay in a single backoff step.

Tbackoff =
M∑
i=1

Wi−1∑
j=1

Tstage(i, j) (3.22)

The Tcollision is the time interval experienced by the transmitted packet, but without hav-
ing receivedanacknowledgementdue to collision,whileTtx is thedelayneeded to trans-
mit a packet of length LP and the Tack-out is the acknowledgement time-out to receive an
acknowledgement.

Tcollision =
N∑
i=1

T i
tx + Tack−out (3.23)

Ttransmission is the time interval experienced by the transmitted packet and an acknowl-
edgement being received, whilst Tack is the delay needed to receive an acknowledge-
ment packet of length Lack andTIFS is the inter-frame spacing interval between the trans-
mitted packets.

Ttransmission =
N∑
i=1

T i
tx + Tack−out + Tack + TIFS (3.24)

The following assumptions aremade to reduce the computational complexitywith
acceptable tolerance during the network metrics calculations:
• Thebusy channel probabilities of CCA1 andCCA2will not dependon thebackoff stage;
• The number of packet retransmissions will not depend on the busy channel proba-

bilities α and β.
The network reliability is not only affected by the packet discard probability given

in Eq. 3.16, but also, by the probability of having a full buffer. The inal reliability ex-
pression is given by:

R′ = (1− Pk)× (1− Pdiscard) (3.25)

Thenetwork throughput γNET can be evaluated by the total number of successful trans-
missions per node in the network, where ϑ is the total number of nodes:

γNET = ϑ× LP × (α + (1− α)β)N−1 (3.26)

The instantaneous throughput per-node γinstant depends on the generated packets ar-
rival rate and the successful transmissions:

γinstant = λ× R′ × Lp (3.27)
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3.3 6LoWPANMathematical Model Validation

In order to validate the proposed mathematical model, a Monte-Carlo simulation
[151] of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard is developed in MATLAB. The MAC and PHY layer
parameters are chosen to meet the 6LoWPAN speci ication. Since the IEEE 802.15.4
CSMA/CA scheme can be initiated with a ixed backoff duration, it is also possible to
consider a new slot in each simulation step with several values for network traf ic. The
simulation parameters for both theMAC and PHY layers of 6LoWPAN are given in Table
3.2. The network model is considered to be of a ixed number of sensor nodes, each
with a inite buffer and always having packets to transmit in unslotted CSMA/CA. In
addition, the proposed model enables retransmission based on acknowledgement. In
this section, the obtained results from the proposed mathematical model are denoted
by analytical whilst the results fromMonte-Carlo simulation are denoted by simulation.
The simulation results are used as references in comparisons.

Table 3.2: 6LoWPANMAC and PHY layers parameters
MAC Layer Parameters Value PHY Layer Parameters Value
No. of nodes 25, 50, 100 Noise igure 23 dB
macMinBE 3 Bandwidth 30 kHz
macMaxBE 5 Pathloss exponent 4
macMaxCSMABackoffs 4 Noise 15 dB
macMaxFrameRetreis 3 Min transmission range 10 meter
Payload size 121 byte Max transmission range 30 meter
Queue size 100 Frame Standard transmission power 50 dBm
Data rate 250 kbps PHY overhead 60 byte
Acknowledgement size 110 byte

The mean service time is the time interval between two successive packets until
the irst packet transmitted. The overall packet service time is composed of the time
slots necessary to transmit a packet and the time slots spent during the channel ac-
cess mechanism. The average wait time is, in fact, the time spent in the device’s queue
during the elapsed packet service time. Figure 3.3 shows the deviation between the
mean service time and average waiting time for both the analytical and simulation ap-
proaches. This deviation becomes larger as the network traf ic is increased. When the
network has light traf ic the number of collisions is likely to be low. Frequent collisions
are more likely to occur when the traf ic become higher as the probability of collision
rises dramatically, especially when a node has many neighbours within its maximum
transmission range.
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(a) Number of nodes is ϑ=25

(b) Number of nodes is ϑ=50

(c) Number of nodes is ϑ=100

Figure 3.3: The mean service time and average wait time at MAC queue
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Figure 3.4: Reliability versus load offered

Figure 3.4 con irms that the network reliability achieved by the proposed joint
mathematical model matches the simulation results very well. The same igure also
shows that as the number of nodes increases the reliability decreases, which is due to
more nodes trying to access the channel at the same time and hence, there are a grow-
ing number of collisions. Accordingly, the number of discarded packetwill increase due
to retransmission failures and collisions in the dense 6LoWPAN sensor network.

Figure 3.5: Instantaneous throughput versus network traf ic

Figure 3.5 shows the instantaneous throughput versus the network traf ic, with
the former being affected by the frame discards after reaching the maximum frame
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retransmissions or maximum CSMA backoffs. This degradation in the instantaneous
throughput can be interpreted as being due to the full buffer of the node as the gener-
ated traf ic increases. The most interesting inding in Figure 3.5 is that with successive
increases in network traf ic, the analytical model tracked the simulation results, whilst
no signi icant differences were found between them.

Figure 3.6: Average throughput versus network traf ic

Figure 3.6 shows the average throughput in relation to the generated traf ic, the
curves forwhichbecome lattenedas the generated traf ic increases forparticular nodes.
The number of nodes is directly proportional to the throughput. The throughput curve
starts from the peak and then quickly decays at a rate depending on the collision prob-
ability. When collisions become frequent in dense networks, packets retransmissions
will affect the overall performance. In fact, collision and retransmission are inversely
proportional to the network throughput.

To evaluate access channel and transmission failure probabilities, different net-
work sizes were used, as shown in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8. The access channel failure
probability has a greater impact compared to the transmission failure probability. As
the number of nodes increase, the generated traf ic will increase too and as a conse-
quence, the higher number of nodes trying to access the channel will cause more fre-
quent collisions. These collisions will affect the reception of acknowledgement packets
and the nodes will be forced to perform retransmissions. The retransmission feature
based on acknowledgement is necessary, but not suitable, for high reliability demand
under heavy traf ic due to high energy consumption.
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Figure 3.7: Access channel failure probability versus network traf ic

Figure 3.8: Frame transmission failure probability versus network traf ic

In order to generalise the proposed mathematical model for 6LoWPAN MAC/PHY
layers, the retransmission capability with acknowledgement has been studied sepa-
rately. Figure 3.9 shows the instantaneous throughput vs network traf ic for different
transmission retries. The throughput without an acknowledgement/retransmission
represents the implementationofUDPprotocols, while the curves of different transmis-
sion retries represent the implementation of TCP protocols. Themaximum throughput
is achieved when the network operates without acknowledgement and transmission
retries. A gentle degradation in overall performance occurs when the discarded pack-
ets increase due to heavy network traf ic.
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Figure 3.9: Instantaneous throughput with retransmission versus network traf ic

3.4 Optimising 6LoWPANMAC Layer Parameters

Any MAC protocol for an M2M sensor network should ensure optimal energy con-
servation in all M2M nodes and hence, prolong the lifetime of the nodes. This section
is motivated from the previous work in Section 3.2, where the joint analytical model
for the main characteristics of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard was studied and veri ied
using a Markov chain model and Monte-Carlo simulation. The level of contention at
the MAC and PHY layers in luences the network throughput and end-to-end delay. In
addition, the performance indicators at the MAC and PHY layers showed that the se-
lection of appropriate MAC parameters will lead to minimise the energy consumption
whilst maintaining high reliability with minimum delay. The core contribution of the
proposed approach is to select the optimal MAC layer parameters, which is carried out
using a) Arti icial Neural Networks (ANN) and b) the effectiveness of optimiser selec-
tionmechanism. Moreover, the results are validated by using a Generic Algorithm (GA)
and Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) to verify the selected parameters values.

Soft-Computing (SC) is one of the possible ways for building intelligent and wiser
machines. It aims to model and provide solutions for existing problems that are not
modelled or not easy tomodelledmathematically. Accordingly, SCwill achieve a robust,
tractable and low-cost solution from uncertainty and approximate reasoning [152].
The techniques of SC are nowadays being used successfully in many applications and
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three are used in the proposed approach to determine the optimal MAC layer parame-
ters for 6LoWPAN networks, these being:

1. Arti icial Neural Network;
2. Genetic Algorithm;
3. Particle Swarm Optimisation.

3.4.1 Arti icial Neural Network

Arti icial Neural Networks (ANN) are a family ofmodels inspired by biological neu-
ral networks, which can be viewed as a network of simple processing elements called
neurons. These neurons work in harmony to provide the solution for scienti ic prob-
lems, such as pattern recognition or data classi ication, through a learning process. In
general, they are composed of three layers, which are an input layer, somehidden layers
and an output layer. The pool of neurons or simple processing elements communicate
by sending signals to each other over a large number of weighted connections. These
connections have numeric weights that can be tuned based on experience, making the
ANN adaptive to inputs and capable of learning [153].

A mathematical representation of the neuron j is illustrated in Figure 3.10, which
depicts the dendrite weights wn, the bias bn, the summation of weighted incoming sig-
nals, and the linear or nonlinear function f(·) (also called activation function). The cell
inputs u are the n signals at a time instant k and the output is the scalar y, which can be
expressed as:

yj(k) = f

(
n∑

i=1

wni,jui(k) + bn1,j

)
(3.28)

Where positive weights wn correspond to excitatory synapses and negative weights to
inhibitory synapses [154].

Figure 3.10: Mathematical model of neuron [154]
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ANN are typically organised in layers, these being composed of a number of inter-
connected neurons, which contain an activation function. The input data are presented
to the ANN via the input layer, which is linked to one or more hidden layers for actual
data processing through a system of weighted connections. The hidden layers are then
linked to an output layer where the predicted output is found [155]. The predicted out-
put can be found by minimising the error between the ANN output(s) and the actual
output(s). Figure 3.11 shows the neural network architecture, sometimes referred to
it as neural network topology, for single layer and multi-layer neural networks.

(a) Single layer (b) Multi-Layer

Figure 3.11: Neural network architecture [155]

The most ef icient and accurate learning process in ANN is the Feed-Forward (FF)
and the selection of proper ANN topology depends on the number of neurons in the
input, hidden and output layers. Moreover, there are two main approaches to make
the topology selection: a) evolutionary algorithms (EAs), such as a GA or PSO; and b)
exhaustive search, which is based on the neurons prediction number in each layer. The
developed approach in this section is based on exhaustive search method in order to
build the optimal ANN topology.

3.4.2 Genetic Algorithm

A Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a method for solving both constrained and uncon-
strained optimisation problems based on a natural selection process. It evolves a set
of individuals, also called chromosomes, which constitutes the generational population
andproduces a newpopulation. These individuals are developed according to selection
rules and other genetic operators, such as mutation and crossover, with each individ-
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ual receiving ameasure of itness. The selection rules focus on the individuals that have
high itness. Mutation and crossover provide an attempt to simulate the natural breed-
ing process that simulates the reproduction process [156].

GA is implemented through the procedure described in Algorithm 1, where ps, ef
and gn are the population size, the expected itness of the returned solution and the
maximum number of generations allowed, respectively. The procedures are repeated
until the particular itness is accepted (termination criterion is reached), or the prede-
termined number of iterations (generations) have been run.

Algorithm 1 Genetic algorithm

Require: population size ps,
expected itness ef,
generation number gn,

Ensure: the problem solution
generation= 0
population= initialPopulation()
itness= evaluate(population)
repeat

parents= select(population)
population=mutate(crossover(parents))
itness= evaluate(population)
generation= generation+ 1

until ( itness[i]= ef , 1≤ i≤ ps) or generation≥ gn

3.4.3 Particle Swarm Optimisation

Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) is a computational method that tries to solve
complicated problems using an iterative approach to optimise a candidate’s solution
with regard to a given performance. Themain steps of the PSO algorithm are described
in Algorithm 2, where each particle has a velocity and an adaptive direction that deter-
mines its next movement within the search space. The particle is also endowed with
a memory that makes it able to remember the best previous position that it passed
by [157].

The PSO is formed by a set of particles, each one of which represents a potential
solution to the given problem. The particle has a velocity value to indicate how much
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thedata canbe changedacross position coordinates inn-dimensional search space. The
PSO algorithm keeps track of three global variables to reach the target:
1. Target value or condition;
2. Global best value indicates which particle’s data is currently closest to the target;
3. Stopping value indicates when the algorithm should stop if the target is not found.

Algorithm 2 Particle swarm optimisation algorithm
for i= 1 to n-particles do

Initialise the information of particle i
Random initialise position and velocity of particle i

end for
repeat
for i= 1 to n-particles do

Compute the Fitnessi of particle i
if Fitnessi ≤ Pbest then

Update Pbest using the position of particle i
end if
if Fitnessi ≤Gbest then

UpdateGbest using the position of particle i
end if
Update the velocity of particle i
Update the position of particle i

end for
until Stopping condition is true
returnGbest and corresponding position

To update the position of each particle i, there is a set of velocities, each of which
is the element that promotes the capacity of particle location and can be computed as
described in Eq. 3.29, where w is called the inertia weight, r1 and r2 are random num-
bers in the interval [0,1], c1 and c2 are positive constants, yij is the best position (Pbest)
found by the particle i with respect to dimension j, and inally yj is the best position
(Gbest) with respect to dimension j. The position of each particle is updated according
to the formula in Eq. 3.30.

vij(t+ 1) = wvij(t) + c1r1(yij − xij(t)) + c2r2(yij − xij(t)) (3.29)

xij(t+ 1) = vij(t+ 1) + xij(t) (3.30)

while xij(t+1) is the current position and xij(t) is the previous position.
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3.4.4 The Proposed Intelligent Optimisation Approach

Low energy consumption is vital in M2M sensor networks and nodes can achieve
high throughput by extending the network lifetime or reducing packet drops. Packets
are dropped either because the channel is busy or themaximumnumber of retries limit
has been reached. Extension of network lifetimewith reduced delay can be achieved by
selecting the optimal MAC layer parameters and the detailed steps for optimising the
MAC parameters are as follows:

1. Data Collection: complete data sets were collected from the proposedmathematical
model in Section 3.2 for different network size;

2. Data Analysis: collected data were analysed and pre-processed prior to the training
stage. the datasets are separated into inputs and outputs, and divided randomly into
three subsets: training set (70%), testing set (15%), and validation set (15%);

3. ANN Training: the analysed data were fed as inputs to the ANN for complete output
prediction prior to the optimisation stage;

4. Data Post-Processing and Testing: the predicted ANN output was veri ied with un-
seen raw data to validate ANN training;

5. Data Optimisation: once the ANN output was veri ied, two optimisation techniques
(PSO and GA) were run individually to choose the optimal 6LoWPAN MAC parame-
ters setwithdifferentnetwork size. Theseoptimisation techniques comparedamong
each others to give more certainty to the optimal selected parameters set, and de-
termine the technique’s ef iciency when being deployed in the developed approach.

Figure 3.12: Exhaustive search method for optimal selection of ANN topology
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The LevenbergMarquardt algorithm (LM)was used to search the ANN. During the
training phase, the data set was irst tested using a single hidden layer but, unfortu-
nately, the training failed to give a good performance in terms of Mean Squared Error
(MSE). Hence, the optimal topology for ANN was selected by conducting an exhaustive
search. Multiple layer ANN were studied to ind the best number of neurons in both
the irst and second hidden layers in a nested loop fashion, as depicted in Figure 3.12.
Owing to the random initialisation of the ANN parameters (weights and biases), every
selected topology was trained ten times to ensure that the network was not trapped in
the localminima. The performance of the network asMSE versus the network architec-
ture for single and double layers are shown in Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14, respectively.

Figure 3.13: Performance of a single hidden layer ANN

Figure 3.14: Performance of a double hidden layer ANN
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The MAC parameters set was fed into the ANN as inputs in addition to the desired
network size (number of nodes), while the outputs were throughput and delay. As
stated earlier in this subsection, the ANN was trained using 2304 input/output pairs
in order to predict the actual output and produce an accurate ANN model for the op-
timisation stage. The sigmoid activation function is used for the input and hidden lay-
ers while linear activation function is used for the output layer of the ANN. Whilst the
objective function was to obtain the optimised MAC layer parameters that gives max-
imum throughput with minimum delay. Figure 3.15 shows the proposed optimising
approaches for selecting the optimal MAC layer parameters set of a 6LoWPAN net-
work. The optimiser tuned the following input parameters in order to achieve maxi-
mum throughput with minimum end-to-end delay:

• BE: Backoff exponent is a randomnumber that determines a randombackoff interval;
• macMaxCSMABackoffs: is the number of times that the node stays in the backoff stage

after unsuccessful channel sensing before the packet being dropped;
• macMaxFrameRetries: is the number of the retransmissions limit when there is no

acknowledgement received and the packet will be dropped.

Figure 3.15: ANN-based optimiser for MAC layer parameter selection

3.5 OptimisedParameters: Veri icationandDiscussion

After investigating the performance of different ANN architectures using an ex-
haustive search method, the best trained ANN with two hidden layers was reached by
15 neurons in the irst and 12 in the second as shown in Figure 3.16. This ANN topology
demonstrated that the MSE is less than 1.29×10−22. Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18 show
the performance of the network in terms of MSE versus the number of samples in the
training and testing phases, respectively.
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Figure 3.16: The best ANN topology obtained from the input/output pairs

Figure 3.17: Actual and predicted output for training sets

Figure 3.18: Actual and predicted output for testing sets
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The results of the linear regression of the trained and tested samples are shown in
Figure 3.19, with their verifying the validity of the trained ANN and its ability to predict
the output of the MAC layer, which can be used ef iciently to improve the performance
of 6LoWPAN network by selecting the best MAC layer parameters.

(a) Targets vs outputs for training sets (b) Targets vs outputs for testing sets

Figure 3.19: The linear regression of the ANN output

MATLABhas been used as a simulator formediumand large scaleM2Msensor net-
works to implement the 6LoWPAN MAC layer represented by the IEEE 802.15.4 stan-
dard. A 6LoWPAN network with 50 and 100 M2M sensor nodes are considered, with
the impact of each single MAC parameter being evaluated in terms of node throughput.
In the conducted simulation scenario, it is assumed that the message generation pro-
cess is periodic to evaluate saturated and unsaturated traf ic. Figure 3.20 and Figure
3.21 are for 50 and 100 nodes, respectively and the MAC parameters observations are:
1. Impact of BE

Figure 3.17(a)(b) and Figure 3.18(a)(b) show the impact of minMacBE and max-
MacBE on throughput, respectively. The minMacBE is in the range between 0 and
7,maxMacBE is in the range between 3 and 8, while the other parameters with their
default values are shown in Table 3.3. For a ixed value of maxMacBE, the through-
put tends to be improvedwhen increasingminMacBE, because a larger initial backoff
window reduces the collision probability in the irst backoff stages;

2. Impact ofmacMaxCSMABackoffs
Figure 3.17(c) and Figure 3.18(c) show the impact ofmacMaxCSMABackoffs on net-
work throughput. This parameter is in the range between 0 and 5, whilst the others,
are with their default values, as shown in Table 3.3. When maxMacCSMABackoffs
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value increases, the node’s throughputwill increase to some extends inmedium size
network as shown in 3.20(c), after that the throughput decreased when the traf ic
increases as multiple nodes try to access the channel many times and collisions oc-
cur frequently. Figure 3.21(c) shows the impact of maxMacCSMABackoffs in large
networks, whereby the throughput decreases as its value increases, because nodes
have a high probability of sensing the channel and it is busy in dense networks;

3. Impact ofmacMaxFrameRetries
Figure 3.17(d) and Figure 3.18(d) show the impact ofmacMaxFrameRetries on net-
work throughput. This parameter is in the interval between 0 and 7, while the oth-
ers have the default values shown in Table 3.3. The throughput remains constant for
the values equal to or greater than 2 in medium size networks, as shown in Figure
3.20(d) and to or greater than 3 in larger networks Figure 3.21(d).

(a) macMinBE (b) macMaxBE

(c) macMaxCSMABackoffs (d) macMaxFrameRetries

Figure 3.20: The effect of the MAC layer parameters for 50 node network size and of-
fered load of 1,000 packet/node
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(a) macMinBE (b) macMaxBE

(c) macMaxCSMABackoffs (d) macMaxFrameRetries

Figure 3.21: The effect of the MAC layer parameters for 100 node network size and
offered load of 1,000 packet/node

Table 3.3: Default and optimised 6LoWPANMAC layer parameters range

Parameters Value
Range

Default
Value

Optimised
Value

macMinBE 0 – 7 3 2
macMaxBE 3 – 8 5 6

macMaxCSMABackoffs 0 – 5 4 3
macMaxFrameRetries 0 – 7 3 0 – 5

Table 3.3 shows the optimal MAC layer parameter values obtained from the two
optimisation techniques (GA and PSO). The input and output sets of the ANN fed back
to an optimiser running GA and PSO to predict the input set that provides maximum
throughput andminimumdelay. The optimiser outputs are the optimal 6LoWPANMAC
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parameters given in the last columnof Table 3.3. To summarise, from the previous anal-
ysis it is concluded thatmacMaxCSMABackoffs andmacMaxFrameRetries should set to
the optimal values (and not the default ones) as the sensor nodes need to adapt optimal
BE to increase the throughput.

Rather than setting the default values of the 6LoWPAN MAC layer, the optimised
parameters achieve highest throughput and less service delay for a given node number,
as shown in Figure 3.22 and Figure 3.23, respectively. The optimised MAC parameters
enhance network throughput by 52-63%and reduced the end-to-end delay by 54-65%,
depending on the 6LoWPAN network size.

Figure 3.22: Throughput

Figure 3.23: Mean service time
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Figure 3.24 shows the access channel probability versus different node numbers
in 6LoWPAN network. Themost obvious inding to emerge from the analysis is that the
reduction in access channel probability and mean service time led to enhancement of
the network throughput asmore packetswere successfully delivered to the destination.

Figure 3.24: Access channel failure probability

Extensive simulations were carried out to ind the optimal initial parameters for
GA and PSO, like population size, initial condition, weight, etc. Due to the randomness
of the initialisation stage, 10 simulation runs were performed independently of each
algorithm. The metadata of the GA and PSO algorithms are given in Tables 3.4 and 3.5
respectively. The performance for both GA and PSO are shown in Table 3.6 and Figure
3.25, its clear that the PSO-based optimisation indicates better achievement regarding
the convergence speed as well as the computation time than with GA.

Table 3.4: Metadata of GA-based optimiser

Parameter Value

Population size 100
Maximum number of iterations 1000

Function tolerance 0.0001
Crossover fraction 0.8
Migration fraction 0.2
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Table 3.5: Metadata of PSO-based optimiser

Parameter Value

Number of particles (size of the swarm) 100
Maximum number of iterations 1000

Cognitive acceleration (c1) 1.2
Social acceleration (c2) 0.12

Momentum or inertia (w) 0.90

Table 3.6: Comparison metrics of GA and PSO

Algorithm Total
Iteration Convergance Computation

Time (sec)

Genetic Algorithm 1000 327 72
Particle Swarm Optimisation 1000 85 39

Figure 3.25: Fitness function convergence of GA and PSO optimisers

In contrast to the conventional optimisation methods, the EAs have been chosen
because: (i) the EAs start searching from the population of points rather than single
point of search in conventional optimisationmethods; (ii) the EAs is able to ind the op-
timal solution for discrete and non-differential functions that are existed in the real-life
optimisation problems. On the other hand, the ANN has been adopted to approximate
the objective function for the evolutionary optimiser. This technique will eliminate the
calls to themathematicalmodel that are computationally expensive because of the very
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large number of itness function evaluations needed for a given input parameters vec-
tor. The evolutionary optimisation with approximate itness function based on neural
networks will avoid the convergence to false optima and computationally cheaper.

As the Internet traf ic increases, the energy utilisation becomes one of the most
promising approaches that need to be considered in order to improve energy ef iciency
and reduce energy waste. The 6LoWPAN nodes are generally battery powered, and
hence, energy ef iciency is one of the key issues of 6LoWPAN network. Figure 3.26
shows the total remaining energy versus simulation rounds for a 6LoWPAN network
consists of 100 nodes with 0.5 J per node. Compared with the default MAC layer pa-
rameters’ set, it is obvious that the optimised MAC layer parameters effectively pro-
long the node’s working time and therefore, the overall lifetime of the network extends.
In relation to the previously obtained results, the proposed MAC layer optimisation
scheme succeeded in prolonging the 6LoWPAN network lifetime by 40%, in addition
to throughput enhancement and end-to-end delay reduction.

Figure 3.26: Residual network energy

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, a joint mathematical model for MAC and PHY layers of the 6LoW-
PAN has been proposed using Markov chain modelling. The proposed model has four
states: backoff, channel listening, transmission and acknowledgement states. Numer-
ous approaches are attempting to model the IEEE 802.15.4 standard using different
techniques and assumption but none of these works tried to adopt the speci ication
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introduced by the IETF working group for 6LoWPAN MAC and PHY layers. The devel-
oped model is proven to be accurate with low computational complexity as it is being
compared to a Monte-Carlo simulation.

This chapter has discussed the effects of using the default parameters set for the
6LoWPAN MAC layer. These parameters are: minimum backoff exponent maximum
backoff exponent, maximum backoff of the CSMA and maximum frame retransmission
limits. This chapter has shown that utilising the default parameters set generates ex-
tensive collisions for the resource-constrained 6LoWPAN devices. Accordingly, a new
intelligent approach is used for optimising these parameters in order to enhance the
energy depletion and reduce the end-to-end delay in M2M sensor nodes. The devel-
oped approach is based on ANN to approximate the objective function and EA-based
optimiser to ind the optimal values without performing a very large number of itness
function evaluations. Finally, the obtained results have shown that the new intelligent
approach improves the performance of the 6LoWPAN based sensor networks.
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Chapter 4
Load Balancing Using Multiple Mobile Sinks
in M2M Network

4.1 Energy Hole and Scalability Problems

The essential objective of wireless M2M sensor nodes is to observe valuable infor-
mation by monitoring the target area and reporting the sensed information to the data
collector, namely, a sink node. Each node in an M2M sensor network senses the local
environment individually, but sophisticated information gathering and data propaga-
tion tasks can be achieved, if the sensor nodes work in collaborative manner. Conse-
quently, the fundamental aim of wireless M2M sensor nodes is twofold: (1) acquire the
information about the physical besetment via sensors; and (2) to collaboratewirelessly
with other nodes to deliver a complete depiction about the monitoring area. Gathering
the sensed data is a main task in an M2M sensor network in which the sensor readings
are collected at the sink node for further processing and analysis [158]. In the static
sink approach, the sensor nodes closer to the sink node run out of their battery storage
quicker than those further away. The reason is intuitively obvious: the sensor nodes
that are nearby the sink node, are being shared among multiple sensor to sink paths
and as a result, deplete more energy. The uneven energy consumption phenomenon
around a sink node is called energy holes and these energy holes cause network per-
formance degradation. If sensor nodes around the sink node exhaust their energy, the
sink nodewill be secluded and if all the sink nodes in the sensory ield are isolated then
the entire network becomes disconnected [159]. Accordingly, minimising and balanc-
ing energy consumption among the sensor nodes is needed. Adding mobility to the
sink node can effectively enhance network performance without the aforementioned
network degradation impacts [160].
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As themobile sink travels across the sensing ield, the energy holes will be rotated
among the sensor nodes and hence, balance the nodes energy consumption. There
are two data transmission approaches: push or pull. In the push approach, the sen-
sor nodes transmit the data to the sink, while in the pull approach, the data transmis-
sion will start upon the sink’s request. Considerable enhancements in terms of energy
consumption and latency can be achieved by deploying multiple mobile sinks. These
signi icant advantages are: mitigating unfair energy consumption by sharing the data
transmission load among all the sensor nodes; reducing the hop count between sensors
and sink nodes by shortening the mean distance between them and; inally, adopting
multiple mobile sinks in the sensory ield will eliminate the single bottleneck problem
in case of one sink being disconnected, thereby avoiding energy holes and the entire
network ceasing to function.

Scalability is an important factor affecting theperformanceof energy-ef icient rout-
ing protocol design. That in an M2M sensor network refers to the ability to adopt net-
work expansion to accommodate more nodes during the network lifespan. Thus, the
scalable protocol should perform well even if the network topology and node number
are changed from time to time during sensor network operation. In large scale M2M
sensor networks, to achieve network scalability without performance degradation, one
of the energy-ef icient techniques is hierarchical clustering in which the sensor nodes
are grouped together to form clusters [161]. Each cluster has one cluster head and
multiple member nodes. The cluster head is responsible for collecting the data from its
clustermembers and performing aggregation or fusion for further relaying towards the
sink. Grouping the sensor nodes in clusters reduces the routing algorithm complexity,
optimises the network management, optimises energy consumption in cluster mem-
bers, and enhances network scalability. The cluster head will carry a heavy process-
ing and retransmission load, which leads to depletion its energy faster than the cluster
member nodes. This heavy burden issue can be addressed by rotation of the cluster
head role among cluster members. From a data routing perspective, the clustering ap-
proach involves dividing the data transmission into intra-cluster and inter-cluster com-
munications. This division leads to signi icant energy saving per sensor node. A cluster
based routing protocol reduces intensive message exchanges to ind the sensor to sink
data paths [162]. In sum, the clustering technique enhances network scalability, con-
serves sensor nodes energy and balances the load across the network. In this chapter,
the energy hole problem is solved by deploying multiple mobile sinks, while the scala-
bility issues are addressed by proposing self-organised clustering techniques.
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4.2 M2M Sensor Node Architecture

The sensor node, also known as amote, is themain building block of theM2M sen-
sor network. Each has the ability to monitor its local environment and disseminate the
sensed data via a wireless communication link. Figure 4.1 shows the architecture of
an M2M sensor node, which consists of a: sensing unit, processing unit, communica-
tion unit, and a power unit. Additional components may be added to the M2M nodes
depending on the application and the purpose of their use, such as being a position
inding unit or mobility unit [163] [164].

1. The sensing unit is responsible formeasuring different phenomena in the surround-
ing environment bymeans of sensors. A sensor nodemay have one ormore sensors,
such as temperature, humidity or light sensors. The analogue signal generated by
the attached sensors during a sensing task is converted to a digital signal by the
Analog-Digital Converter (ADC) and then fed into the processing unit;

2. The processing unit is responsible for interconnecting all the other subsystems to
work in harmony. It is capable of executing arbitrary codes to perform preprocess-
ing sensor readings and data routing tasks. It includes a small size memory, which
temporarily stores sensor readings and a node program code;

3. The communication unit is responsible for interconnecting the individual sensor
nodes and formsa sensor networkby enabling the sensornodes to receive and trans-
mit information over the wireless channel. It is characterised by low-power, low-
data rate, and short range wireless communication;

4. The power unit is responsible for powering up the sensor nodes. It consists of a
batterywhere the energy for node operation is stored, which determines the lifetime
of the sensor node;

Figure 4.1: M2M sensor node architecture
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5. The position inding unit is responsible for determining the physical coordinates in-
formation of a sensor node. The physical location information can be determined
either by a Global Positioning System (GPS) module or a software module running a
GPS-free localisation algorithm;

6. The mobility unit is responsible for sensor node movement from one location to
another. It requires additional energy resources and it operates in a collaborative
manner with the sensor unit, position inding unit, and processing unit to control
the movement of the sensor nodes when they travel across the sensory ield.

Most energy ef icient routingprotocols adopt a irst order radiomodel, such as that
given in [165]. Figure 4.2 shows the irst order radio model adopted in this chapter to
analyse the proposed scalable energy ef icientM2Mrouting protocolwith the proposed
self-organised clustering technique.

Figure 4.2: First order radio model [165]

The mathematical representation of the radio communication model given in Figure
4.2 is illustrated in Eq. 4.1 and Eq. 4.2 for both the transmitter and receiver, respec-
tively. The communication happens only between cluster members and the cluster
head, known as intra-cluster communication. There is no direct communication be-
tween cluster members and the sink nodes. The cluster head also communicates with
the mobile sink node using intra-cluster communication and the mobile sink is de-
signed to address each cluster head within a single hop.

ETX(Lp, d) =Ecircuit(Lp) + Eamp(Lp, d)

=Ecircuit ∗ Lp + Eamp ∗ Lp ∗ d2 (4.1)

ERX(Lp) =Ecircuit(Lp)

=Ecircuit ∗ Lp (4.2)

where, ETX and ERX are the transmission and receiving energies, respectively, for LP

packet size, Ecircuit is the energy dissipated in the electronic circuit of the transmitter
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and receiver, while d is the distance between the cluster members and cluster head, or
the distance between cluster heads andmobile sinks. The d is assumed to be ixed in the
simulation, which means that the node does not change its transmission power during
the simulation. Eamp is the is the energy dissipated in the ampli ier circuit to achieve
certain level of Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR).

For ϑ number of nodes in the M2M sensing ield, there are CN cluster heads with
CM cluster members in each cluster. The energy dissipation in the cluster heads can
be evaluated using the formula given in Eq. 4.3 and Eq. 4.4 for transmitting ECH-TX and
receiving ECH-RX cluster member packets, respectively:

ECH−TX(Lp, d) =
CM∑
i=1

Ecircuit ∗ Lp + Eamp ∗ Lp ∗
CM∑
i=1

d2 (4.3)

ECH−RX(Lp) =
CM∑
i=1

Ecircuit ∗ Lp (4.4)

The radio channel is assumed to be symmetric, such that the energy required to trans-
mit a message from node A to node B is the same as that required to do so from node B
to node A for a given SNR.

4.3 M2M Sensor Network Architecture

The M2M sensor network consists of multiple energy-hungry pervasive wireless
nodes, a sink node (or multiple sink nodes), an external network, and an end-user. The
sensor nodes can be distributed across the area of interest in a well planned manner
and this approach is called regular deployment. However, this is not possible for many
applications (i.e., sensor nodes may be dropped from an airplane) and such a distribu-
tion is called random deployment [166].

The deployed sensor nodes communicate with each other over the wireless chan-
nel to form the M2M sensor network to collect, propagate, and process the incoming
data from the physical surrounding environment. Accordingly, the sensor nodes can
act as a data source and one or more nodes act as sink nodes, where the sensed data
are passed on. The sink node is themain coordinator of the network, which bridges the
deployed sensor nodes and the end-user. Consequently, the sink node can be treated as
a gateway, having more processing and memory resources for data processing before
the sensed data is forwarded to the inal destination. It may have multiple radio fre-
quency technologies (i.e. IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE 802.11) and use short range technol-
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ogy when it communicates with the sensor network, while high distance transmission
is used for external network communications, such as the Internet [167].

Figure4.3 shows theM2Msensing ield that is adopted in this thesiswithM2Msen-
sor nodes deployed randomly in the monitoring area. The sensing ield is divided into
equal sized sub-regions to provide independent cluster head selection, solve the scala-
bility problem and ultimately, reduce the energy consumption. The proposed network
model is composed of static M2M sensor nodes with four mobile sink nodes moving in
a prede ined path with a constant speed. The four mobile sink nodes will collect the
sensed data from cluster heads when they reach the collection points at the end of each
segment in their movement paths. This can reduce the energy consumption near the
sink nodes (energy holes) and enable the sensor network to last longer.

Figure 4.3: M2M sensor network architecture

4.4 Performance Evaluation Metrics

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed self-organised clustering
technique with multiple mobile sink nodes, a set of evaluation metrics needs to be de-
ined. These metrics include [51] [62] [168] [169]:
• Network lifetime is the most important metric in evaluating the performance of the

energy-ef icient routing protocol and it is typically evaluated based on its de initions.
Various de initions for network lifetime are available in the literature, and has a dif-
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ferent impact on network performance evaluation. The most commonly used de ini-
tions are as follows:
– The irst node depleting its residual energy and failing to transmit more packets is

used to de ine the network lifetime. In some research, the time until the irst node
fails is called the stability period;

– The number of surviving nodes as a function of time is considered in network life-
timemeasurement, with a longer surviving nodemeaning longer network lifetime;

– The fraction of remaining alive nodes as a function of time is used to de ine the
network lifetime, with the network considered to be alive if the remaining alive
nodes are above certain threshold value;

– The time until the network is unable to construct a backbone. This set of nodes is
changed in order to prolong the network lifetime;

– The number of nodes that are still connected to the sink node, which can be pre-
determined to evaluate the network lifetime;

• The number of cluster heads in each simulation round in used to evaluate the cluster-
ing technique steadiness in terms of cluster head selection and cluster head rotation.
In addition, the cluster head selection and rotation criteria have a great impact on
the nodes’ energy, whereby fewer message exchanges during cluster formation will
prolong the network lifetime;

• The network’s remaining energy is used to determine the energy-ef iciency of the
proposed clustering technique and routing algorithm. The remaining energy indi-
cates how the sensor nodes deplete their energy during the network lifespan and a
high remaining energy level means longer network lifetime;

• Aggregated packets at the sink node are used to evaluate how many packets are re-
ceived there during the network lifespan and the more packets received, means the
fewer the number of packets that have been dropped.

In this chapter, the simulations are performed using MATLAB as the programming
tool. The self-organised clustering and sleep scheduling techniques are implemented
and compared inMATLAB simulations. First, the performance of different routingmet-
rics (network lifetime, cluster heads number, remaining energy, and aggregated pack-
ets at the sink) are analysed and discussed for both homogeneous and heterogeneous
networks. For both networks, a random node deployment is adopted in a ixed dimen-
sion sensing ield with multiple mobile sinks. Finally, a sleep mode scheduling is pro-
posed to conserve node energy, while maintaining network performance.
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4.5 Self-Organised Clustering Technique

Consider the M2M sensor network given in Figure 4.3 consists of four unlimited-
energy mobile sinks and ϑ energy-constraint static sensor nodes. The sinks move in
prede ined paths and at constant speed, while all the M2M sensor nodes are station-
ary and randomly deployed over the sensing ield. Due to random node deployment,
the M2M network topology is unexpected. The objective of the proposed protocol is to
minimise the total energy consumption. In order to conserve energy in M2M sensor
nodes, a self-organised clustering technique with multiple mobile sinks is used.

As previously explained, networks become disconnected when the nodes near to
sinks deplete their energy more quickly than other nodes. To overcome this problem
and extend the network lifetime, mobile sinks have been used to collect the data from
the sensor nodes. Before the sink changes its position and continues travelling in the
sensing ield, it stops for a ixed amount of time to collect the data from the cluster heads
within its transmission range, these stopping places being called sojourn points. The
network is divided into a group of sensor nodes with a data aggregator node. The net-
work subdivisions are called cluster and the data aggregator is called the cluster head,
which is responsible for data aggregation and transmitting the aggregated data to the
sink node for further processing. The proposed self-organised clustering techniques
are simulated in two different network scenarios: homogeneous and heterogeneous
sensor networks.

4.5.1 Homogeneous Network Clustering

In a homogeneous M2M sensor network, all the sensor nodes are identical, having
the same level of initial energy and communication range. The self-organised cluster
based routing protocol works in three main phases, the: cluster initialisation phase,
cluster head rotation phase and inally, the data aggregation and transmission phase.

1. Cluster Initialisation Phase: when clusters created in a region, each node has equal
probability to become a cluster head for the current round. The irst clusters will
be formed depending on the number of neighbour nodes. The node that has the
maximum number of neighbour nodes will be chosen as a cluster head among the
other nodes within its transmission range.

2. Cluster HeadRotation Phase: when the current cluster head residual energy reaches
the prede ined threshold value, an advertisement message will be generated to in-
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form other nodes to nominate another cluster head for that cluster. The decision
for winning the competition to become the next cluster head depends on the infor-
mation matrix generated by each node at each simulation round. The information
matrix includes node residual energy as the driving parameter for cluster head ro-
tation. Then, the node with highest rotation index (Ri) given in Eq. 4.5 will become
the new cluster head and form a new cluster;

Ri =

[√∣∣∣∣ σ

1− σ(rmod(1/σ))

∣∣∣∣× Eresidual × CHcounter

]
×Mindex (4.5)

where, σ is an initialisation random variable between 0 and 1, r is the simulation
round, Eresidual is the node residual energy, CHcounter is the number of times that this
node has became the cluster head so far (initially set to 1), andMindex is the multipli-
cation index (Mindex=1whenEresidual>ETh andMindex=0whenEresidual<ETh), whereETh

is the threshold energy for the node to continue contributing to the communication.
This technique will not generate lots of control messages that deplete much energy
without carrying useful information. Aftermany rounds, a few controlmessageswill
pass across the network to generate new clusters with new cluster heads.

3. Data Aggregation and Transmission Phase: upon the completion of cluster head se-
lection and cluster formation, the transmission of data will start. The cluster head is
ready to receive all the data from the cluster member nodes. When all the data from
the nodes has been received, the cluster head performs data aggregation and trans-
mits them to the mobile sink. As the multiple mobile sink crosses every sub-region,
it requires low transmission energy, and the same mechanism will be performed in
every sub-region in the M2M sensor network.

4.5.2 Heterogeneous Network Clustering

The proposed heterogeneous network model assumes that there are ϑ M2M sen-
sor nodes, which are randomly deployed in a remote sensory ield. The nodes always
have data to transmit towards the mobile sink nodes via the cluster heads. The M2M
sensor nodes are grouped together to form a clustering hierarchy, and the cluster heads
perform data aggregation and data fusion to reduce the data correlation produced by
the M2M nodes within the clusters. In addition, the following assumptions are made:
M2M sensor nodes are stationary; the M2M nodes are unaware of their location; and
they are identical in terms of their sensing and communication range.
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The M2M sensor nodes have different initial energy values, according to the net-
work heterogeneity level. These levels of network heterogeneity are used to estimate
the network lifetime, and can be characterised into the following categories.
1. Two Level Heterogeneous Network

In two level heterogeneous M2M networks, there are two types of M2M nodes: ad-
vanced andnormal. Letnbe the fraction of the advancednodes in theM2Mnetworks
and E0 be the initial energy of the normal nodes. The advanced nodes have a times
more energy than the normal ones.
Accordingly, there are nϑ advanced nodes with initial energy of (1+a)E0 and (1-n)ϑ
normal nodeswith initial energy of E0. The total initial energy (Etotal) of the two level
heterogeneous M2M sensor network can be calculated by:

Etotal = ϑ× (1− n)× E0 + n× ϑ× E0 × (1 + a)

= ϑ× E0 × (1 + an) (4.6)

In sum, the two level heterogeneousM2M sensor network has an timesmore energy
than the previously described homogeneousM2M sensor network, and virtually has
anmore M2M nodes.

2. Three Level Heterogeneous Network
In the three level heterogeneousM2Mnetwork, there are three types ofM2M sensor
nodes: super, advanced and normal. Let n be the fraction of the advanced nodes in
theM2Mnetworks, while n0 is the super nodes fraction of the total number of nodes
n. The (1-n0)ϑ is the number of advanced nodes and the remaining (1-n)ϑ is the
number of normal nodes in the M2M sensor network.
Accordingly, there are ϑnn0 super nodes with initial energy of E0(1+b), ϑn(1-n0) ad-
vanced nodes with initial energy of E0(1+a), and (1-n)ϑ normal nodes with initial
energy of E0. The total initial energy (Etotal) of the three level heterogeneous M2M
sensor network can be calculated by:

Etotal = ϑ× n× n0 × E0 × (1 + b)

+ ϑ× n× (1− n0)× E0 × (1 + a)

+ ϑ× (1− n)× E0

= ϑ× E0 × (1 + n× (a+ n0 × (b− a))) (4.7)

In sum, the three level heterogeneousM2M sensor network has n (a + n0 (b-a)) times
more energy than the previously introduced homogeneous M2M sensor network,
and virtually has n (a + n0 (b-a))more M2M nodes.
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In this section, a self-organised clustering technique has been proposed to take
into account the real-time parameters that affect the formation and selection of cluster
heads in heterogeneous sensor networks. The proposed approach has three stages:

1. Initialisation Stage: thenumberof nodes required for initialising thenetwork is eval-
uatedbasedon the total numberof nodesϑ in thenetwork,with thenodes thenbeing
divided into two or three types depending on the heterogeneitymodel inwhich they
are characterised as normal, advanced and super nodes with different energy levels.
Themobile sinks’ paths are determined during this stage and the sojourn points are
chosen to achieve a single-hop transmission from the cluster heads to the sinks.

2. Self-Organising Stage: the irst clusters will be generated and cluster head selection
will takeplace aswell. Eachnode starts to share its residual energy (Eresidual)with the
neighbour nodes kwithin its transmission range and calculates the average residual
energy of the cluster (Ēcluster) prior to selecting the cluster head.

Ēcluster =
1

k
×

k∑
i=1

Eresidual,i (4.8)

The average residual energy of the cluster and the residual energy of the node in the
current round are considered for cluster head selection among the different types of
M2M sensor nodes. The cluster head selection probability (P) depends entirely on
the available energy in the cluster and can be calculated as:

P =

[
r

ψ
× Eresidual(r)

Ēcluster

× CHcounter

]
×Mindex (4.9)

where r is the simulation round, Eresidual is the node’s residual energy for the current
round, CHcounter is the number of times that this node has became cluster head so
far (initially set to 1), and Mindex is the multiplication index (Mindex=1 when Eresidual

> ETH and Mindex=0 when Eresidual 6 ETH), where ETH is the threshold energy for the
node to continue contributing to the communication. The term ψ represents the
extra energy added to the network, Eq. 4.10 and Eq. 4.11 are the extra initial energy
added to the network for two and three levels of heterogeneity, respectively:

ψ = ϑ× E0 × a× n (4.10)

ψ = ϑ× E0 × n× (a+ n0 × (b− a)) (4.11)

In each simulation round, r, the node i is eligible to be a cluster head, if and only if, it
has a cluster head probability (P) greater than the other nodes within the cluster.
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3. Maintenance Stage: repeated unnecessary clustering in every round depletes the
energy of the network more quickly. Accordingly, the proposed self-organised tech-
nique re-clusters the network only when the residual energy of the current cluster
heads fall below a threshold level, and a broadcast message will be generated to in-
form the clustermembers to nominate the eligible nodewith the highest probability
P given in Eq. 4.9 to be the cluster head for the coming rounds.

4.5.3 Performance Evaluation Results

This section introduces a Self-Organised Clustering (SOC) technique withmultiple
mobile sink nodes for M2M sensor networks. A detailed comparison between the pro-
posed scalable energy-ef icient M2M routing protocol and four existing cluster based
routing protocols is given with respect to network lifetime, cluster head numbers and
aggregated packets at the sink nodes. The four cluster based protocols are: Low-Energy
Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH), Stable Election Protocol (SEP), Threshold sen-
sitive Energy Ef icient Sensor Network (TEEN), and Distributed Energy Ef icient Clus-
tering (DEEC). The proposed energy-ef icient routing protocol and the four existing
protocols were initiated using the same network and node parameters listed in Table
4.1, with the simulation scenarios being carried out using MATLAB.

Table 4.1: Parameters initialisation for simulation scenario
Parameters Value
Sensor network dimensions 200× 200 m2

Number of nodes 100
Deployment type Random
Initial energy of sensor nodes 0.500J
Packet size 1270bytes
Transceiver idle state energy consumption 5000nJ/bit
Data aggregation energy consumption 5000nJ/bit
Ampli ier energy 1000pJ/bit
Simulation rounds 7000

The simulation scenarios involve using the irst order radiomodel given in Section
4.2. Both homogeneous and heterogeneous networks are used to evaluate the energy
ef iciency of the SOC routing protocol as well as its scalability to adopt the increment of
sensor nodes in predetermined sensing ield. LEACH is a homogeneous network rout-
ing protocol that is modi ied to support two and three levels of network heterogeneity.
SEP and TEEN are used for two level network heterogeneity comparisons, and inally,
DEEC is used for three levels of network heterogeneity comparisons.
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The predetermined sensing ield is given in Figure 4.4 in which the sensor nodes
are randomly deployed to monitor certain phenomena. These nodes have ixed trans-
mission range (30m), with 127 bytes as a MaximumTransmission Unit (MTU), accord-
ing to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.

Figure 4.4: The predetermined M2M sensor ield

The number of alive nodes versus the simulation rounds is illustrated in Figure 4.5.
In general, the proposed energy-ef icient routing protocol with its self-organised clus-
tering technique succeeds in prolonging the network lifetime by conserving the sensor
node energy for both homogeneous and heterogeneous sensor networks. The energy
ef icient routing algorithm takes into account the advantages of four mobile sink nodes
travelling in the sensing ield with prede ined path and constant speed to reduce mul-
tiple hop data transmission to a single hop. Fair distribution of energy depletion in-
creases thenetwork lifetimeandmakesmost of the sensing ield still reachable, because
the dead nodes are distributed across the whole ield, rather than being in a certain re-
gion. Due to the random node deployment in M2M sensing ield, different schemes of
initial energy will appear. The initial energy (E0) is set to be 0.5 J, n=0.4, n0=0.2, a=1,
and b=2. Accordingly, the total initial energy of the sensing ield is 50 J, 70 J, and 74 J for
the homogeneous, two-level and three-level heterogeneous M2M sensor networks, re-
spectively. Each single node in the proposed energy-ef icient M2M protocol has more
residual energy than the nodes of the LEACH, SEP, TEEN, and DEEC protocols during
the whole simulation rounds due to the fairness in energy consumption.
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(a) LEACH (b) SEP

(c) TEEN (d) DEEC

Figure 4.5: Network lifetime as a function of the simulation rounds

M2M sensor nodes are powered by the energy accumulated in their batteries. Ac-
cordingly, the consumed energy by the M2M sensor node has a great impact on the
network lifetime and the overall sensing coverage. That is, when a sensor node de-
pletes all its residual energy, it dies and may form a sensing coverage hole. Figure 4.6
shows the network remaining energy as a function of simulation rounds for LEACH, SEP,
TEEN, DEEC, and the proposed SOC protocol. It is clear that energy depletion is much
quicker with LEACH, SEP, TEEN, and DEEC than with the proposed energy-ef icient ap-
proach. As shown in the abovementioned igure, the proposed energy-ef icient routing
protocol does not have a sharp slope compared to the other protocols, because of its
self-organised clustering technique and the deployment of mobile sinks. The proposed
SOC routing protocol has the same behaviour in both homogeneous and heterogeneous
sensor networks due to heuristic clustering and fair load balancing.
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(a) Homogeneous LEACH (b) 2-Levels LEACH

(c) 3-Levels LEACH (d) SEP

(e) TEEN (f) DEEC

Figure 4.6: Network remaining energy for LEACH, SEP, TEEN and DEEC protocols
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Table 4.2 summarises the performance of the proposed energy-ef icient routing
protocol and the other existing protocols (LEACH, SEP, TEEN, and DEEC) in terms of
different network lifetime de initions and cluster head number luctuation.

Table 4.2: Routing protocols performance summary

Routing Protocol
Stable Period

Rounds
Network Lifetime

Rounds
Cluster Head
Fluctuation

LEACH 1 – 4980 1 – 1511 1 – 20
LEACH - 2 Levels 1 – 7630 1 – 2216 1 – 22
LEACH - 3 Levels 1 – 1033 1 – 3068 1 – 19

SEP 1 – 4550 1 – 3370 1 – 21
TEEN 1 – 5560 1 – 3796 1 – 42
DEEC 1 – 5260 1 – 4330 1 – 35
SOC 1 – 6610 1 – 3287 Null

SOC - 2 Levels 1 – 7680 1 – 5092 Null
SOC - 3 Levels 1 – 1100 1 – 6561 Null

Clearly, The SOC-based routing protocol has a longer stable period and network
lifetime than LEACH, SEP, TEEN and DEEC. The prolonging of network lifetime is an
important metric, because it increases network reliability, which means that the SOC-
based routing protocol is an energy-aware adaptive clustering protocol. To summarise,
the proposed energy-ef icient cluster-based routing protocol prolongs the network life-
time by the percentages given in Table 4.3 when compared to the abovementioned
cluster-based routing protocols.

Table 4.3: Network lifetime enhancement percentage

Protocol
LEACH

LEACH
2 - Levels

LEACH
3 - Levels

SEP TEEN DEEC

SOC 74% – – – – –
SOC - 2 Levels – 78% – 40% 30% –
SOC - 3 Levels – – 73% – – 41%

The hierarchical topology can provide satisfactory scalability for M2M sensor net-
works in which the whole network is divided into distributed groups. Each group has a
group leader called a cluster head that performs data aggregation tasks to save sensor
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node energies and to prolong the network lifetime. The cluster head numbers versus
the simulation rounds is shown in Figure 4.7 for both homogeneous and heterogeneous
sensor networks. In comparison with the other cluster-based routing protocols, SOC
has stable cluster head numbers across all the simulation rounds. This stability in clus-
ter heads number occurs because cluster head selection and rotation are controlled
by the probability formula given in Eq. 4.5 and Eq. 4.9 for homogeneous and hetero-
geneous sensor networks, respectively, that prevents the luctuation in cluster head
numbers, which the other routing protocols cannot deliver. The cluster head rotation
does not happen for each simulation round, as in LEACH, through weighted probabil-
ity, as in SEP, based on the sensing value threshold as in TEEN or needing knowledge
of the whole network’s energy, as in DEEC, but rather, when certain criteria are met,
as explained previously. Accordingly, the SOC technique reduces the energy consump-
tion and the number of transmitted control packets for both the selection and rotation,
which prolongs the network lifetime. In addition, the SOC technique considers the issue
of unequal sized clusters existing during the whole network lifetime and performs fair
re-clustering to give every node in the network a chance to become a cluster headwhen
it meets the selection condition. In the heterogeneous network scenario, the advanced
and super nodes have a higher probability to become cluster heads due to the amount
of residual energy that they have to form the top layer of the hierarchy scheme.

The total aggregated packets at the fourmobile sinks versus the simulation rounds
is depicted in Figure 4.8. The fairness in energy depletion across the sensing ield en-
sures that the SOC-based routing protocol deliversmanymore packets to the sinks than
the other routing protocols. It also consumes less energy, which helps to extend the net-
work lifespan and increase the packet delivery to the sinks. The total aggregated pack-
ets at the sinks indicates that the energy holes problem is eliminated by deploying four
mobile sinks with prede ined paths and constant speed. In sum, the proposed energy-
ef icient cluster-based routing protocol enhances the total of aggregated packets at the
sinks by the percentages given in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Aggregated packets enhancement percentage

Protocol
LEACH

LEACH
2 - Levels

LEACH
3 - Levels

SEP TEEN DEEC

SOC 167% – – – – –
SOC - 2 Levels – 165% – 76% 40% –
SOC - 3 Levels – – 162% – – 38%
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(a) Homogeneous LEACH (b) 2-Levels LEACH

(c) 3-Levels LEACH (d) SEP

(e) TEEN (f) DEEC

Figure 4.7: Cluster head numbers for LEACH, SEP, TEEN and DEEC protocols
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(a) LEACH (b) SEP

(c) TEEN (d) DEEC

Figure 4.8: The total aggregated packets at the mobile sink nodes

The scalability is a very signi icant and critical issue in the design of routing proto-
cols for M2M sensor networks, which can be de ined as the ability of extending the net-
work without performance degradation. That of the proposed energy-ef icient routing
protocol are studied under different network sizes for both homogeneous and hetero-
geneous sensor networks. The First Dead Node Index (FDNI), 50% Dead Nodes Index
(50DNI), and 100% Dead Nodes Index (100DNI) are taken into account as comparing
metrics to investigate the scalability of the energy-ef icient routing protocol. The ob-
tained results fromthe conducted simulation scenarios are shown inFigure4.9 inwhich
the SOC technique has ixed behaviour as the number of sensor nodes increased. For a
ixed dimensions sensing ield, as the number of sensor nodes is increased, the traf ic
across the network will increase as well. Accordingly, the cluster heads will die more
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quickly due to receiving huge numbers of packets from cluster members and transmit-
ting these towards the mobile sinks.

(b) ϑ=100 (c) ϑ=200

(d) ϑ=500 (e) ϑ=1000

Figure 4.9: The scalability of the proposed energy-ef icient SOC protocol

In sum, both homogeneous and heterogeneous sensor networks have been inves-
tigated in terms of energy hole problems and scalability. The energy hole problems
have been solved by deploying four mobile sinks in the sensory ield with prede ined
paths and constant speed. The outcomes of this approach pertain to balancing the traf-
ic load among all the sensor nodes, rather than being concentrated on the nodes near
to sinks. Moreover, the SOC technique has been used to achieve two main goals: (i)
providing local fair energy consumption among all the nodes within the clusters, and
(ii) enhancing network scalability through a hierarchical structure. In addition, the ob-
tained results have shown that the scalability of the proposed energy-ef icient routing
protocol is not linear. Finally, the proposed SOC protocol is able to handle and perform
well with topology changes that may occur from time to time during network lifetime.
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4.6 Smart Sleep Scheduling Technique

In this section, an energy-ef icient MAC protocol with smart sleep scheduling for
cluster-based M2M networks is proposed. It extends network lifetime by using a new
clustering technique with a sleep mode in M2M nodes. The developed MAC protocol is
based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard speci ication in terms of the energy model, cov-
erage distance, packet size and radio frequency. According to the M2M network type
and application, the M2M nodes are assumed to be randomly deployed in the monitor-
ing area. Based on their position and their transmission range, the nodes are grouped
together to form clusters. Figure 4.10 shows the proposed Smart Sleep – M2M (SS-
M2M) protocol states from node deployment until the protocol objective is achieved.
This objective refers tomaximising network lifetime using the SOC technique and sleep
scheduling mechanisms.

Figure 4.10: Proposed SS-M2M protocol states

After M2M sensor nodes have been deployed in the monitoring area, all have to
broadcast the “Hello” message in order to join the network and those in their neigh-
bourhood send an acknowledgement. From this message exchange, every M2M node
builds a table containing the neighbouring nodes’ identity, then the initial cluster struc-
ture is built. The sink node represents the Personal Area Network (PAN) coordinator
of the network. The clustering algorithm can be explained as follows:
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i. The M2M nodes are deployed randomly in a prede ined ield with ixed dimen-
sions, all being battery powered with the same initial energy;

ii. Each node builds a neighbour table for all the nodes within its transmission range
depending on the transmitted “Hello” messages and the corresponding received
acknowledgement;

iii. After building the neighbour table, the initial CH formation, CH selection, and CH
rotation are executed following the steps of the self-organised clustering technique
presented in Section 4.5;

iv. Each M2M node continues to monitor its residual energy and updates the value of
the rotation index. When the node residual energy drops belowa certain threshold
value, the multiplication index Mindex in Eq. 4.5 (Eq. 4.9 for heterogeneous sensor
networks) changes to 0, thus preventing it frombeing a CH in future rounds, but al-
lowing it to contribute to the communication until its residual energy is completely
depleted;

v. When the index value of the current CH becomes less than the σ value, the CH
broadcasts a rotation message to inform the cluster members to select a new CH
for the next rounds;

vi. After the removal of old the CHs or dead nodes, the cluster construction process
takes place using the selection and rotation procedures given in the SOC technique
and it continues until all nodes become dead.
A sink node represents an important component anM2M sensor network as it acts

as border gateway between the sensor nodes and the Internet. As previously explained,
it can be static or mobile [170]. However, a mobile sink improves network lifetime and
packets drop rate in comparison to a static one, especially when the latter is far away
from the sensor ield or the sensor ield is too large with a massive number of M2M
sensor nodes, which wouldmeanmost of the nodes would needmultiple hops to reach
the sink. On the other hand, the mobile sink minimises the number of hops or even
delivers a single hop. As a result, the number of dropped packets is reduced, network
connectivity is improved and the energy holes problem is eliminated due to balancing
the load of data routing among the M2M nodes [171].

TheproposedMACprotocolwasmotivatedby recognition of the advantages ofmo-
bile sinks and the sleep scheduling mechanism for prolonging network lifetime. After
selecting the cluster heads and the sojourn locations τs of the mobile sink in a region
τ , then the M2M nodes wake-up prior to the movement of the sink to its sojourn loca-
tion, while the rest of the nodes in the other (τ − τs) regions are in sleep mode. The
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CH is responsible for executing the smart sleep scheduling mechanism. The proposed
approachwas aimed at conservingM2M node energy by leaving only a necessary set of
nodes active and putting the rest into sleepmode. Under this arrangement, only the ac-
tive nodes will deplete their energy, while the remaining nodes will sleep and preserve
their energies for future use. The proposed smart sleep scheduling algorithm can be
explained as follows:
1. The CH builds up the cluster member table CHmember(j) of a node j as follows:

CHmember(j) = {k ∈ NC |δ(j, k) 6 υ, j ̸= k} (4.12)

where,NC is thenode set deployed in the region, δ(j, k)denotes thedistancebetween
node j andnode k, andυ is the sensing rangeof a node. This sensing range is assumed
to be a circle with radius υ centred at the node, as illustrated in Figure 4.11;

2. The CH builds up the nearby table CHnear(j) for each cluster member j as follows:
CHnear(j) = {k ∈ NC |δ(j, k) 6 2υ, j ̸= k} (4.13)

where the nearby nodes of a node j are the set that may not in its range j but have
some common sensing areas with it;

3. TheCHcheckswhether the sensing areaof clustermembers canbe coveredbyneigh-
bours and nearby nodes. In addition, the removal of the node does not cause net-
work dis-connectivity;

4. If the condition in step (3) is true, then the node is considered to be eligible for going
into sleep mode, and the cluster head adds it to the redundant table CHred(j). The
cluster head uses the TDMAmechanism for the rest nodes that are not it the CHred(j)
table;

5. The CH also goes into sleep mode after collecting the data from the cluster member
andwakes up in the next period orwhen the sink node arrives at the sojourn location
in the sensing ield;

6. This mechanism is repeated for the remaining cluster member nodes until all have
been checked as to whether they can be put into sleep mode or not.

It is clear from Figure 4.11 that the sensing area of node C could be covered by the
neighbour (node A) and nearby (nodes B and D). Hence, node C goes into sleep mode,
with the area sensed by node C being still so by some other nodes and this segment
will not disconnect. The sleep mode of the other nodes (B, D and E) is scheduled using
TDMA scheduling. After the data collection phase, the cluster head puts itself into sleep
mode and back into active mode either in the next period or on the arrival of the sink.
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Figure 4.11: Neighbour and nearby nodes in the M2M sensing ield

After validating the proposed SOC techniques in the previous section, it was shown
how it outperforms the other cluster-based routing protocols. This sectionwill conduct
a comparison between the SOC technique with and without the smart sleep scheduling
technique for both homogeneous and heterogeneous sensor networks. MATLAB has
been used to evaluate the performance of the proposed smart sleep scheduling, with
the relevant simulation parameters being listed in Table 4.1 and the same radio model
given in Section 4.2.

Figure 4.12: M2M sensor network lifetime with smart sleep scheduling
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Figure 4.12 shows the network lifetime of the proposed smart sleep scheduling
algorithm versus the simulation rounds. By using the developed SOC techniques with
the smart sleep scheduler, the network lifetime is extended by 67.8% in homogeneous
sensor networks, while it is prolongedby68.9%and66.5% in2-level and3-level sensor
network heterogeneity, respectively. The smart sleep mechanism enhances network
lifetime through a dynamic duty-cycle in M2M sensor nodes.

4.7 Summary

This chapterpresenteda scalable energy-ef icient routingprotocol forM2Msensor
networks. The chapter started with an overview of the key requirements, constraints
and assumptions that related to the protocol design challenges in order to propose a
self-organised routing algorithm. In general, energy ef iciency achieved in two ways:
hierarchical structure and sleep scheduling. All the sensor nodes are stationary, then
the entire network topology might alter much slower. Accordingly, more energy can be
conserved. TheM2M sensor networkwas organised in hierarchical topology that guar-
anteed to eliminate energy holes and network convergence problems. Finally, the pro-
posed self-organised clustering technique alongside with the smart sleep scheduling
succeeded in prolonging the network lifetime and enhanced its convergence through
multiple mobile sinks.
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Chapter 5
SD-NFV for Cloud-Based IoT Networks

5.1 Introduction to Programmable Networks

The data communication in traditional sensor networks occurs between one end
of the system to the other. The network scalability and availability are limited to the
routing algorithm, congestion and moderate Quality-of-Service (QoS). In recent years,
increasing interest has been raised in deploying more functions inside current net-
work elements in order to achieve better performance in terms of network services and
cost. As a result, programmable networks have been developed to cope the limitations
present in traditional networks. These are able to build adaptive networks that have
the ability to be reprogrammed even after deployment. The major difference between
the traditional and programmable networks is that for the latter network elements are
directly programmedusing aminimal set of ApplicationProgramming Interfaces (APIs)
by the user. The programmable networks target recon iguration, simplifying and accel-
erating network programmability in a secure and centralised manner. The most recent
approaches to programmable networks are Software – De ined Networking (SDN) and
Network FunctionVirtualisation (NFV). The SDNarchitecture provides centralised con-
trol andmanagement by increasing thenetworkprogrammability through a centralised
software-based controller (the control plane), while the network devices become sim-
ple packet forwarding devices (the data plane). On the other hand, theNFV architecture
provides a programmability feature by running different network applications simul-
taneously on a single physical network node. SDN and NFV with the cloud-based gate-
way enable the remote user to deploy an executable code dynamically to perform a new
functionality at runtime [172] [173].
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5.2 Enabling SDN,NFVandCloud in6LoWPANNetwork

The Software De ined – Network Functioning Virtualisation (SD-NFV) approach
has been proposed as an energy-ef icientway of prolonging the 6LoWPANnetwork life-
time through the network programmability feature. The SD-NFV approach enables the
6LoWPAN node to be re-tasked after deployment. The developed 6LoWPAN testbed
has been integrated with a cloud computing platform to provide global access to the
M2M sensor network.

5.2.1 6LoWPAN Hardware Platform

The M2M sensor node consists of various sub-systems, such as sensing, computa-
tion, communication and power sub-systems. 6LoWPAN is a pioneer protocol aimed at
providing small devices that have constrained processing and limited energy with the
ability to have IPv6 global connectivity. Over the last few years, there have been sev-
eral free and commercial solutions developed for 6LoWPAN. Most of the developed ap-
proaches were implemented based on an operating system, where the 6LoWPAN pro-
tocol stack was used along with the node’s operating system. However, as the M2M
sensor nodes are characterised by a small memory and moderate processing unit with
limited energy source, it is not practical to include an operating system with dedicated
software applications in those devices at the same time.

In order to develop the6LoWPANprotocol stackwith the lowmemoryM2Msensor
node andmake itworkablewith existing IP networks, it is necessary to use the available
open source resources to themaximum possible extent. Consequently, the open source
hardware platform has been chosen and integrated to it into the designedM2M sensor
node scheme as well as the 6LoWPAN gateway.

One of the most important features of the M2M sensor node is the selection of the
processing platform. The M2M nodes need to be cost-effective and energy-ef icient to
meet the IoT network promises. There are several types of nodes available in both com-
mercial and open-source domains. The proposed approach is based on an open source
hardware platform represented by the Arduino [174], which is amicrocontroller board
based on the ATmega328 chip, as a processing platform. The XBee module is deployed
as a radio communication for MAC and PHY layers of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, while
a temperature and humidity sensor is used as a sensing unit for the M2M node. The
Arduino board has been chosen due to its low energy consumption, small size, cost-
effectiveness, and programmability feature. Choosing the Arduino boardwill open new
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horizons to increase network programmability and management through open source
hardware platforms.

To realise the concept of the IoT paradigm, it is essential to make the things (con-
nectedobjects) addressable, controllable, andaccessible via the Internet. Theproposed
approach has been tested using a simple temperature and humidity sensing application
inwhich theM2M sensor nodes transmit the sensed data to theM2Mgateway. The Figs.
5.1 – 5.3 show a 6LoWPAN-based M2M nodes prototypes, which are classi ied into:
• Simple node: the simple nodeperforms sensing and communicationonly,without any

processing capabilities and it cannot be selected as a cluster head. The simple node
is composed of a temperature sensor (TMP36) attached directly to the XBeemodule,
and an LED used as an indicator for receiving the control signal from the cluster head
in a hierarchical topology or from the sink node in a star topology. The simple node
is battery powered (3.7 V/1000 mAh) and is shown in Figure 5.1;

• Advanced node: the advanced node performs sensing, communication, and process-
ing of the sensed data. It can be selected as the cluster head among cluster members.
It comprises a temperature and humidity sensor (DHT11), XBeemodule, and an LED.
All these components are attached to the Arduino Uno board. The advanced node is
battery powered (9 V/1600 mAh) and is shown in Figure 5.2;

• Sink node: the sink node is the inal destination for all the data being sensed by the
M2Msensor nodes. It can be static ormobile depending on the application. It is built-
up of an Arduino Uno board equipped with two communication modules (XBee and
ESP8266). The XBee module is used for the M2M sensor network communication,
while the ESP8266 is used for Internet communication. The ESP8266 connects the
6LoWPANnetworkwith the IP networks aswell as the cloud platformwhere the data
is being stored. The sink node is permanently powered with extra storage capability
and is shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.1: Simple node prototype
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Figure 5.2: Advanced node prototype

Figure 5.3: Sink node prototype

5.2.2 Customised SDN Controller Design Considerations

SDN and NFV are complementary technologies that have a lot in common, because
they are both aimed at developing open software for standardised network hardware.
NFV technology is geared towards creating on-demand programmable network func-
tions and locating themat themost suitable location in thenetwork infrastructureusing
adequate network resources [175]. SDN technology can decouple the control plane and
data plane in order to increase network programmability and recon iguration. Whilst
SDN and NFV have value when implemented separately, combining them in one net-
work will achieve greater value.
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Current approaches to integrating M2M sensor nodes in the Internet have several
drawbacks, and hence, alternative architectures need to be proposed and evaluated.
The proposed integration of SDN and NFV is aimed at deploying different routing al-
gorithms for a 6LoWPAN network by deploying the Virtual Network Function (VNF).
VNF is deployed on top of the integrated cloud-based 6LoWPAN gateway for both ho-
mogeneous and heterogeneous M2M sensor networks. Figure 5.4 shows the typical
architecture of the M2M sensor node with a 6LoWPAN protocol stack alongside the
TCP/IP stack. The SDN controller is a software-based network entity that is used to
manage and control network devices using programmable elements via different APIs.
In order to adopt the SDN concept in theM2M sensor network, a novel customised SDN
controller is proposed to bridge the research gap outlined earlier. The proposal regard-
ing the customised SDN controller needs to take into account the limited memory and
processing unit of the M2M sensor nodes to achieve a low software footprint.

Figure 5.4: M2M sensor node architecture

The SDN controller is a software artifact being customised to it a 6LoWPAN pro-
tocol stack, which enables end-to-end services on resource constrained devices. The
controller is responsible for the following: (i) discovery of network topology; (ii) ser-
vice management; (iii) virtualisation service; and (iv) data routing and load balancing.
Additionally, the SD-NFV introduces a new low table entry to cope with the highmem-
ory usage of the programmable interface.
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Figure 5.5: Customised SDN controller architecture

Figure 5.5 illustrates the architecture of the customised SDN controller used in the
proposed SD-NFV approach. The controller is part of the 6LoWPAN coordinator, which
is the 6LoWPAN gateway that starts up and initiates the network using unique PAN ID.
The network discovery manager uses a discovery function to check the available alive
nodes or newly joined nodes; this function is performed periodically to keep the global
topology of the network up-to-date and to modify the alive node table entries. The ser-
vice manager is important for allocating each node with a different level of services
depending on the node’s priority in the customised low table entities. Also, the service
manager is responsible for providing cloud service connectivity to the 6LoWPAN net-
work. While the virtualisation manager allows different 6LoWPAN nodes to share the
same network functions in the gateway as well as providing virtual individual connec-
tivity between the 6LoWPAN nodes and cloud computing platform. Finally, the routing
and load balancing manager is capable of executing different routing algorithms and
performs load balancing optimisation techniques to achieve high throughput and to re-
duce the end-to-end delay in the sensor network based-on a 6LoWPAN protocol stack.

Figure 5.6 shows the detailed implementation of the low table at the 6LoWPAN
gateway and it is continued in Figure 5.7. The low table contains the list of rules to per-
form certain actions depending on the ingress and egress low entities. In the proposed
SD-NFV testbed, the control traf ic from the controller to the data plane (i.e., down-
streamandupstreamtraf ics) contains forward,modify-state (con iguration), anddrop.
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Figure 5.6: Implementation process of the customised SDN low table
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Figure 5.7: Implementation process of the customised SDN low table (continued)

The OpenFlow protocol [109] has entirely been developed forwired networks and
cannot be applied directly to wireless M2M sensor networks due to its complexity. The
low table entries are shown in Figure 5.8, which are customised from the conventional
SDN concepts and the OpenFlow standard. Its entries take into account the constrained
nature of the M2M sensor nodes and each table entry is divided in three entities. The
matching ields contain the conditions a packet needs to comply in order to be pro-
cessed, the action ield speci ies the executed action, and the statistics ield is used for
processed packet counting. The most common actions are to discard the packet, to for-
ward it or to modify the low table entries.

Figure 5.8: The proposed low table entries of the customised SDN controller
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To summarise the proposed approach, Figure 5.9 illustrates the relationship be-
tween SDN, NFV, and cloud computing with the 6LoWPAN M2M sensor network. It
is clear that each technology abstracts certain functions from different network re-
sources; the bene its obtained from each of them are similar in terms of traf ic agility,
cost-effectiveness, reduction in nodes’ energy consumption, and dynamic network scal-
ability. In addition, Figure 5.9 depicts the layer’s abstraction and the customised SDN
low table entries.

Figure 5.9: The proposed SD-NFV architecture based-on a 6LoWPAN testbed

The 6LoWPAN protocol stack has been implemented using the Arduino pico In-
ternet Protocol version 6 (pIPv6) stack, the library being available at [176]. It was the
irst IP stack for embedded systems to implement in full the internet protocols using
M2M constrained sensor nodes. The customised SDN controller was built using C++
language and deployed in the 6LoWPAN gateway, while the NFV is used to migrate the
network layer and adaptation layer from a node’s protocol stack to the gateway proto-
col stack andmerge themwith the SDN controller. This virtualisation function is called
Sensor Function Virtualisation (SFV), which transforms multiple node tasks into soft-
ware packages inside the 6LoWPAN gateway. This gateway now handles the 6LoWPAN
coordinator for network initialisation, the customised SDN controller, and the two lay-
ers (network and adaptation layers) from the 6LoWPAN protocol stack.
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The Requests for Comments (RFC) 4861 [177] was the irst IPv6 node discov-
ery speci ication, which was extended in 2012 by RFC 6775 [178] so as to be able to
adopt 6LoWPAN node discovery requirements. The 6LoWPAN edge router or PAN co-
ordinator is responsible for connecting the 6LoWPAN network to the external IP net-
works and to propagate the IPv6 pre ixes among the 6LoWPANnodes. In the traditional
6LoWPANnetwork, each node keeps checking its reachability to the edge router by per-
forming a heavy control message exchange, such as Node Discovery (ND), Router Ad-
vertisement (RA), Neighbour Advertisement (NA), Neighbour Unreachability Detection
(NUD), Duplicate Address Request (DAR) or Duplicate Address Con irmation (DAC).
The 6LoWPAN node periodically sends NUDs until it receives a con irmation, even if
it does not have data to send. The major issues in traditional node discovery are heavy
packet transmission over the IEEE 802.15.4 medium, signi icant energy consumption
to maintain network connectivity, and reduction in link reliability. The main challenge
in 6LoWPAN node discovery is to develop a mechanism that provides less packet ex-
change for network connectivitywithminimumdiscovery latency andpower consump-
tion to form the global network topology.

On the other hand, the customised SDN controller has a topology discovery man-
ager that is responsible for maintaining network connectivity for ef icient data routing.
The proposed topology discovery mechanism takes advantage of the virtualised layers
and the 6LoWPAN network does not need any IP connectivity at the node level. Hence,
this will reduce the generated packets for node discovery and minimise the node’s en-
ergy consumption by preventing the periodic NUDs and relevant message exchange.
The proposed approach is based on the SDN low table entries, whereby after the net-
work initiation phase is completed, the 6LoWPAN coordinator reports to the SDN con-
troller the address of the alive nodes. Subsequently, the customised SDN controller
assigns each node an IP and saves this entry in the alive node table. As the SDN con-
troller knows the global topology of the network, it can build-up the low table to each
node including its IP assignment, as shown in Figure 5.9. The topology discovery man-
ager performs network discovery on a regular basis, but the table will only be updated
when a node joins or leaves the 6LoWPAN network. The proposed SD-NFV approach
reduces the network discovery latency as well as reducing energy consumption in the
6LoWPAN nodes during the network topology discovery phase.

The leveraging of cloud, SDN, and NFV technologies in 6LoWPAN node discovery
and data routing have not been considered in current literature. The proposed SD-
NFVapproach compromises energy consumptionwith end-to-enddelay to prolongnet-
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work lifetime. Each technology abstracts certain functions to provide a wireless pro-
grammable network that supports heterogeneousM2Mnetworks. The customised SDN
controller with the NFV and cloud computing is aimed at providing multi-vendor com-
patibility for smooth protocol evaluation and implementation. In sum, the proposed
approach will bridge the research gapwith the SD-NFV approach that offers hardware-
independent and on-demand function installation.

5.2.3 Integration of Cloud Computing Services

ThingSpeak [179] is the cloud computing platform used in the implementation of
the SD-NFV approach based on a 6LoWPAN testbed, which provides free storage with a
data visualisation feature. The cloudplatformconnects the 6LoWPANnetworkwith the
global Internet through the SD-NFV gateway. There are two types of channels, namely:
data channels and control channels. The data channels are used for storing the sensed
data, while the control channels are used for sending control commands to a speci ic
node over the IP network. These ThingSpeak channels are chosen to demonstrate that
the SD-NFV gateway provides bidirectional communication for the 6LoWPAN nodes.
Cloud computing provides ubiquitous connectivity between theM2M sensor nodes and
the external IP networks via the SD-NFV 6LoWPAN gateway. Figure 5.10 illustrates ser-
vice chaining operations and network connectivity for the proposed SD-NFV approach.

Figure 5.10: 6LoWPAN cloud connectivity through the SD-NFV gateway
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The cloud front-endAPI is visible to theuser inorder todeploydifferent algorithms
and change the network preferences, while the back-end of the network resides in the
6LoWPAN network to provide a global connection via the edge router (M2M gateway).

5.2.4 Remote End-User Application

A simple end-user application is built using MATLAB software to emulate external
IP access to the 6LoWPAN network through the SD-NFV gateway. The application is
used to retrieve the data from the cloud and to analyse it on a remote PC. In addition,
the remote application is used to send control messages to the M2M sensor nodes by
turning the attached LED on/off to verify IP connectivity and network heterogeneity.
Figure 5.11 shows the Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the end-user or remote applica-
tion. The remote application reads data from data channels in the cloud (ThingSpeak)
and sends the network preferences to the 6LoWPAN gateway using the control chan-
nels of the cloud computing platform.

Figure 5.11: GUI of the end-user application
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5.3 Testbed Experimental Results and Discussions

The IoT is the most recent technological trend, the main idea behind which is to
equip every object with Internet access. This will enable the connected objects to send
sensed data to a cloud platform so as to be accessible from anywhere on a continual ba-
sis. In addition, it will enable the connected objects to communicate directly with each
other. This type of communication is calledM2Mcommunication. This section provides
detailed proof-of-concept testbed results for SDN and NFV integration in a cloud based
6LoWPANM2Mnetwork. The testbed experiments were carried out in indoor environ-
ments. The 6LoWPAN network initiates two successive steps. First, network discovery
is performed before carrying out any sensing tasks to make the network topology vis-
ible to the customised SDN controller. After the nodes are discovered, the second step
is started by executing the sensing application in each M2M node and reporting the
sensed data to the gateway prior to their storage in the cloud platform.

Nowadays, there are many software and hardware platforms for implementing
M2Msensornetworksbasedon6LoWPAN. In theproposedSD-NFVapproach, theproof-
of-concept testbed has three main components:

1. The advancedM2M sensor node and the 6LoWPAN gateway (sink node) are built us-
ing Arduino Uno board, which is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega328,
with 32 kbytes of lash memory and 2 kbytes of SRAM. On the other hand, the sink
node is equippedwithWi-Fi module and extramemory to communicatewith IP net-
works and store sensors’ data respectively. These boards can be programmed in an
Integrated Development Environment (IDE) using C++ language. The Arduino pro-
grammes are compiled using a standard GNU tool chain;

2. IoTmiddleware is a software based SDN controller responsible for interfacing, man-
aging, and controlling the application layer and network infrastructure (sensing,
processing, and communication). It enables the 6LoWPAN nodes to be re-tasked
after deployment via high level APIs. The customised SDN controller can also per-
form complex taskswith the sensed data obtained from the 6LoWPAN sensor nodes,
and orchestrate the interaction of high level web-based applications and the M2M
sensor nodes;

3. The cloud computing platform is used to provide ubiquitous connectivity via web-
based applications. It prompts interoperability between heterogeneous M2M de-
vices and the external IP network. Cloud storage advantages are reducing data re-
trial latency and providing redundant data paths.
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5.3.1 Node Discovery Phase

It is hard and resource intensive to discover each alive node in a6LoWPANnetwork
manually. Consequently, automated node discovery has been designed to monitor the
states of the nodes in the network, which is delegated to the 6LoWPAN coordinator.
The network coordinator is integrated with the SDN controller to work in harmony for
communication cost reduction between M2M sensor nodes. In addition, integrating
the PAN coordinator with the SDN controller can achieve high bandwidth utilisation
compared to the traditional 6LoWPAN node discovery, where the cost associated with
communication is usually more than that of sensing and processing.

Figure 5.12: Node discovery delay

Figure 5.12 illustrates the node discovery time versus the number of 6LoWPAN
nodes. The main objective of the node discovery function is to achieve the lowest num-
ber of transmitted packets for a node to be still connected with the customised SDN
controller. The proposed topology discovery manager is aimed at making the PAN co-
ordinator with the customised SDN controller responsible for maintaining the status
information of all M2M sensor nodes down the hierarchy and reporting the status up-
dates to the SDN controller. According to this information, the SDN controller builds-up
two tables: one that contains the connected or alive nodes, and a second that is the low
table where each node is mapped to node IP, cloud APIs, and actions. From Figure 5.12,
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it is clear that the SD-NFV approach enhances the network discovery process by reduc-
ing the topology discovery time by 60%compared to the traditional 6LoWPANnetwork
discovery time. This reduction in network discovery time can be justi ied due to the de-
coupling of the control and data planes, whereby the SDN controller will not update the
tables frequently. The low table update takes place when there is no reply from the
node, and the corresponding node will be removed from the table or when a new node
joins the network and it will be added to both tables.

5.3.2 Execution of Sensing Application

When the executionof the sensing application starts, the SD-NFVgatewaybecomes
responsible for iltering the ingress traf ic fromboth the IEEE802.15.4 and IEEE802.11
transceivers. It will perform packet fragmentation and packet assembly depending on
the destination address of the packet.

Figure 5.13: 6LoWPAN node lifetime

The traditional 6LoWPAN network is only able to execute a single application. Due
to the limited energy source attached to the 6LoWPAN node, the nodes need to use
their energies ef iciently. The analysis focuses on the advanced nodes because these
plays the role of being cluster heads in hierarchical topology. As shown in Figure 5.13,
the proposed SD-NFV approach succeeds in enhancing the advanced nodes’ lifetime
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by approximately 65% compared to traditional 6LoWPAN networks without this ap-
proach. As stated previously, the 6LoWPAN nodes are characterised by low-data rates,
low-energy consumption, low-cost, and generation of lexible topologies. The node life-
time is the time span from deployment to the instant when the node is considered non-
functional or failed. A 6LoWPAN node joining the SD-NFV gateway will not deplete its
energymore quickly, because unnecessary IPv6 packets transmission is eliminated (i.e.
IPv6 headers and fragmentation) and hence, the network lifetime will be enhanced. In
addition, unnecessary periodic packet transmissions for maintaining node connectiv-
ity are also reduced by the network discovery manager and accordingly, a signi icant
amount of energy is saved. Finally, the Arduino board draws signi icantly high current
compared to other microcontroller boards and hence, it works only for a day not for
months or even a year. However, Arduino boards have been chosen in order to investi-
gate the effects of the SD-NFV approach over a very short running time.

Figure 5.14: First six seconds of the network initialisation phase

Virtualising the network and adaptation layers of the 6LoWPAN protocol stack in
the SD-NFV gateway enables the M2M node to perform low-energy sleep mode in or-
der to conserve energy for a long period. Figure 5.14 shows the current drawn from the
Arduino Uno board of the advanced node for the irst six seconds of network initialisa-
tion. The node joining the SD-NFV gateway will not need to have the communication
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antenna to be on all the time; it will turn on its communication antenna when sending
or receiving 6LoWPAN packets. Figure 5.15 shows the current drawn from a node’s
battery under a periodic traf ic scenario. The spikes in the red curve represent the time
instance when the sensed data have been transmitted to the SD-NFV gateway.

Figure 5.15: Current drawn from 6LoWPAN node under a periodic traf ic condition

Figure 5.16 illustrates the relationship between advanced 6LoWPAN node activity
as a percentage of the node’s residual energy. The experimental testbed results indicate
that in a traditional 6LoWPAN network, the node spends all its energy listening to the
channel and transmitting a fragmented large packet size of IPv6 (1280 byte). As a re-
sult, it depletes its energymorequickly, whilst transmitting fragmented IPv6datagrams
over the LoWPAN links ef iciently. While in the proposed SD-NFV approach, IP connec-
tivity at the node level is not necessary, because the customised SDN controller has a
virtualisation manager with Sensor Function Virtualisation (SFV), which abstracts IP
connectivity from node’s protocol stack to the SD-NFV gateway protocol stack. Accord-
ingly, the advanced 6LoWPAN node only sends IEEE 802.15.4 packets (127 byte) and
performs sleep mode by turning off its communication antenna. The SD-NFV gateway
performs the fragmentation and assembly of IPv6 packets on behalf of the 6LoWPAN
nodes. Accordingly, the node can conserve its residual energy, which is powered by
batteries only and hence, prolong its lifetime. Finally, the customised SDN controller
conserves nodes’ energies by an indirect load balancing mechanism.
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(b) Traditional 6LoWPAN node (c) SD-NFV 6LoWPAN node

Figure 5.16: 6LoWPAN node activity in relation to the node energy

5.4 Summary

This chapter introduced a new architecture for 6LoWPAN-based sensor networks
using programmable network concepts. The proposed approach adopted SDN andNFV
technologies with cloud computing platform to enhance network management and ex-
tend its lifespan. The developed SD-NFV approach presented a customised SDN con-
troller to alleviate the need for massive packet exchange for network discovery and
topologymanagement. The NFVwas used to virtualise themost energy harvesting lay-
ers to conserve the 6LoWPAN sensor node energy and reduce the time needed by the
remote user when provisioning andmanaging sensor networks. Both SDN andNFV en-
abled sensor node recon iguration even after deployment and this alleviated the need
for declaring queries and low patterns to the PAN coordinator during network oper-
ation. In addition, NFV techniques automatically enabled the 6LoWPAN gateway to
utilise virtualised packet processing functions ef iciently on behalf of the M2M sensor
nodes . The cloud computing, represented by the ThingSpeak platform, connected the
isolated sensor devices and re-tasked them according to both their initial and subse-
quent con iguration settings that deployed by the remote user in the 6LoWPAN gate-
way. The SD-NFV approach implemented using open source software and hardware
platforms to ease their integration in the real-time daily activities such as smart home,
smart city and Healthcare. The SD-NFV approach is vendor dependent and provides
seamless integration with the IP networks at low cost.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and FutureWork

6.1 Conclusions and Discussions

Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication refers to the execution of automated
applications on smart embedded devices that can communicate throughwired orwire-
less networks with or without human intervention. It has dramatically changed the
real world around us by providing smart embedded devices with the ability to commu-
nicate with each other directly. Many applications can bene it from the advantages of
M2M communication, such as healthcare, smart cities, security and transportation. A
wireless M2M sensor network consists of spatially distributed embedded sensors that
have the ability to sense the surrounding environment. The sensed data are reported
towards the sink node in single hop or multi-hop transmissions. Nowadays, M2M sen-
sor networks rely on bi-directional communication links, which in turn enable theM2M
sensor nodes to bemonitored and accessed individually. The access mechanism can be
achieved through the integration of Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6), such as IPv6
over Low power Wireless Personal Area Network (6LoWPAN) as each node can be ac-
cessed via a dedicated IP address. The Internet of Things (IoT) is currently receiving
increasing interest from both industry and academia. The IoT can be considered as the
extension of the Internet in which it enriches the Internet resources with real world
information through data sensed by smart embedded M2M sensor nodes. M2M com-
munication based on 6LoWPAN act as promising technologies for practical realisation,
not only for the IoT, but also for the Internet of Nano Things (IoNT) [180] and the
Internet of Vehicles (IoV) [181], ultimately leading to the development ofwhat is known
as the Internet of Everything (IoE) [182].
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It was the aim of this thesis to address and solve different challenges related to
IoT applications based onM2Mcommunication. The thesis hasmade original contribu-
tions to the research community aswell as openedup anewhorizon for future research.
Since each chapter of the thesis involved investigating individual and independent re-
search problems, the main thesis’s contributions are concluded below to provide an
overall picture of the conducted research.

In the literature, there are a great number of mathematical models aimed at mod-
elling the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer and the Physical (PHY) layer, based on
the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. However, careful and deep study has revealed that layers,
based on 6LoWPAN speci ications, are often neglected during the modelling, evalua-
tion and validation of the existing analytical models. Additionally, most of the exist-
ing mathematical models are tailored to certain assumptions and thus, are not a it for
the 6LoWPAN speci ications provided by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
working group. In order to demonstrate the importance of the proposedmathematical
model, Chapter Three provided the evaluation and validation results pertaining to the
indings in relation to throughput and end-to-end enhancements. The optimised MAC
layer parameters were also presented in that chapter.

An improved jointmathematicalmodel for the 6LoWPANMACandPHY layers took
the form of a non-beacon enabled CSMA/CA of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. The pro-
posed mathematical model analysed the behaviour of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard us-
ing stochastic representation based onMarkov chain modelling. Additionally, a Monte-
Carlo based simulation was used to validate the proposed mathematical model. The
obtained simulation results showed how the number of nodes affected the generated
traf ic across the network and the collision probability had a greater impact on the de-
lay and throughput compared to the retransmission failure probability. Moreover, the
retransmission failure probability was relative to the maximum backoff and retries al-
lowance. Also, the inite buffer size had implicit impact on this probability. The pro-
posedMarkov chainmodel does not suffer from the limitations uncovered in the litera-
ture review, but rather, adopts retransmission based on the received optional acknowl-
edgement to cope with the limitation when implementing the Transfer Communica-
tion Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) using 6LoWPAN. The obtained
results from the comparison of the simulation and mathematical approaches showed
a great similarity in the behaviour of the MAC and PHY layers in terms of delay and
throughput. In sum, this model could ease the estimation of network behaviour under
different scenarios of a general IoT application. The performance predicted by the pro-
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posed mathematical model was very close to that obtained by simulation, which went
someway towards enhancing understanding of theMAC andPHY layer interaction. The
proposed approach was proved as being accurate, with minimum computational com-
plexity.

A new intelligent approach for optimising the proposed joint analytical model for
6LoWPAN under unsaturated and saturated conditions was developed. In addition, the
effects of MAC parameters were investigated in medium to large size networks. An Ar-
ti icial Neural Network (ANN) was proposed for inding the correlation between the
most effective MAC layer parameters as inputs and throughput as output. The various
topologies of the ANNwere tested by applying one and two hidden layerswith different
numbers of neurons. Moreover, Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) was used as learning algo-
rithm in the feed-forward ANN structure. Two optimisation techniques were used to
optimise the 6LoWPAN MAC layer parameters for a given channel throughput and the
number of nodes in the network. A Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Particle SwarmOptimi-
sation (PSO) algorithmwere used for deriving the optimal settings of the IEEE 802.15.4
MAC layer parameters in 6LoWPAN networks. The optimised parameters guaranteed
the reliability requirements of the application with minimum computational complex-
ity. Both the GA and PSO algorithms performed well the latter had faster convergence
to the optimal set than the former.

The obtained results of the optimisedmodel showed that the optimal MAC param-
eterswere feasible for both the unsaturated and saturated conditionswith orwithout a
retransmission option. The obtained results were validated by simulation and showed
that the channel throughput can be increased by setting the MAC layer with the op-
timised parameters for a given number of nodes in the network. Moreover, the opti-
mised MAC parameters showed that the throughput was considerably higher than the
network set by the default MAC parameters of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. By utilis-
ing the optimal MAC parameters, the 6LoWPAN network throughput was enhanced by
52–63% and end-to-end delay reduced by 54–65%, with the enhancement percentage
depending on the number of nodes in the 6LoWPAN network.

All the following research contributionsof this thesis arebasedon6LoWPAN,which
is currently themost widely used technology in M2M sensor networks. Controlled sink
mobility was adopted to prolong network lifetime and to enhance packet delivery to
sink nodes. The proposed approach was based on multiple mobile sinks to cope the
energy hole problem around the sink and provide fair energy depletion by changing
sink position. Also, it was focused on developing an energy ef icient routing algorithm
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using the well-known IEEE 802.15.4 communication standard for low-power and low-
data rate Personal Area Networks (PANs). Some improvements were made in terms of
achieving better network performance under different networkmodels (homogeneous
and heterogeneous) and traf ic parameters.

The proposed scalable Self-Organised Clustering (SOC) protocol was simulated us-
ing MATLAB software and compared among four well-known cluster based routing al-
gorithms: Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH), Stable Election Proto-
col (SEP), Threshold sensitiveEnergyEf icient SensorNetwork (TEEN), andDistributed
Energy Ef icient Clustering (DEEC). The simulationwas conducted using homogeneous
and heterogeneous networks. The homogeneous network was divided into two types
depending on the heterogeneity level, either two and three levels. The SOC technique
involved adopting fourmobile sink nodeswith controlledmobility travelling across the
sensory ield along a prede ined path with constant speed to collect the data from the
cluster heads. The outcomes from simulating the proposed energy-ef icient SOC-M2M
routing protocol are:

• Multiplemobile sink nodes in large-scaleM2Msensor networks are advocated as one
possible way to shorten the communication path to a single hop from a cluster head
to a mobile sink and thus, enhance network coverage;

• The multiple mobile sinks enhance the performance of an M2M network by increas-
ing the network connectivity and reducing the number of dropped packets by elimi-
nating the energy hole problem;

• The SOC techniques solve the scalability problem by ef iciently rotating the cluster
head among cluster members based on a heuristic formula;

• The selection and rotation of cluster heads among cluster members lead to fair en-
ergy distribution among all sensor nodes and fair traf ic balancing across the net-
work. As a result, the network lifetime is increased. Consequently, the number of
packets delivered to the sink is also increased;

• The developed approach can potentially reduce the energy consumption compared
to the same clustering techniques without sleep mode by adopting a smart sleep
scheduling mechanism.

Software-De ined Networking (SDN) is a new network paradigm that decouples
the control plane from the data plane and delivers centralised software to support net-
work programmability. The centralised software is called the SDN controller, which is
itself controlled by an application layer. It has a global viewof the network and instructs
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the hardware data plane on how to process and forward data. The OpenFlow protocol
is one of the southbound interfaces between the controller and the SDN switches for ex-
changing network information. However, this protocol is not suitable for M2M sensor
networks due to its large packet size and communication overhead. Network Function
Virtualisation (NFV) provides a recon igurable feature of sharing the same network re-
sources among all the other nodes in the network. SDN and NFV can work in harmony
to achieve network programmability and agile traf ic lowwith a load balancingmecha-
nism. On the other hand, the cloud commuting platform has expanded the vision of the
IoT by providing ubiquitous connectivity to small embedded devices through the bor-
der gateway of the M2M sensor network. To distinguish the proposed solution of this
thesis, a proof-of-concept testbedwas implemented using the SDNandNFV approaches
in a cloud-based 6LoWPAN gateway. A customised SDN controller was built using C++
language to adopt the nature of the energy constrained M2M sensor nodes. Also, the
implemented testbed can be viewed as a irst attempt to analyse the challenges of in-
tegrating SDN and NFV together in a IEEE 802.15.4 network, which is characterised by
low-power and low-data rate M2M sensor nodes. Currently, the implemented 6LoW-
PAN testbed has been tested for the speci ic solution called Software De ined-Network
Functioning Virtualisation (SD-NFV). The testbedwas built based on open source hard-
ware and software platforms to achieve low-cost M2M sensor nodes and increase its
popularity.

The implemented architecture achieves a good performance in terms of the node
discovery function in the gateway for global topology construction. The node discovery
time has been reduced by 60% compared to the traditional 6LoWPAN approach. Also,
the proposed SD-NFV approach is aimed at abstracting themost energy harvesting lay-
ers from the 6LoWPAN node and making them virtualised among all the other nodes
in the network through the SDN controller. The virtualisation approach enhances the
network lifetime; the node joined by the SD-NFV gateway is able to enhance its lifetime
by 65% in comparison to the existing node joined by the traditional 6LoWPAN gateway.

Finally, SDN offers a new way to design, deploy, and manage IoT devices by im-
proving the interaction between the customised SDN controller and the network in-
frastructure. While the NFV reshapes the current network services and makes the IoT
service function chaining more agile. The proposed SD-NFV approach is quite suitable
for constrained networks, where energy and processing ef iciency are the major con-
cern. Furthermore, the SD-NFV gateway can handle bidirectional communication be-
tween 6LoWPAN nodes and a remote user.
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6.2 Future Research Directions

Despite the substantial contributions of this thesis that pertain to energy-ef icient
IoT applications, there are a number of open research challenges that are expected to
be continuously evolving alongwith the developments inM2M communications. These
new challenges need to be addressed with fresh contributions in order to advance the
research area further. This section delineates open research ields and future directions
in this regard.

The proposed 6LoWPAN joint mathematical model of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard
can be extended to include a sensory ield with mobile sensor nodes, rather than sta-
tionary nodes or both of them. Also, it will be a challenge to develop an analyticalmodel
that deals with sensor node mobility in order to investigate the impact of node mobil-
ity on network performance. On the other hand, the optimised MAC layer parameters
can be evaluated through testbed implementation and the obtained results can be com-
pared to the simulation results in order to investigate their impacts on 6LoWPAN net-
work behaviour. In addition, different types of M2M sensor nodes based on 6LoWPAN
can be used in the evolutionary testbed, which will open a new horizon depicting the
scenarios envisioned in industrial IoT applications better.

The presence of mobility in M2M sensor networks requires special attention due
to its importance in enhancing the network operation and bringing new challenges to
the IoT environment. In this thesis, a self-organised scalable M2M routing protocol has
been proposed for a multiple mobile sink sensory ield in order to improve network
performance. A mobile sink moving trajectory based on the data generation rate is a
new challenge that stems from the fact that anM2Msensor network is operatingmostly
to its areas of interests. This approachwill reduce the data gathering latency especially
in critical time based IoT applications. On the other hand, the proposed self-organised
clustering technique prolongs node lifetime and hence, expand the network life-span.
In addition to lifetime expansion, the proposed clustering technique succeeds in solving
the scalability issue inherited owing the sensor network nature. At present, most M2M
sensor nodes are battery powered, and their lifetime depends on the stored energy.
There are a few factors affecting node lifetime that were not considered in this work,
such as humidity and battery recovery. The humidity will shorten the node battery life-
time if it is high by illing up the internal space that was allotted for cell discharge. The
intermittent discharges, while performing sensing and communication, can be recov-
ered during idle intervals, which leads to prolonging of the battery lifespan. Another
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challenge is that of the M2M sensor nodes being powered by a stochastic renewable
energy source. It is very challenging to analyse and optimise M2M network lifetime
under a continuous and unstable energy supply (i.e. solar panel).

A 6LoWPAN based M2M sensor network may face network security problems, as
the M2M nodes are exposed to the Internet directly via the border router (gateway).
This issue can be addressed by developing a lightweight irewall application or through
strong authentication before gaining access to an individual sensor node. The limited
resources of the 6LoWPAN sensor nodes make the security solutions more challenging
in terms of providing data con identiality, secure routing, and secure data aggregation.

Research efforts concerning SDN, NFV, and cloud computing are growing rapidly.
A proof-of-concept implementation of the proposed SD-NFV architecture on an open
sourcephysical network testbedwasdemonstratedalongwith the integrationof a cloud
computing platform. When application development costs are suf iciently lowered,
thenmore ideas can be afforded by the developers. Some new research trendswere left
out of the scope of this thesis, because of the software and time constraints. These could
be taken into account in future research. SDN provides a lexible foundation for future
network trends, especially in case of providing centralised control, robust and elastic
network scaling, and network programmability. One of the possible improvements to
the customised SDN controller is to build global loop-free topology of the sensor net-
work by adding centralised intelligence to the network core. Application-De ined Net-
working (ADN) will be a new SDN based future research trend in which the applica-
tions specify their requirements and let the network satisfy them. These requirements
can be load balancing, irewall, and QoS, for example. ADN is a direct consequence of
cloud computing platform needs. NFV provides elastic scalability and con iguration
to network functions. NFV introduces a new future work direction of supporting fully
programmable network con iguration technologies that make the network simple and
lexible. This lexibility in network con iguration and scaling is very important, since it
could bring the same kinds of functionality to wireless M2M sensor networks as cloud
systems brought to computing.

To summarise, this thesis has addressed some of the most recent fundamental is-
sues in M2M sensor networks using 6LoWPAN in an IoT environment. The aim has
been to reorient the thinking towards energy-ef iciency, self-organised clustering, scal-
ability, and programmable networks in energy constrainedM2M sensor networks. The
research questions and the proposed solutions in this thesis will act as a starting point
for future research on the IoT along with the new upcoming directions.
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6.3 The Impact of this Research on Industrial Practice

Previously, the transformation of research results for the communications andnet-
working industry was fragmented and limited, with this lack of coherency meaning
such research had a low impact in practice. However, nowadays, most contributions to
this industry come from academic research. The most notable innovations incremen-
tal improvements to existing knowledge including the enhancements in technology, a
global view of customer needs, design re inements, and integration of previously sep-
arated technologies (i.e. LoWPAN).

The indings presented in this thesis are the results of comparisons between the
developed approaches in this work and the existing schemes. The impact of the the-
sis contributions on the academic and industry communities relates to three aspects:
embedding, convergence, and network applications.
• Embedding: The IoT environment enables the integration of every connected device

to have a virtual identity in order to be addressed and accessed over the Internet.
This tremendous growth in IoT devices will bring new investment into developing
low-cost devices that have the ability to exchange information over a wired or wire-
less link and reducing the labour cost for some applications, such as smart grids.

• Convergence: 6LoWPAN represents the most promising technology for connected
IoT devices, because it provides energy-ef icient communication at low cost and in-
tegrates directly with the Internet via border router. The energy-ef iciency feature
will reduce the environmental pollutionby reducing the frequencyof battery replace-
ment, given that most small IoT devices are battery-powered. Moreover, IPv6 con-
nectivity has led to a breakthrough in network coverage through M2M communica-
tion by enabling a wide range of devices from different vendors to work in harmony.

• Network Applications: None of the industrial research has addressed the issues re-
garding service delivery in a sustained manner. However, this thesis has shown the
impact of SDN and NFV in providing a sustainable network by migrating the hard-
ware functions to software packages executed inside the SDN controller. This ap-
proach becomes the key to building networks that can: (i) enable the software de-
velopers to create new types of services and business models; (ii) reduce capital ex-
penses by allowing network functions to run on, off-the-shelf, vendor-independent
hardware; (iii) reduce operational expenses by supporting an autonomous algorithm
via theprogrammability feature in network elements; and (iv) deliver agility and lex-
ibility by rapidly deploying newpolicies tomeet networks’ QoS requirements quickly.
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